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SYSTEM 5
100 MHz BANDWIDTH

ROUTING SWITCHER
the guesswork out of selecting a routing switcher
...for any size facility. Its ultra wide 100MHz video bandwidth gives
you the confidence required to plan for future signal formats and
is essential today for RGB graphics, HDTV and component video.
And SYSTEM 5's sixteen levels, virtual matrix mapping, and
"honest" expansion capability to 1024 x 1024 eliminate your anxieties
when buying today for tomorrow's challenges.
Its packaging density offers the most crosspoints per rack unit. For
routine maintenance, standard multiple sourced components protect
you from unnecessary delays and costs.
SYSTEM 5's controller uses proven designs, is built to exacting specifications with total redundancy for high reliability. It is most flexible
...on-line matrix reconfiguration and diagnostics, RS232/422 ports,
internal audio summing and stereo channel reversal, reverse audio
path management and a wide range of 8- character down -loadable
control panels give you complete command. (It can be retrofitted to over
1000 of our installed Series H and 40x matrices).
When it comes to predicting future industry changes, our crystal
ball isn't any better than yours, but you can rely on our experience
gained from thousands of operating systems...from simple 15xls to an
Olympic communications complex.
Take the guesswork out of your planning. Call now for details
and a demo disc for your PC.
SYSTEM 5 takes

Pesa America Inc., 2102 West Ferry Way, Huntsville, AL 35801
205 -880 -0795 FAX 205 -881-4828
West: Burbank, CA 800 -323 -7372 East: New York City 800- 328 -1008

A SWITCH INTO THE FUTURE
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PRODUCTS FOE BAEILONA

In the past year, ABC, CBS, CNN and NBC
used it to carry the Super Bowl,
the World Series, Monday Night Football,
Desert Storm coverage and more.

Vyvx NVN, the first

nationwide switched
fiber -optic television
transmission network.
Broadcast quality fiber-optic
television transmission is no
longer a futuristic technology.
It's here. It's established. It's
proven. Just ask the major
broadcast and cable networks
who use it for transmitting news,
sports and other programming..
For more and more broadcasters each day, fiber optics offers
an affordable, secure, reliable,
and high -quality means of
delivering television signals.
Vyvx NVN operates the country's only nationwide switched
fiber -optic television transmission network. Our growing

system currently serves the top
50 U.S. TV markets and is able
to route your programming
instantly and on demand.

Engineered for
reliability and quality.
Signal purity is an unmatched
feature of fiber optics, making it
free from uplink interference and
electrical impedance. Unlike satellite transmission, fiber can't be
affected by solar flares or rain attenuation. And unlike other terrestrial systems, it's impervious
to water and other liquids.
Our 11,000 -mile fiber-optic
network is the most secure with
key segments inside decommissioned steel pipeline and along
pipeline and railroad rights of way.

A Subsidiary of Wirral, Inc.

Circle (2) on Reply Card

Easy to access and
economical to use.
Access to our network is easy
via analog last -mile facilities
obtained at your request. We
also provide the codees.
The point is, fiber -optic television transmission is no longer
an emerging
technology.
Broadcasters
are already
relying on it

Vyvx

and Vyvx NVN
for their most
critical transmission needs.

Revelation in
Sight and Sound
A

For more about the Vyvx NVN
switched fiber-optic television
network, call 1 -800- 324 -8686
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Video technology is moving in fast forward,
and engineers must run to keep up. With
HDTV around the corner and computers

entering the professional video arena,
today's engineers face a bewildering array
of technological challenges. This month, we
will report on the important issues and
challenges you'll face with tomorrow's video

26 Comparing the Options in

HDTV

By Rick Lehtinen, technical editor
HDTV system tests are under way.

systems.

38 Integrating

HDTV into NTSC

By Mike Overton, Tektronix
Timing considerations for the hybrid NTSC /HDTV facility.

46 Converting

DEPARTMENTS

PC video to NTSC

By Paul McGoldrick, Magni Systems

Crossing the bridge between personal computer video and NTSC.

4 News
6 Editorial
S FCC Update
10 Strictly TV
12
14
17
18

OTHER FEATURES:

56 Digital Audio Workstations Diversify

re: Radio
SBE Update
Circuits

By Skip Pizzi, technical editor
"Divide and conquer" is the motto in today's workstation world.

Troubleshooting
20 Management for Engineers
68 Applied Technology: D -3: The '/2inch digital format
76 Business
77 People
78 New Products
85 Preview
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ON THE COVER
Today's video facilities will soon handle HDTV signals. The integration process of HDTV into
NTSC is symbolized by the HDTV synchronization signals and the pixel image in a 16:9 format.
Cover credit: Kim Bracken, BE graphic designer. Design by Tektronix.
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Serial digital? We're with you all the
way! The world -proven performance of
Tektronix television test and measurement
equipment is now available in products
which fill the requirements of the serial
digital environment.
Just as always, we're right there where
you need us.

front panel recalls, full line select and
dual filter, dual channel display.
The 1730 D is a versatile tool you can
use as a system monitor for new digital
recorders and telecines. And for maintenance it provides a precision point of
reference for evaluating DACs and filters
in production equipment.

Introducing the Tek 1730 1) Waveform
Monitor. The 1730 D gives yo.i direct

Tie Tek TSG -17('D Opticn 1S is a
complete NTSC sync and test signal

serial and parallel composite digital inputs
along with standard analog inputs, independently or simultaneously, for NTSC
applications. All in a compact, familiar
package that fits in half a rack.
The 1730 D's unique eye pattern display
of the 143 MB /s NTSC serial digital signal
makes it easy to check transmission path
integrity. And the high return loss of its
loop -through serial digital inputs permits
observation in the same cable that reaches
destination equipment.
Also included are features that make the
1730 Series the world's most popular line
of high performance waveform monitors:

generator. You get serial and parallel
digital and NTSC analog test signal outputs, AES/EBU serial and parallel digital
and analog audio tone outputs, and RS-170A
black burst outputs for master SPG applications. Plus 12- character identification,
tape leader countdown and digital genlock
with output timing offset.
Both products are tailored for the serial
digital environment, so you don't pay for
capability you don't need and won't use.
Ask your Tek representative for a
demonstration. You'll find that when it
comes to serial digital, nobody meets the
challenge like Tek.

Téktronùc®
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Copyright

Lc`

1991,

Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved.
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EDITORIAL
Brad Dick, Editor

By Dawn Hightower,

The ATV testing

sation to the broadcaster could include
"promotional considerations, additional
changes to program or other agreed-upon
terms:'

calendar has been
released

Ennes Foundation
receives donation

The "Test Sequence & Calendar" has
been released by the FCC Advisory Committee. It contains the testing dates for the
six advanced TV (ATV) transmission systems under consideration by the FCC Advisory Committee and scheduled for
laboratory testing at the Advanced Television Test Center (ATTC).
The calendar replaces the one released
earlier this year, (1/8/91) in light of the recent advent of several "all- digital" systems,
and the resulting changes in test plans and
the completion of testing facilities.
The testing reflected on this calendar
will be conducted at the test center's facilities in Alexandria, VA, by ATTC and Cable Television Laboratories. Additional
testing will be conducted on a related
schedule at the Advanced Television
Evaluation Laboratory in Canada.

The SBE Ennes Foundation has received
a $1,000 donation from Intertec Publishing, Overland Park, KS. The money will
be used to support educational programs.
The foundation was formed in 1986 by
the society in memory of Harold E. Ennes.
It helps the SBE provide educational programs and training materials for broadcast
engineers.

senior associate editor

urges inclusion of
must carry/retransmission option
NAB

The NAB and CEO Edward O. Fritts
called the must carry /retransmission consent provision contained in the Senate cable bill a "win -win" situation for the public and urged that any House cable
legislation include the option.
In testimony before the House Telecommunications Subcommittee, Fritts said that
by providing must carry rules, the public
is guaranteed access to broadcast signals.
By allowing broadcasters to control their
own signal, Congress will put them on a
more equal economic footing with cable.
Fritts called retransmission consent the
key to avoiding "a nation of information
`haves' and `have pots' " and noted that
although broadcasters are denied the ability to retransmit another broadcast signal
without permission, cable can do so "with
impunity :'
Countering cable industry claims that a
negotiation between broadcaster and cable operator would increase cable rates,
Fritts stated that "the FCC can be given
authority, as it is under the Senate bill, to
keep rates reasonable. for consumers." He
also said that the concept of retransmission consent "does not require that money change hands;' noting that the compen4
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Regulators asked to
assure spectrum
The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) will support an effort to get
the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) to clarify rules that could undermine
the ability of TV stations to send their video signals from remote news sites back to
studios.
in comments supporting a petition by
Microwave Radio, NAB said a clarification
is needed because the federal agency has
narrowed its rules to limit broadcast access to airwaves used predominantly by
private radio users. In the past, both
groups shared a portion of the airwaves
in the 23GHz band.
Concerned about the impact on news -

gathering operations and studio -totransmitter links (STLs), broadcasters need
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from the 23GHz band. The use of alternative spectrum would be impractical because it is already congested.
NAB has asked the FCC to amend its
rules to grant continued access to the
23GHz band. Left uncorrected, the FCC's
new rules "would be disastrous to broadcaster operations;' affecting TV news gathering between remote sites and TV
studios.

SBE approves

convention dates
The board of directors of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers (SBE) has approved
the following dates for the annual SBE
convention: Oct. 2 -5, 1991, Houston; Oct.
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S9x5.5

OUR

The point of news c9ierage and
field production is to be in cbse. Broad
in scope. With nc distortion. All while
capturing shots as appealing as a wide
slice of pepperoni pizza
Nikon's new S9x5.5 len3, with
internal focus, was made to order.
Search far and wide and you'll fie,, for
being near (about 1') and wide
(77.3° x 61.9 °), no one else gives
more. The crisp image, sharp f:om
corner to corner, comes courtesy of
Nikon's famed optics and ED g!a ;s.
You glide through the 9.x zoom ratio
from 5.5mm to 49.5mm smoothl%
And we include a 1.7x extender.
The internal focus extends your
creative options to include matte boxes
and a full range of filters. And, like al!
Nikon ENG/EFP lenses, its lightweight
design and rigid construction can't be

ENG

/EFP LENS

AT 773; NO ONE

GIVES YOU A TASTIER

SLICE-OF-LIFE.

-

-

topped.
The S9x5.5. Expect no less from
Nikon. After all, we create the world's
from a complete
finest video lenses
line of HDTV lenses to converters that
transform your Nikon F- series SLR
lenses into a complete menu of special
effects lenses for your CCD camera.
For more information, write or call:
Nikon Electronic Imaging, Dept. 01,
101 Cleveland Ave., Bayshore, NY
11706, 1- 800-52 -NIKON
(526- 4566).

-

ELECTRONIC IMAGING
c
©1991 Nikon, Inc
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Editorial
It's already
good enough
The latest technology battle lines were drawn in June at the Montreux ITS conven-

tion. Three giants in the videotape recorder business released snippets of information
about their soon-to -be- available videotape formats. Although little concrete information was presented, it appears that the next generation of digital video recording formats is just around the corner.
The rush to provide broadcasters and production houses with another choice in recording formats has caught professionals by surprise. The first reaction I heard to the
announcements was, "Oh, no, not another format:' This sentiment was echoed by many

throughout the show.
Although new technology is often greeted with open arms,

that has not always been the case with videotape formats.
Let's look at why.
Cost is usually the answer. Probably no other piece of production equipment impacts so many factors within a facility. If you have a large investment in one, two or three different (and incompatible) videotape formats, the idea of adding
a second, third or forth isn't something you look forward to.
First of all, you need to consider the cost of the new
recorders. Second, the needed support equipment for new
component or digital formats can be equally expensive.
Third, the technical department is faced with supporting
yet another technology. Purchasing tape is the last hurdle
to implementing a new format. At today's prices, equipping
a facility with perhaps hundreds of hours of new video recording tape is not an inexpensive proposition. With all
these drawbacks, it's easy to see why users might not be
particularly enthusiastic about the introduction of another
videotape format.
Timing was another question that ran through many of
the convention attendees' minds. Why another format now?
Why the surprise announcements from three companies
simultaneously? The D -1 format has yet to become a common sight in most broadcast
and post facilities. The D-2 format has become popular, but far less so than the Beta cam, Betacam SP and MII formats. Furthermore, the newest format, D -3, has yet to
see full -scale production.
So why the ballyhoo about the possibility of up to three more formats? This situation has many industry professionals scratching their heads. The new formats will likely
provide additional benefits, but will those benefits offset the cost of converting to them?
Improvement for improvement's sake is not a sufficient reason to adopt new technology. However, the realists will recognize that most of what broadcasters broadcast
and what producers produce is already sufficient in the eyes of the consumer. We ought
to be asking ourselves if further improvements in the source signals will even be noticeable to the viewers. Or will the advantages of new digital videotape formats be lost
on the 20- or 25 -inch TV screens by the time the image has traveled through 30 miles
of cable or been bounced off several large buildings?
Those of us who produce and transmit entertainment programming have always
embraced new technology. We strive to give our audiences better quality. It's been
our goal to seek the best, and when new ideas are introduced, we endeavor to implement them as soon as possible.
In this case, however, have we put the cart before the horse? Will our audiences
appreciate (pay for) any improvement in image quality (assuming they can even see it)?
We may have reached a crucial point in communication technology. Further improvements at the source may not be recognized by the audience because the receive
process has become the limiting factor. It's analogous to AM stereo. The quality is there,
but who cares? Will the same thing happen with transmitted video?
Maybe it's time to concentrate on the delivery process. What we really need is a
quantum leap in receiver and delivery technology. Until that happens, our viewers
may tell us that it's already good enough.

Brad Dick, editor
6
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Bottom line Orientation.
Creating a "icund" that att-a Is and holds the
largest possible audience is the ottom lite in the
radio business. And the new O TIMOD -FM
Digital 8200 is a technological b eckthrough with
bottom line impact.
Digital Makes the Best Even Be ter.
The power cf digital propels he 8200 to new levels
of performance and functionalit . OPTIMOD -FM
8200 is a true d_gjtal audio pros sor-the audio is
digitized and all control functio s are dig tal.
What is the value of digital p ocessing and
control? In addition to a better ound, d_gioil makes
the OPTIMOD -FM more user riendly, more
programmable, more flexible. mply put, because
the OPTIMOD FM is easier to
adapt to a station's programmin
needs, it will produce more
benefit, more of the time.

changed with
PÉLETE
EVENT
the onsi of a
button- select
Use the 8 20('s Automatic Preset Switching to
the orosection
automaticaly (Flange the processing on a programmed schedile. Ideal for dayparting or multi- format
MV? far total
station.
traniçarency, or
the :v-o -band MVP for an improved version of the
tradit:oval open, bright and natural OPTIMOD -FM
sound which helped make thcusands of stations
sacceas'ul. Choose the optional multi -band MVP
and rr_eet the challenge of competitive major- market
processing with selectable speeds to match any format.
Rowe-. 'otential. Profitability.
Tame advantage of the power, potential and
profitatility of the OPTIMOD -FM 8200. Call your
dealer now for a personal, hands on evaluation of the 8200.
The OPTIMOD-FM 8200

OPTIMOD

The Processor with Multiple Pe
With most conventional pro
processing configurations requi
With the 8200's Multiple Varia
architecture, processing configu

j:frvL

is a technological breakthrough

witl bottom line impact. The power of
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ssors, multiple

OPTIMOD- in pure digital.

orban

multiple boxes.
e Proce-siog (MVP)
ations can be

A Division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
1525 Alvarado Street
-San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Tel: (1) 415/351 -3500
Fax: (1) 415/351 -0500
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1991 AKG Acoustics, Inc.
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!FCC update
Main studio rule

tightened
By Harry C. Martin

In a

decision released in June, the FCC
interpreted its broadcast station studio rule
(Section 73.1125) to require the presence
of at least one full-time manager and one
full-time staff person at the main studio
during normal business hours. The commission's staff advises that this requirement can be met through a combination
of full- and part-time managers and staff
members, as long as there is management
and staff present at the studio on a full time basis during normal business hours.
The new decision is the first the agency has issued on this subject since 1987,
when the main studio rule was amended
to require a "meaningful management and
staff presence" at main studio facilities. As
a result, many radio stations, including
those that have leased portions of their
broadcast day pursuant to time -brokerage
agreements, may not comply with the
commission's interpretation of the studio
rule. Also vulnerable will be FM stations
that have located "auxiliary" studios outside their 3.16mV/m contours while maintaining only outpost main studio facilities
(employing, for instance, a part -time employee and an answering service) within
their communities of license.
Reconsideration of the new decision will
probably be sought. In the meantime, the
requirement that at least one manager
and one staff person be present at the
main studio during normal business hours
will be the applicable legal standard.

redefines
"effective competition" for cable
FCC

The commission has redefined "effective

competition" to allow local franchising
authorities to regulate basic cable service
rates. Under the Cable TV Act of 1984, municipal rate regulation is prohibited in cable communities where there is effective
competition to the local cable TV system.
Effective competition has been defined, up
until now, as the availability of three or
more over -the-air TV signals in the cable

community.
Under the agency's new definition, effective competition exists only if:
Six unduplicated over-the -air TV signals
Martin is a partner with the legal firm of Reddy, Begley &
Martin, Washington, DC.

8
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are available in the entire cable com-

munity.
An independently owned, competing
multichannel video delivery service (for
example, SMATV, MMDS or a second cable service) is available to 50% of the
homes passed by the incumbent cable system, and subscribed to by at least 10% of
the homes passed.
In the absence of effective competition
as defined, a franchising authority has the
discretion to regulate the rates charged for
basic cable services. For those cable systems whose basic service rates are regulated by their franchising authorities, the
FCC will require that in setting or approving rates, franchising authorities allow cable operators to earn a fair return on investment. The Cable Act provides for a 5%
automatic annual increase in subscriber
rates for basic tier service. The commission's new rate-setting standard takes into
account, in addition to a reasonable profit, cost factors, such as programming, customer service, labor costs and debt

service.
The FCC also is seeking comments on
whether the elimination of must -carry obligations by cable systems is undermining
effective competition, and if so, whether
some form of must-carry should be
reimposed.

FCC modifies TV
"satellite" standards
The commission has revised its policies
and rules governing TV "satellite" stations.
Satellite stations are full -power TV facilities that rebroadcast all or part of the programming of a parent station that is com-

monly owned.
Specifically, the FCC has revised its case by -case approach of considering TV satellite requests by adopting a "rebuttable

presumption" favoring applications that
can satisfy the following three public interest criteria:
1. There is no city -grade overlap between
the parent and the satellite.
2. The proposed satellite would provide
service to an underserved area.
3. No alternative operator is ready and
able to construct or to purchase and operate the satellite as a full -service station.
Applicants who fail to meet the 3 -part

August 1991
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test may still obtain approval if they can
show that other compelling reasons warrant a grant of their applications.
The commission also abolished the 5%
cap on the amount of local programming
that a TV satellite licensee may originate.

FCC studies EBS technology
The commission is seeking information
on technical improvements to the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS). The agency's goal is to implement a system of
receivers that are activated only for emergencies of a certain type or in a certain
area.
Specifically, the FCC wants to know (1)
whether there is a need for an updated
automatic alerting system, and if so, what
type of equipment is most appropriate for
this application; and (2) if there are applications of technology that could reduce
new burdens on licensees in connection
with current EBS rules.
Two basic alternative technical systems
currently are possible. One would use the
inband audio to convey the alerting information, as in the present 2 -tone alerting
system. The other would use non -audio
band signaling systems, such as an FM
subcarrier.
Automatic activation of EBS stations is
possible with the new technology. It would
mean that a broadcast station could be
switched from its normal programming to
EBS transmissions by an external authority. This could add a major feature to EBS,
but it also poses legal and policy issues.
An automatic activation system would appear to be illegal absent amendments to
the Communications Act, which generally require that stations be operated and
controlled by a licensed duty operator.
To implement the suggested changes,
the commission could either select a specific alerting system in a rulemaking and
mandate its universal use by a certain
date, or, alternatively, select a preferred
system and encourage rather than mandate its implementation by broadcasters
and emergency planning services. Comments are being solicited on all of these
issues.
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Extraordinary software makes the difference.
Install the Odetics cart machine and watch
the power of its extraordinary software take all
the hassle out of airing programs and spots.
Your station operation is suddenly
streamlined, no longer hectic. Your entire cart
inventory is managed for you with an
electronic database. And, for even greater
efficiency, our cart machine interfaces with a
comprehensive selection of traffic computers...
the popular Columbine, IDS, Bias, Enterprise,
Marketron and VCI systems are just a few.
What's more, you can count on Odetics
software to do away with on -air discrepancies.

Nothing is left to chance. Daily reports
identify the carts needed and alert your
operator to missing spots. Test routines
diagnose potential problems before they can
affect on -air quality. A built -in error recovery
program gives you final assurance of absolute
reliability.
Contact the Odetics Broadcast Division
about your station needs. We'll show you
why this is no ordinary cart machine. And
we'll show you how its extraordinary
software can make all the difference in your
station operation.
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Broadcast

NATAS

1515 South Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 92802 -2907 (800) 243 -2001 or (714) 774 -2200
North Central
West
Southeast
Northeast
Director of Sales
Bill Boyd
Chuck Martin
Emerson Ray
Ray Baldock
Bill Keegan
(6121894.2121
(818) 999 -9796
(813) 960 -0853
(201) 305-0549
(714)774.2200

¡Strict!y TV
Clip those peaks

By Andrew Suk

Since the advent

of television, engineers
have advised talent not to wear white
shirts. Regardless, video engineers often
settle into the camera control position and
find images of smiling newscasters wearing shirts and blouses as reflective as front surfaced mirrors. If the talent has a tan,
engineers have only two choices: the
newscaster can wear a white shirt and
have no discernible face, or have good looking skin and clothes that look like
they're going to burst into flames. This
problem is due to the contrast ratio of the
two colors.
Contrast ratio is a little understood but
easily recognized anomaly of pick -up
devices. Video cameras are limited not
only by the amount of light required, but
also by the ratio of maximum-to- minimum
brightness. This article should help clear
some of the confusion concerning acceptable video levels.

"program operating level white" of 100IRE
+0, -2IRE. Exceeding the studio specifications may not noticeably degrade the
picture on the studio monitors. However,
transmitting luminance signals greater
than 100IRE can result in visual distortion.
It could also interfere with the audio signal, causing an objectionable sync buzz.
For this reason, automatic signal processing is used to properly set the video levels before they are transmitted. This may
also distort the original image, but that's
the trade -off to exceeding FCC regulations.

"It isn't white, it's beige"

Exceeding the studio
specifications may not
noticeably degrade the
picture on the studio
monitors. However,
transmitting
luminance signals

One common problem concerns setting
video clips. There is also confusion about
how to handle video peaks and chroma
excursions beyond 1001RE. All of this gets
back to why video engineers often find
themselves dictating fashion parameters
to on- camera talent.
In the first place, FCC specifications are
transmission standards, not studio laws or
regulations. Anything goes in the studio,
but once the signal hits the transmitter, it
has to be correct. If it isn't, it may cause
degraded signals and interference that can
result in degraded video and possibly,
fines.
The FCC expresses the specification for
peak white as a percentage of the full carrier: (0.125 +0.025)C, where C = peak carrier amplitude. This is commonly referred
to as 12.5 %. With proper depth of modulation, this roughly translates into 100IRE
±4IRE. This specification is for luminance
only. It specifically excludes the chrominance signal.
The approved specification for studio
equipment is RS -170. This contains amplitude and timing parameters for the NTSC
system. The RS -170 standard calls for a
Suk is director of engineering, Cordillera Communications,
and chief engineer of KIVI -TV Nampa, ID.
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Highlights vs. hot shots
Cameras have peak limiters or clipping
circuits that limit the peak excursions to
an acceptable level, usually less than
105IRE. Additional clipping will normally secure a maximum peak white amplitude of 100IRE.

greater than 100IRE
can result in visual
distortion.

A bright sky or lamps (and possibly talent's clothing) may exceed this peak
white level. Occasional highlight overshoot the glint off a chrome bumper or
the bright reflections off eyeglass frames
will produce spikes greater than
120IRE. Clipping these highlight peaks
should not noticeably degrade the picture.
However, clipping a large peak white area
will remove picture detail from the bright
portions.
The difficulty for the video engineer
comes in determining what is an acceptable highlight and what is peak white. This
really isn't subjective, as some of the great
production vs. engineering battles have
made it. Simply put, highlights should be

-

the exception, not the rule. Camera zebra
bars set to the proper level, or the 100IRE
line on a waveform monitor, are the best
tools for establishing white levels. You
must prevent any luminance from exceeding that level. (See "Strictly TV," January
March 1991, for a further discussion of
this topic.)
Overshoots can come not only from
highlights, but also from excessive image
enhancement. If this occurs on a studio
camera, and the video clip is improperly
set, the problem could show up as a sync
buzz on one camera only. This would create an interesting troubleshooting problem
for the transmitter engineer.
This discussion has referenced the luminance signal only. High -frequency chrominance components can often reach
120IRE. Soft clips will clip the luminance
component only. Typically, this is set to
1001RE. Hard clips limit luminance and
chrominance. This level is set approximately 10IRE above the soft clip level. It
is common practice to transmit up to
110IRE of chroma. In fact, many test signals include chroma components up to
this level.
Studio operators tend to think in terms
of the composite video waveform. At the
transmitter, the color signal is handled
separately as a chrominance subcarrier.
All FCC measurements are made with an
IEEE filter, except when measuring chrominance components. The 12.5% FCC
specification refers to luminance only;
chroma can and will exceed this level.

-

Communicate
After setting clip levels and checking all

the technical parameters of the cameras
and support gear, it's time for the most important preventive maintenance step: You
must talk to the people involved. Take the
time to show the talent what they look like
with nice tans and beige blouses. Explain
to them in non-engineering terms why a
signal that looks good on the studio monitor might look quite different by the time
it reaches the home set. Some genuine
one -on -one discussion may go a long way
toward improving your facility's video.
I
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WHY DO CEL STANDARDS CONVERTERS
SOUND THE BEST

mornaT

.H.r.
STANDANUS cOni,"
WAL TEILVISION

Because of the P180! Or to give it its full name, P180 Stereo
Audio Delay Compensator. This clever little option (only 1U
high) compensates for the delay in the video signal from
Standards Conversion, and maintains lip -sync automatically,
without any operator intervention. As the TETRA's delay due
to motion adaption changes, so the P180's delay changes,
seamlessly, silertly. You wouldn't know it was there, except
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that lip -sync is perfectly maintained.
Stereo or dual channel tracking is 100 °0, and 16 bit linear
A-D /D -A converters give CD quality with 90dB dynamic range
and full 20-20KHz bandwidth.
Only CEL have the P180, and only CEL's Standards
Converters can make your conversions sound as good as
they look.

And good they will look! CEL's NEW P165 -50 TETRApIus
Standards Converter offers full bandwidth from its HYCOMB
input decoder for the crispest pictures. SECAM output and
4:2:2 digital outputs are standard, and the control facilities
with a new simple menu structure are all you would ever need
or want from a full- featured Standards Converter.
The clear, easy -to -read electroluminescent panel displays
control settings and offers waveform and vector displays so
you're never in doubt that your pictures are spot -on.
TETRA, TETRApIus and P180 from CEL.
Your sound investment.

CEL
The Art of Image Control
contact: Peter Crevier,
Dynamic Video Electronics, Ontario, Canada
In Canada

Tel: 416 474 0622 Fax: 415 474 0530

CEL Electronics Inc. 4550 West 109th Street,
Suite 140, Overland Park, Kansas 66211
Tel: 1 800 325 -2351 Fax: (913) 345 -2771

Contact:

F. Wesley

Dixon
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The case of the

drifting
By

DA

John Battison,

P.E.

One

of the most interesting papers
presented at last spring's NAB Engineering Conference was "Report on a Drifting
AM Directional Array" Because it was so
worthwhile and did not appear in the
Proceedings of the conference, I obtained
permission from the author, Douglas L.
Barton, owner and chief engineer at
KMTI, Manti, UT, to paraphrase it here.
(This story may sound familiar to other
AM engineers who have been around

awhile.)
During the adjustment of KMTI's brand
new DA-2 2 -tower array last summer, some
strange symptoms were observed.
For a period of approximately 30 seconds after the application of 900W to the

night common point, the indicated phase
angle slowly drifted around 5° and the
current ratio varied about 5 %. After this,
the array became stable.
A similar phenomenon was observed
with 10kW at the day common point, but
the duration of the drift period was only
about 15 seconds.
This drift was observed throughout the
whole system. Even the VSWR meter on
the new transmitter showed the effect.
When the drifting ended, the common
point measured 5051 on the operating inline bridge (O1B). But when measuring
with the transmitter off using a receiver generator and an OIB, the common point
impedance measured 60S/ + j20. Apparently, the low output power of the
receiver -generator was not sufficient to
shift the array.
All components were checked. There
was no heating; the coax and transmitter
checked out; and the antenna base insulators and chokes were all right. Uncovering the ground system showed it to be
properly installed and brazed. Changes in
ground water level had no effect. According to Barton, everything was checked and
found to be correct.
Measurements made of each tower in a
non -DA mode showed a change in impedance during the drifting interval. The
symptoms resembled a capacitor changing value as it charged; but changing capacitors were ruled out.
Battison, BE's consultant on antennas and radiation, owns
John H. Battison and Associates, a consulting engineering
company in Loudonville, near Columbus, OH.
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As part of the detective work, a dummy antenna was made. It consisted of
several branches of 12 -gauge wire fanned
out about six inches above the ground, 50
feet from the tower base. A good match
at the ATU was produced, and the same
drifting effect was obtained with both towers floating.
The soil at the swampy site was wet,
black and mucky. In order to measure its

resistance, two electrodes were inserted
approximately 12 inches into the soil.
Measuring the current with various voltages applied through a Variac indicated
that the resistance varied across an interval of time, the duration of which depended on the voltage applied. The soil was
causing the phenomenon. Presumably, the
changing currents changed the DA's ratio
as well as the phase.
Because this research was conducted
last summer, the array has continued to
exhibit the drift with absolute uniformity
through the fall, winter (a severe one) and
spring. The drift periods' durations are so
regular that, according to Barton, "you
could set your watch by them:' (For further information, he can be reached at
801- 835-7301.)
This kind of problem has probably faced
most of us at one time. However, it has

been my experience that the drift usually continues for longer periods, and often
never seems to finish or stabilize itself. In
these cases, the engineer has a long road
to follow to find the trouble.
A similar difficulty can arise in arrays
with a negative tower, in which that tower swings from negative to positive and
back. To correct this problem, the negative tower can be "anchored" by connecting a resistor across its base to stabilize
it and iron out the swings.

LPTV

antennas on

AM towers

Another AM transmission site issue involves the mounting of low -power TV
(LPTV) antennas on AM towers. LPTV stations continue to proliferate, and the latest
LPTV window, which closed at the end of
April, resulted in many new filings. LPTV
operators seem to be attracted to FM and
TV towers or existing buildings for their
antenna sites. AM towers, unless grounded and shunt-fed, generally pose a prob-

lem for LPTV. In fact, for any service that
needs to get across the base insulator, it
is wise to avoid the series-fed AM tower.
Recently, one of the few suppliers of
Isocouplers and similar devices to cross
the AM base insulator announced a line
of low -power isolators suitable for LPTV.
Renting space on an AM tower to an LPTV
station could result in additional revenue,
and this can be especially attractive if the
rental contract includes the cost of the
isolating equipment.
It behooves a station engineer who is
asked by management about the idea of
renting to an LPTV to include the cost of
crossing the base insulator. Also, allow for
the possibility of additional renters, as
more companies become interested in using towers.
This brings us to the folded unipole.
Sometimes a need
or a possibility
arises for changing to a folded unipole.
Don't sell the idea short. Once you've
grounded the tower, there is almost no limit to what you can hang on it, and thus
bring in rent. If you are non-DA, the
change could hardly be simpler. If you
have a DA, it is not that much more difficult.

-

-

AM towers, unless
grounded and shuntfed, generally pose a
problem for LPTV.
On the other hand, a new tower at the
old AM transmitter site might also be built
for LPTV or other expansion purposes.
You may recall such a case that was described in the March and April installments of this column. Winter weather had
stalled the project, but I am happy to report that it is now complete. The story of
the new tower's detuning will be con-

cluded in next month's column.

Have your cake...

You can have it both ways with System One.

Most audio test sets fall into one of two categories...
There are the specialty testers, like tape recorder test sets, video /audio monitors or pricey
short interval test systems. Then there are conventional general purpose aaidio testers,
which can do basic testing but lack the capability to fill today's specialized testing needs.
Investing large amounts in specialty systems that don't also meet your day-to -day
audio testing needs is both expensive and frustrating.
SYSTEM ONE solves the problem by providing both high performance general purpose audio
testing and innovative specialty testing functions. Basic SYSTEM ONE configurations are priced
competitively, yet can grow with your needs to include these advanced functions:

-

FASZëst Test any audio channel
in 2 seconds or less
MLS Quasi- anethoic measurements of loudspeakers
FM Automated Stereo Proofs
TV BTSC Automated Stereo
Proofs
DUAL DOMAIN TESTING
Direct digital domain testing of
digital audio and ir_terfaces.
TAPE TESTING Complete
magnetic tape recorder and media
testing.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS Audio
r'F1' analysis
EBU 0.33 Short interval testing

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-"1With System One, you can have it both ways!

Bor 2209, Beaverton, OR 97075
503/627-0832 1- 800/231 -7350
FAX: 506/641 -8906, TELEX: 283957 AUDIO
P.O.
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS Australia: IRT (02) 439 3744 Austria, Eastern Europe: ELSINCO eleFtron C-mbH 222 812 17 51 Belgium: Trans EJrcoean Music NV, . 02 466.5,3.10
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Japan:
Corporation 3 5688) 6800 Korea: Myoung Corporation 2 784 9942 New Zealand: Audio & Jideo Wholesalers, Ltd. 71 73 4141 trwsy Lydconsult (09) 19 03 81
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SBE Update
working to save
2GHz auxiliary band
SBE

By Bob Van Buhler

The SBE

was contacted by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) in late
March and asked to supply certain data
about the 2GHz microwave band. In the
same communication, SBE was asked to
have coordinators determine where existing 2GHz mobile auxiliary stations could
be relocated if that band were reallocated to another radio service.
The society declined to request this
speculative information from the coordinators, informing the commission that any
reallocation of the 2GHz band would be
"vigorously opposed" by the society. SBE
also stated that other bands could not be
substituted for it because of the high investment in equipment already in place.
Furthermore, in many metropolitan areas,
the band is already saturated with mobile
ENG and shared non -broadcast uses.
In keeping with SBE's commitment to
accurate auxiliary services information,
the society offered to cross -check the accuracy of the FCC's database information
against local coordinators' information.
The commission failed to respond to the
offer.

Christopher D. Imlay, SBE's Washington
attorney, reaffirmed that SBE remains
committed to protecting the 2GHz band
from any reallocation, and "will utilize all
resources at its disposal" to assure continued use of the band for TV auxiliary
purposes.

Members to be surveyed
Information concerning SBE members'
involvement in contract technical services is being requested. Vice president
Richard Farquhar is heading the survey.
Recent studies have shown that an increasing number of engineers perform
contractual services instead of working for
a single station. It is estimated that one sixth to one -third of SBE's membership is
involved in contract engineering. The society would like to develop new services
for the increasing number of SBE members performing this type of work.
The independent contract engineer is
also often at a disadvantage in the area
of career training opportunities. The
Van Buhler is manager of engineering at KNIX -FM /KCWW-

AM, Phoenix.
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Ennes workshops at the Houston SBE
Convention will feature a specially designed program to address this problem.
The workshop, "How to Become a Consultant;' will feature an attorney, an accountant and two working contract engineers. These experts will provide
solutions to the problems encountered in
operating a personal technical consulting
business. Workshop attendees will learn
how to contract their services correctly,
how to determine fees, how to collect, and
how to determine what insurance and financial commitments are needed.

New Ennes workshops planned
TV automation is now a fact of life for
many stations. Alamar will present a workshop at the Ennes sessions, designed to
lead broadcast engineers through the technology and to provide sound information
on the design, installation, maintenance
and operation of TV automation

equipment.
As fiber -optic technology becomes less
expensive, more facilities are looking for
ways to use this high- quality transmission
method. ADC will host a workshop on
how to use, maintain and purchase fiber optic systems for a video facility. From replacement for STLs to reducing cable
trough crowding, fiber may be the answer
to some of your problems. Attend this session and see for yourself.
A special session on newsroom automation is being conducted by Dynatech
Newstar. The session is designed to show
you how to evaluate, select, operate and
maintain a modern newsroom computer
system.
One free additional admission pass to
the workshop will be provided to each
Ennes attendee. The pass may be used by
your station's news director to attend the
session. Join your news director in this important workshop.
Dielectric Corporation will present a
comprehensive workshop on RF transmission systems, from the transmitter to the
antenna. Engineers will learn how to design, specify, order and install the pieces
in an RF transmission system.
Furthermore, a valuable hands-on video measurements workshop will be run
by Tektronix. The session will teach the

August 1991

www.americanradiohistory.com

attendees how to perform quick and accurate measurements on audio and video signals. Therefore, audio and video
monitors will be provided to each participant for use during the workshop. Because seating is limited, early registration
is recommended.
A firm grounding in the principles of RF
are a necessity to the broadcast engineer.
Harris Allied Corporation will conduct an
intensive full -day workshop that emphasizes RF circuit theory. The session will
provide important, yet often missed, training in the area of RF systems operation
and design. The workshop is based on the
2- semester course taught at Woods Community College, Quincy, IL.
Don Markley's popular RF seminar will
be held again this year. Markley, a consulting engineer, will reveal some of his tricks
of the trade during the session. Don't miss

this rewarding (and entertaining)
workshop.
Digital broadcasting looms large in the
near future, promising rewards for the
well -prepared engineer. Many engineers
and station managers make the mistake
of viewing this technology as something
in the distant future, rather than a nearterm opportunity.
To address this coming revolution,
Broadcast Engineering is sponsoring a
workshop outlining the steps your station
can take to ensure a place at the starting
gate of this important technology. Technical options, predicted costs and time
frames will be discussed.
As with the newsroom automation
workshop, one additional free admission
pass will be available to each registered
attendee. The pass may be used by your
station manager.
Dick Cupka will return to the Ennes
workshops to share his skills on engineering management. Learn how to be an effective manager whether you have a staff
of one or 100. Learning these skills may
help you perform your job better and increase your chances for advancement.
The Ennes workshops will be held in
Houston on Oct. 3, the day before the SBE
Convention. Remember to register in advance, because seating is limited. See your
convention registration documents for
more information.
I 0,----))))1

The transition from analog to
digital systems just got easier.

Mix and match Serial Digital DAs,
Serializers, Deserializers, Digital-toAnalog and Analog -to-Digital
Converters and others in a compact
3 RU frame.

Multiformat capability-addresses
most current digital video and audio
formats.

The MAX" 9000
series will be

the industry's most
Complete range
of serial
digital modules.

As you male the transition from analog
to serial digital, MAX 9000 multi- format
distribution products are your compact,
economical solution. For complete details,
call the GVG3) office nearest you.
When it comes to smoothing your
transition to digital video, nobody supports
you Iike GVG.

Converts digital formats to the form
you need for specific applications.
Smooths the transition from analog
to serial digital routing.
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Building with

microcontrollers
Wrapping up microcontrollers

By Gerry Kaufhold II

Last

month's column prepared you to
connect a Z -8 -based microcontroller to a
videotape machine. This month, the circuitry will be completed, and the 12 steps
of microcontroller -based design will be
concluded. (See "Circuits;' October 1990.)
Three tasks remain: The electrical interface between the Z -8 and the remote control connector must be described, the
interface must be protected against electrostatic discharge (ESD), and the entire
circuit must be housed to prevent spurious electrical radiation.

put pin will sink up to 2mADC.
In this design, NPN transistors drive the
signal lines from the Z -8 to the remotecontrol cable. PNP transistors will probably fail to adequately cut off because of
the relatively low value of V-oh (2.4V).
The Z -8 can source only 250µA per pin.
Therefore, use a transistor with a high
gain, preferably one with a current amplification factor (beta) of more than 200.
Connect the transistor base to the Z -8
I/O pins through a 10k0 resistor. When the
Z -8 output goes high, the output volt5V

10K0

FEEDTHROUGH

TO

VTR
REMOTE

CONTROL

ESD

Select an NPN transistor that can sink
the full relay current with approximately
100µA driving its base. If the relay current
is 20mA, then the current gain of the transistor must be 200. Note that many of today's videotape machines can be driven
by non-relay remote controls, which further ensures your success.
The control program receives commands from the PC, and translates them
into is or Os on the Z -8's output pins. The
program must drive each relay closure
high to drive the power transistor low.
However, the program must read inputs
from the tape deck directly, without inversion.
ESD
cannot predict the electrical environment in the vicinity of the remote
control. Therefore, there must be protection against electrostatic discharge (ESD),
which is static shock.
You

CIRCUIT

FEEDTHROUGH

vvv

STATUS

O INPUTS
FROM VTR

10K!!
INPUT
ESD

CIRCUIT

1

Figure

1. The electrical interface between the Z-8 and VTR remote cable. Notice electrostatic
discharge (ESD) devices to protect the circuitry, and the feedthroughs to prevent creating electrical disturbances in other devices.

Driving relay closures
Figure 1 shows the electrical interface
between a Z -8 output pin and a relay closure on the remote-control connector. The
transistor is wired as a common-emitter
amplifier, and the circuit is inverting.
Forward- biasing the base -emitter junction
turns the transistor on, forcing the collector voltage low.
The Z -8 data sheet states that the output high voltage (V-oh) will be a minimum
of 2.4V. It is capable of sourcing 250µA.
The output low voltage (V -ol) will be less
than 0.4V. When driving low, the Z -8 outKaufhold is an electronics industry analyst based in Tempe,
AZ.

age raises to 2.4V. Remember that the
base -emitter drop of an NPN silicon transistor is 0.7V. Therefore, the resistor must
drop 1.7V (2.4V - 0.7V). You must current limit the output pin of the Z -8 to prevent
an overload.
When the Z -8 output goes low, the voltage on the I/O pin drops to less than 0.4V.
This should reverse -bias the NPN base emitter junction, cutting off the transistor.

Remembering the logic
When the Z -8's I/O pin goes high, the
transistor will turn on. Current flows
through the collector-emitter junction to
the ground. This drives the relay-closure
pin on the videotape machine low.

RFI
The remote- control project must not
cause malfunctions of other station equipment. A good design will provide the entire Z -8 microcontroller board an adequate
ground plane. This reduces radio- frequency interference (RFI) and electromagnet-

interference (EMI).
addition to providing a good ground
plane on the printed circuit board, designers can prevent spurious radiation by
packaging the entire printed circuit board
ic

In

inside a mu -metal box.
Another RFI suppression technique is to
use capacitively coupled feedthrough terminals to connect the circuit to the outside world. It takes a few extra steps to
drill the necessary holes and solder the
connections, but the protection is worth
the effort.

Talk it up
Explain the project to the operators as
soon as it's completed. Tell them how it
works, where it is located and what to do
if it fails. Most problems usually occur in
the first week of operation. After that, it
is probably safe to leave your new
microcontroller on -line. Check it regularly as part of a routine preventive maintenance program.
I: -)111
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ITroubleshootingl
DAT

maintenance

Spare parts

By Richard Maddox

The primary replacement item on a DAT
recorder is the head assembly. The replacement interval for DAT heads depends
on the manufacturer and model, with an
average lifespan of approximately 1,000
hours.
Based on my experiences, it's a good
idea to order replacement head drums
well in advance. Back orders and low
stock levels are common. Apparently,
head drum assemblies are not easy to
build. One manufacturer told me that in
a good month, it will get 20 head drums
into the United States. Your best protection is to always keep one in stock for each
model of machine you have.
Pinch rollers are another commonly
replaced item subject to occasional shortages. Most delays on DAT parts are due
to the long lead times between order and
delivery, because all DAT parts come from
Japan. Most manufacturers only receive
one shipment of spare parts per month,
so if you order a part, it could take up to
45 to 60 days to receive it.

Used DATs?
If you replaced all the parts listed under manufacturers' maintenance schedules at the 5,000 hour mark, you could
spend $400 to $500 in parts, which is virtually the cost of a new transport as-

sembly.
Buying a used DAT machine is a "buy-

er beware" situation. Check any prospective purchase for mechanical abuse and
head wear, and see if it still meets specifications. Check compatibility with other
decks for playback and record.
You can also check the elapsed time indicator. But, like a car's odometer, it's easy
to either disconnect the indicator or reverse the connections to run the 5,000hour mercury indicator back toward zero
hours.
The best indicators of visible wear are
the elevator assembly, the cassette tray
and the function buttons (especially play,
stop and eject). If the machine has had a
head change, you can assume that it is
probably at least halfway to major overhaul time (5,000 hours).
Maddox is technical manager at Media Management Associates, Lynnwood, WA.
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If the head drum is worn (indicated by
high error rates and poor recordings), a
new drum and alignments will cost anywhere from $150 to $300 (depending on
whether you perform the labor or send
the unit out). That price range only applies
to 2 -head units
expect to double those
figures for 4-head machines.

-

Stocking spare parts
lists the common parts that will
need replacing over the life of the machine, and the major boards and subassemblies that will help in troubleshooting
electronic problems.
Table

1

APPROXIMATE
PART

PRICE

Head drum

assembly
(2 -head)
Head drum
assembly
(4 -head)
Pinch roller
Capstan assembly
Reel table
assembly
Brake bands
or pads
Si/T1 guide
assembly
Main logic PCB
Main servo control
PCB
RF amplifier
module

$150

300
15

125

175

<10

<10
200

200
75

Table 1. Recommended basic spare parts list
for facilities with multiple DAT machines.

At a minimum, the head drum(s) and
pinch roller(s) should be in -stock items.
The need for the other items is a function
of how reliant you are on your DAT machine every day.
The capstan and reel table assemblies
typically are replaced at the 5,000 hour
level. However, like all mechanical assemblies, they can fail at any time. They are
also handy for substitution troubleshooting, because neither one requires a lot of
adjustment upon replacement.
Brake pads, either felt or rubber, will

wear sooner than the tension bands. Brake
pads seem to need replacing after approximately 1,000 to 1,500 hours, with tension
bands lasting up to 3,000 hours.
The guide assemblies are not a normal
replacement item, but I have come across
a few that got bound up (most likely because of the set screw scarring the inner
shaft), making adjustment impossible.
Having one in stock meant an easy repair
instead of setting the machine on the shelf
and waiting a week or two for a replacement to arrive.
A set of main logic and servo boards for
each model of machine you have is a great
aid in electronic troubleshooting, albeit an
expensive one. Without them, you're left
with having to swap boards between machines, or return the machine to the factory service center for repair. I don't know
of any manufacturer that will just repair
the boards for you, or that give you any
credit on the "cores" when you need to
buy a new one.
The RF module seems to be the most
frequent source of electronic failure, and
because it is not something that can be
easily repaired in the field, a replacement
is certainly useful.

Conclusion
Over the past few years, I've worked extensively on several manufacturer's DAT
machines, and I've found their electronics to perform on a par with other pro and
consumer electronic products, exhibiting
a failure rate well below 1 %.
The transports are precision-tooled designs that must stand up to normal wear
and tear without exceeding tolerances.
Their parts will wear out, making the
transport where most DAT problems and
failures occur.
Fortunately, DAT machines are fairly
easy to service with basic hand tools, a
DMM and a good oscilloscope, as long as
you also have the manufacturer's service
manual and test tapes at hand.
Finally, let me recommend a recently
published book for your further study,
RDAT, by John Watkinson, published by
Focal Press. It's an up-to -date, clear and
comprehensive volume on the workings
of DAT recording.
I
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Here's One Way
To Deal With Post Production Effects...
Here's The Easy Way! JVC's KM-D600U.

Imagine combining the most
useful features of a DVE, a special
effects generator, a chroma keye- and two BCs...
in one product. That's precisely whatJV:-.; has dole
E
with the KM- D600U.
Best of all, it's so simple to set -up and operate, you'l be using
it 15 minutes after you open the box. Call 1-80C -JVC -5825 or
write: JVC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS CDMPAN,'
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, New Jersey 07407.
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Time management
Overcoming procrastination

By

Judith E.A. Perkinson

Iread

an article in a magazine a few
months ago about procrastination that
made me mad. When I first picked up the
article, I thought it would tell me how to
avoid procrastination. Instead, I read about
how terrible it was that people procrastinated, and it stopped short of offering any
hints on avoiding procrastination pitfalls.
Like many people, I procrastinate. This
is normally followed by intense guilt and
a vow never to postpone anything again.
After reading the article, I began a collection of anti -procrastination techniques.
What follows is an anthology of ideas that
were collected from people who have used
these methods to avoid procrastination.
They are not theories or projections, but
real solutions that have worked. Not all of
the techniques will work for everyone, but
some of these ideas may help you overcome your own problems with procrastination. By the way, one of these suggestions actually helped me stop putting off
writing this article.

The time to do it
is when you think of it
If you learn nothing else from this article, be sure to memorize this: The time to
do it is when you think of it. The basis of
all procrastination is the promise to do
something in the future.
Many events help jog our memories. It
can be the sight of an item out of place,
a comment from someone that triggers a
thought, or even a sudden remembrance
of something you were going to do. When
you have a memory jog about a certain
task, don't put it off, just do it.
This philosophy may not always work,
however. Effective time management does
not encourage you to run around like a
chicken with its head cut off just because
you remembered something. But taking
the extra minute to do a task now pays
off in major time savings in the future.
So make that phone call, adjust that
piece of equipment, stick that report in the
right file before it gets lost, and put spare

parts in their proper places. Sometimes it
Perkinson is a senior member, the Calumet Group, Inc.,
Hammond, IN.
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takes longer to develop a "to do" list than
it does to perform the task.
Learning to do this is easier than you
think. Next time you have your memory
jogged about something you need to accomplish, try doing it.

The organized mess
Many procrastinators have messy desks.
Not all messes are bad, however, and not
all messy desks mean that the owner is

disorganized. I am not talking about neatness, but about organization. Here is
where people will assure you that if they
cleaned their desks, they would never be
able to find a thing. That may be true, but
more often, an untidy desk means that the
owner cannot find anything either.
Personally, I am a reformed messy desk
owner. When I began to use 3 -ring notebooks faithfully, I eliminated about 60%
of the clutter on my desk. It was a short
step from that to a clean desk. My problem was that I did not have a system for
handling paperwork. I spent many years
pretending that I knew where everything
was in my messy office. Now I do know
where things are. It is easier to work on
a clean desk, and I am not ashamed to
have people come into my office.
The key to managing my messy desk
was handling paper flow. See the related
article in the June "Management for Engineers" column. It deals with how to organize your paperwork and should help
you sort through some of the mess.

Tackle the task
you don't want to do
Tackling that task you don't want to perform is hard to do. And that is the heart
forcing yourself to
of procrastination
just do it. We do not want to perform these
tasks for many reasons. Some of the common ones include:
A missing piece of information or

-

equipment.
You don't feel comfortable with your
skills.

The task is too challenging.
The task is too boring.
You don't like to do that particular activity.

You think it is unnecessary or not worth
your effort.
Often, you waste more time by delaying or deliberating the task than it would
actually take to do it. The task becomes
a burden, and you make excuses for not
finishing it, which can put you further behind. Eventually, you could damage your
reputation or, at best, diminish your effectiveness. The task is not worth the price
you pay for your procrastination.
There are no easy answers to procrastination. It helps if you set up a reward for
completing the task, or if you schedule
dedicated time to do it. But in the end, the
only real solution is to perform the job.

Schedule an
anti -procrastination time
Sometimes the only way to dig out from

under your promises and good intentions
is to schedule a morning or afternoon that
you commit to anti -procrastination activities. This is the time to take care of tasks
that have been hanging over your head,
left over on your "to do" list or sitting on
your desk.
As you approach the set aside time for
these activities, you may find many reasons to spend this time doing more important activities. But that is what procrastination is all about. Be brave, resist the urge
and plunge into those tasks that have been
put off. At the end of your scheduled antiprocrastination time, you will be caught
up in your tasks, and you will feel like a
load has been lifted off of your shoulders.
The hardest part is getting started. The
best part is having done it.

Anti-procrastination continues
My anthology of anti- procrastination
hints and techniques will continue next
month. I will share some more ideas from

people who have effectively used these
methods to avoid procrastination.

Now FM reliability

is solid as platinum.

quality meant constant attention
and fine- tuning. But no longer.

chronous AM noise of any FM
transmitter. In fact, Platinum
FM transmitters actually surpass CDs in many areas of
audio performance. Equipped
with our breakthrough Digital
50 FM Exciter or the field-proven
Harris THE -1, a Platinum transmitter will give your station the
best-sounding signal on the dial.

loading or matching, none of the

Invest in your future
Call Harris Allied toll free at

Introducing Platinum Series' 100%
Solid State FM Transmitters. From
the RF Technology leader- Harris.
"

Solid dependability
With Platinum Series FM transmitters, costly down -time is. a
thing of the past. Harris engineers have eliminated the risk of
tube failure and the expense of
tube replacement, using multiple
FET output devices in parallel
redundant configurations the
same RF technology that's made
Platinum VHF transmitters best
sellers in TV. Hot -pluggable
Platinum solid state modules
can be interchanged while the
transmitter stays on the air.
In the event of an AC power
interruption, Platinum's solid
state PA returns to air immediately when power is restored.
There's no more waiting for filaments to warm or power supplies to settle. The low voltage,
easy -to- service design also

includes fault protection and
monitoring systems of unprecedented capability.

Operational simplicity
Until now, maintaining signal
Harris Platinum solid state
transmitters require no tuning,

delicate adjustments that are
part of keeping a tube final PA
on the air. Operating Platinum
FM is just about as simple as
pushing the "on" button. Routine
maintenance has been simplified as well. In fact, Platinum
FM's scheduled maintenance
requirements are 90% less than
a typical tube transmitter.
Consider how much that will
save year after year!

Superior signal quality
Platinum transmitters achieve a
new level of FM performance
one your listeners will definitely
notice. Uncompromised bandwidth produces the lowest syn-
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Video technology
update
HDTV may be

just around the corner.

An event occurred last month that could change the face of video tech-

nology forever. The Advanced Television Test Center (ATTC), where the
proposed high- definition TV (HDTV) systems are analyzed in an effort
to find the best one, opened for business.
On July 12, the ATTC began evaluating the first of six proposed US.
HDTV transmission systems. The work will last approximately 12
months long enough to provide an update by this time next year.
The ATTC trials will be followed by field trials and the eventual adoption of a U.S. HDTV standard.
Accordingly, we placed special emphasis on HDTV in this month's
video technology update package, which also contains articles about
HDTV, the integration of HDTV and NTSC, and the integration of PC
video and NTSC.
Even with all this effort, many broadcast and production engineers
wonder just how HDTV may affect their facilities. When will new equipment be needed? How much will the conversion cost? Some even wonder if HDTV will ever be carried by terrestrial broadcasters. The questions are easy, but the answers are difficult.
In this month's issue, we will take a close look at HDTV from several
perspectives. First, we will review the six proposed systems and their
technical parameters. The article, "Comparing the Options in HDTV;'
provides a thorough background on the new HDTV and ACTV transmission systems.
Many believe that HDTV will be incorporated into TV facilities much
like color was one step at a time. The experts say that networks will
be the first to deliver HD signals. Local affiliates will simply pass
through the video signals. Later, as equipment costs decrease and
familiarity with the technology increases, stations will begin inserting their own HD productions. This is when the real changes commence. How will your facility implement the changes? "Integrating
HDTV into NTSC" reviews the important implications to consider when
planning for the changes.
Today's engineering managers must design and purchase facilities
that will permit evolution into the HDTV arena. After all, managers
want to be sure that financial and technical decisions made now are
compatible with what develops tomorrow. If you need help in making
today's decisions for tomorrow's technology, this issue of Broadcast
Engineering will be of great use. Your facility's future begins now.

-

-

"Comparing the Options in HDTV"
"Integrating HDTV into NTSC"
"Converting PC Video to NTSC"

Rick Lehtinen, technical editor
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DI GITAL PRS
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The purists say if you're serious about getting the
best out of digital video recording, you ought to be digital from camera pick -up to duplication master. But that
hasn't always been practical or possible, until now.
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AJ -D310 Half -Inch Composite
Digital Camera/ Recorder

Now, with Panasonic's Half -Inch Composite

Digital Video Recording System, you and your
client can afford to be purists. From the
moment a concept leaves the storyboard,
Panasonic's Half -Inch Composite Digital
system provides those images with the
precision, clarity and certainty that only
digital systems offer.
Panasonic's Half-Inch Composite
Digital is a true system it begins with
image capture in the field through
either the AQ -20 Digital Processing camera
or the single -piece AJ -D310 Digital Camera /Recorder.
A complete family of field portable and studio VTRs
supports every stage of production and post production. An all- digital M.A.R.C. even lets broadcasters
take digital quality images all the way to air.
In post production, Half -Inch Composite Digital
provides the features editors demand most: precision
control, audio editing as it should be and picture
quality that only digital video can achieve. A flying
erase head and a new approach to audio recording
allow true cross fades and perfectly natural audio
search in post. All Half -Inch Composite Digital
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recorders support 4
channels of PCM audio.
The system's entirely new
editiig technique generates a
guardband at the IN and OUT
points, eliminating crosstalk interference between tracks and maximizing interchange
reliaoility. A new amorphous head design has
increased sensitivity dramatically. Search speeds
up to 100X normal, with picture, are practical.
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powerful than the approach used in D2 systems
Panasonic's Half -Inch Composite Digital format
o-fers the convenience and economy of working with half-inch metal particle videotape
cassettes, while providing quality that outperforms larger, more costly digital video
recording systems.
Already, the Panasonic Half -Inch
Composite Digital system is the official
video recording system for the production of the Games of the XXVth
Olympiad in Barcelona, and it's been
chosen by major broadcasters here
and abroad for use in drama and
sports program production and post
production.
When your client's project
demands the very best from
,...,...
beginning to end, trust it to
$200
f'3rr
Half-Inch Composite
Panasonic
r>o
s ro
Sras
S,25
Digital Viceotape Recordirg
System. The only system that
lets you do your best from
start tc finish.
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The digital quality is supet
A new 8 -14 channel coding Sys -em provides
a packing density 2.5 times greater than that
aciieved in D2 recording systerrr. A rev,
error correction format is three times more

rs

Panasonic Hall-Inch Composite Digital
Recording Systems

One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 0094
For more details call: 1- 800 -524 -0854
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Comparing the options
in HDTV

High -definition television (HDTV) is being touted as one of the major developments of this decade. It promises to offer
movie theater -quality images, with sound
that matches a digital compact disc.
However, HDTV also presents some of
the more troubling technological puzzles
to face the broadcast industry in 50 years.
Should systems be analog or digital?
Which system is best? How will the systems be chosen? What will it take to get
HDTV on the air at the local affiliate level?
This article will examine the HDTV issue, and offer some answers to these
questions.

Meeting the players
Understanding the nomenclature is basic to understanding the HDTV process.
We will begin with a short synopsis of
HDTV technology.
HIJI'V is different things to different people. For Europeans, it is the result of a multinational project called Eureka 95. For the
Japanese, it is a series of transmission formats based on the Multiple Sub -Nyquist

Sampling Encoding (MUSE) videocompression system. For the United States
and Canada, HDTV has yet to be pinned
down. Extensive tests are under way to determine what form HDTV will take.
At one point, the FCC advisory board
had before it more than 20 proposed systems. Today, there are six. The list
diminished as several proponents merged
their proposals. Others dropped out of the
running. One former contender, Faroudja Labs, has announced that its work is
complete. The company has withdrawn
26
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HDTV system

tests are under way.

By Rick Lehtinen,

technical editor

from the testing procedure, and is putting
its technological demonstration on the
road instead, visiting various cities around

the country.
Of the six remaining systems, only one
has a sole proprietor. NHK, the Japanese
Broadcasting Company, is proposing Narrow MUSE, which is often considered an
analog system.

HDTV presents some
of the more troubling

technological puzzles
to face the broadcast
industry in 50 years.
A consortium composed of Zenith Electronics and AT&T is proposing a digital system called Digital Spectrum Compatible-

HDTV (DSC- HDTV).
Two proponents are putting forth the

four remaining systems. The American
Television Alliance (Massachusetts Institute of Technology and General Instruments) is proposing two all-digital systems,
the ATVA Progressive and ATVA Interlaced (also called DigiCipher). The Advanced Television Research Consortium
(NBC, the David Sarnoff Research Center,
Philips and Thomson) is proposing Advanced Compatible Television (ACTV), an
NTSC enhancement system, and Advanced Digital Television (ADTV), a digital HDTV system. (See Table 1.)

Driving two systems to market may be
more than public spirited it's a form of
hedging a bet. Proponents with two systems double their chances of winning
potential royalties of hundreds of millions
of dollars if their system is selected.

-

Playing by the numbers
Describing proposed HDTV transmission systems is a numbers game.
The basic parameters of each system
can be described in terms of a line rate,
a frame rate, and whether the system uses
progressive scanning or uses interlace. Today's NTSC operates at 525 lines per
frame, 59.94 frames per second (changed
from 60 frames per second years ago to
accommodate the introduction of color),
and a 2:1 interlace. In HDTV language,
that's 525/59.94/2:1.
By comparison, Narrow MUSE operates
at 1125/60/2:1. The ATVA Interlaced system works at 1050/59.94/2:1, while ATVA
Progressive runs at 787.5/59.94/1:1. DSCHDTV operates at 787.5/59.94/1:1. ADTV
uses 1050/59.94/2:1, while ACTV uses
525/59.94/1:1.
The choice of these numbers determines the apparent image quality of the
system, and also influences the system's
ability to integrate into an NTSC facility.
The 1125/60 of Narrow MUSE has great
compatibility with the 1125/60 production
standard, but the line and frame rates require elaborate conversion equipment for
NTSC conversion. (See the related article,
"Integrating HDTV into NTSC," p. 38.) On
the other hand, the 1050/59.94/2:1 signals, direct multiples of NTSC, may lack
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LENS PERFORMANCE
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The Floating Group

Control of chromatic aberration,
distortion, field curvature, and

shading is also much more difficult
HDTV has probably done more to
in HDTV lenses, especially those
advance the state of broadcast lens
with large zoom ratios. To satisfy
technology than any other breakthe stringent requirements in each
through. Many achievements are
of these areas, Fujinon developed
already being transferred to today's
a lens assembly called a "floating
broadcast lenses.
group" that provides real -time erHDTV lenses must be optically,
ror compensation.
mechanically, and electrically
The floating group is a motorsuperior in every way. They must
ized lens system mounted behind
have the highest obtainable resoluthe iris of the lens.
tion and dynamic
The microprocessor range, and flare must
Floating Group
Serve
controlled system
ocus
be reduced to unroup
monitors zoom, foprecedented levels.
Maximum aperture
cus, and iris position.
Zoom roup
and light transmisThe data is compared
Floating
roup
ital
To
sion must be high, Analog
with stored values of
Converter
Serve
Focus
and coma, field curfield curvature, regisvature, shading, and
Microcon
tration, and shading,
Digital-To-Analog
distortion must be
and instructions are
Channel
Converter
extremely low.
sent to the camera
where corrections are made. The
All this must be achieved in a
floating group method also delivers
small, lightweight package familiar
a dramatic reduction in lens size
in feel to both cine and video camera operators. The need for such
and weight.
high performance often requires a
Fujinon is a pioneer in HDTV
familfresh approach to solving a
lens technology and is committed to
iar problem such as chromatic
the development of next -generation
aberration, with the use of new broadcast equipment, as well as to
materials and highly refined vercontinuing support for all its prodsions of existing ones.
ucts, no matter how many years
Compounds such as crystalline they have been in service.
For more information about
fluorite are being used to produce
HDTV lenses or any of Fujinon's
HDTV lens elements with low
broadcast products, contact
dispersion and a very high refracFujinon at (201) 633 -5600, or write
tive index. New lens coating
Fujinon, 10 High Point Dr.,
methods are employed that reduce
Wayne, New Jersey 07470.
flare more completely than ever.
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Many of the
advances being
made in HDTV
research are
already being
transferred to
today's broadcast
lenses.

Floating group
motorized lens
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FCC ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ADVANCED TV SERVICE

TEST SEQUENCE AND CALENDAR

Move out
(5 days)

Move in
(10 days)

Laboratory
Test Period

Period
1991

1992

Interface
Check

Start
Testing

Scanning
Format

ATV System

End
Testing

Proponent

September 3

ACTV: Advanced Compatible Television
David Sarnoff Research Center /ATRC

525/59.94, 1:1

September 10

October 24

Narrow MUSE
NHK, Japan Broadcasting Corporation

1125/60, 2:1

November 8

November

January 7

ATVA Interlaced System (DigiCipher)
General Instrument Corporation /ATVA

1050/59.94, 2

4

January 8

January 14

March 2

DSC -HDTV: Digital Spectrum Compatible
HDTV Zenith Electronics Corporation /AT&T

787.5/59.94, 1:1

5

March 3

March 9

April 22

ADTV: Advanced Digital Television
N.A. Philips Consumer Electronics Co. /ATRC

1050/59.94, 2:1

6

April 23

April 29

June

ATVA Progressive System
Massachusetts Institute of Technology/ATVA

787.5/59.94,

1

July 8

July

2

September 4

3

12

14

15

::

1:1

ATRC = Advanced Television Research Consortium (NBC, Philips, Sarnoff, Thomson)
ATVA = American Television Alliance (General Instrument, MIT)

Table

1.

The

AM test sequence

and some system parameters for the six proposed U.S HDTV systems.

some of the resolution of higher -frequency
systems. (The testing will help determine
in what situations, if any, this could be an
issue.)
One of the few parameters the system
proponents agree on is aspect ratio. It's
16:9, compared with NTSC's 4:3.

Sharing time
Perhaps a thornier issue than upward
and downward compatibility with NTSC
is the question of how to serve new HDTV
viewers and existing NTSC viewers. The
FCC has ruled that any new HDTV service must be compatible with existing
receivers. It is doubtful that any new spectrum will be allocated for terrestrial HDTV
transmission.

The FCC seems fixed
in its determination to
nail down the HDTV

transmission format
before considering the
possibility of an
interim EDTV format.
One answer is to simulcast. A simulcast
system is one in which the HDTV service
is broadcast along with the existing NTSC
service. Simulcasting is different from
some earlier HDTV proposals that sought
to broadcast merely augmentation signals.
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Proponents once hoped that an NTSC
service, coupled with an augmentation
signal, could serve as an HDTV system.
These proposals were later discarded.
A third answer is enhanced -definition
television (EDTV) and improved-definition
television (1D11/). These offer part, but not
all, of the benefits of HDTV. The current
EDTV proposal would offer partial HDTV
advantages on a wide- screen television,
and still provide service to regular sets.

Digital may increase the commonality
between competing HDTV systems. There
has been some discussion of making
reprogrammable digital HDTV systems
and transmitters with switchable formats.
Finally, as we shall see later, U.S. interest
in an all -digital HDTV system may help the
country recapture a sizable chunk of the
domestic and international TV receiver
market. This was an advantage that
slipped away long ago.

Digital shift

The three tests

The preponderance of digital HDTV systems is a relatively new -and widely welcomed
development. The move to
HDTV digital started on June 1, 1990, the
cutoff day for system applications. General
Instruments, San Jose, CA, announced it
would enter its DigiCipher encoding system, originally designed for cable and
DBS, as a terrestrial HDTV system. Other
proponents rapidly followed suit.
The technologies behind many of the
digital HDTV systems originated in the
teleconferencing arena. They came to the
forefront during FCC discussions because
they helped a fundamental puzzle of
HDTV
how to fit more signal down the
same bandwidth.
Another potential advantage of digital
HDTV is better coverage. Stations can use
pulse modulation and digital error correction codes to fill the station's contour, including the fringe area. It may also
enable use of lower -powered transmitters.
This makes the service less likely to interfere with the existing TV service.

One of the characteristics differentiating TV systems is the ability to reproduce
fine details. This ability is determined by
several factors, such as the number of
scanning lines, the frame rate and, to a
lesser extent, the frequency response of
the signal -processing circuitry. In digital
systems, the methods used to compress
the signal into a spectrum-compatible
package also can affect system quality.
The Advanced Television Test Center
(ATTC) was established to provide a fair
and reliable evaluation of each proposed
HDTV system. The $15 million facility sits
in Alexandria, VA, approximately one
mile south of Washington's National Airport. Built with contributions from the participating companies, the lab has the task
of screening the six slotted HDTV systems.
It will take a little more than a year.
The ATTC's charter is to provide a technical evaluation of the capabilities of each
proposed system. In addition to these objective evaluations, the lab will record
video- and audiotapes of the systems' out-

-
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Fortunately, there is
one tape company that's as demanding as you are.

In this business, people are always striving for
perfection. Constantly demanding more
from themselves. And more from their
tape. At 3M, we share that commitment. We know you can't afford a
tape problem. And neither can we.
That's why we laser test our
480xsT Video ápe to ensure consistently high quality. If you demand
perfection, it's the one -inch tape you
should try In our products and service,
we have one primary goal: We won't be satisfied until you are.
3S1

Professional Audio/Video Products Dis'.

3b1 Center, St. Paul,

Mn

55144

Innovation working for you'
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HDTV terrestrial transmission system. The

puts. These images will undergo subjective evaluation at two separate facilities.
Videotapes will go to the Advanced Television Evaluation Laboratory, at the Communications Research Centre in Ottawa,
Canada; audiotapes will go to Westing-

commission wishes to make a standards
decision by June 1993.
The FCC advisory panel consists of 256
industry representatives drawn from
broadcast networks, the production corn-

house Science and Technology Center in
Pittsburgh.
The lab tests will be followed by field
tests, after which the FCC Advisory Committee will recommend a system to the
FCC. It is anticipated that the recommended system will become the U.S.

munity, studios, equipment manufacturers,
telephone companies and others, from the
professional and consumer sides of the industry. Empaneled in 1987, the group advises the commission on HDTV matters.
It also determined which of the HDTV
proponents advanced to the testing phase.

As many as 500 volunteers work on the
various subcommittees and working parties established by the advisory committee. These workers evaluate systems, support testing work and do critical analysis
of the legal, economic and social issues

that are also part of the standards-setting
activity. This work involves all sectors of
the communication and TV communities.
The entire process is a public proceeding carried out by the FCC and chaired by
Richard Wiley, former FCC chairman.

Who's on first?
shows that the first system to be
tested is ACTV. This system moved into
the ATTC for installation and interface testing on June 25. System evaluation began
on July 12. Each proponent receives 10
days to move into the center and set up.
Four days of interface testing then follow.
During this time, the proponent sees to it
that the test setup works well with its
Table

Today, a wireless system doesn't
have to be expensive to be the best.
It just has to be Nady.

NADY 1200
VHF Wireless
System Receiver
110

On

We know how it is.
You've been using the
same time tested wireless
system for years. Sure, it
costs much more today
than it did 10 years ago
(even though it is basically the same system),
but why change, right?
Well-have you noticed that while the price
of your wireless has been
going up, the price of
wireless from other
manufacturers has been
going down? With this in
mind, you've got to
Am I
ask yourself:
getting the best product performance at the
best price from my

sure cure for those budget blues. Or, as we like
to say, a very value priced
wireless system. Nady.
For over 15 years,
Nady Systems has been
in the business of manufacturing the quietest,
most durable and versatile wireless systems in
the world. And, for
years, we've been the
Number One wireless in
the live entertainment
industry, where performance and reliability are
absolute prerequisites.
First, check the
specs: our top of the line
1200 VHF True Diversity
Wireless System, shown
above, with its patented

The truth of the
matter is, there's a wireless out there with specs
and references second to
none, at a cost of thousands less per system
than what you may now
be paying -in short, a

companding circuitry,

wireless?

delivers 120 dB dynamic

range with the highest
signal to noise ratio
around. Then, try an A/
B comparison with the
wireless you're now
using. We guarantee

A

Tme Diversrv
A

C..'

Broadcast Engineering

equipment. Manufacturers are excluded
from the lab while the testing is under
way, although they are kept apprised of
the progress.
The ACTV system produces enhanced
NTSC. It claims to be compatible with existing TV sets, but its full value will only
be apparent on wide -screen televisions.
The other five systems are simulcast
HDTV systems.

you'll hear the difference. The bottom line:
When you use Nady,
the sound is truly
indistinguishable from
hardwire.
Every time.
Ready to re -think
which brand of wireless
to order? With Nady,
you'll not only enjoy su-

perior performance, but
with the money you save
on your next wireless
systems, you can get that
new camera you've been
trying to work into your
budget. For more information, contact:
NADY SYSTEMS, INC.
6701 Bay Street
Emeryville, CA 94608
415/652 -2411
FAX: 415/652-5075

The Best Performance and
Price in Wireless
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Digital HD
(The SECAM scenario)
In some ways, the choice of a U.S. HDTV
standard resembles the process by which
France ended up with SECAM. The
French, sensing there was money to be
made manufacturing TV receivers, resisted joining the rest of Europe with PAL, or
the United States and Japan with NTSC.
This dogmatic position may have proved
to be their own undoing. SECAM is so difficult to edit that most facilities edit in PAL
and then standards convert it. As to the
TV sales, they didn't materialize as hoped.
Asian -built tri- format televisions and VTRs
stole a large part of the market.
Is the United States heading down a
similar path? Japanese HDTV is up and
running, although sets are costly (up to
$12,000).1 The European system is also
rolling along on schedule. Why should the
United States try to reinvent the wheel?
Is there some striking difference that may
save the United States from ending up
with a high- definition SECAM? Yes. U.S.
systems are digital. This has the potential
to leapfrog the competition.
The advanced nature of the current U.S.
HDTV proposals is not overlooked by
foreigners. Recent reports from Japan indicate a growing uneasiness among its
HDTV community. Seeing that digital
HDTV will be available much sooner than

This Is No Time To Take Yoùr
ENGIEEP Lens For Grante

Fujnon's Pegasus III 14 x 8.5 CCD lens is the light
way to catch all the action. `rh2 Pegasus III, and the Lynx III

18X

zoom are both lightweight, extremely dependable a--Id offer unmatched optical
performance. And, as you've come to expect from Fujinon, they'-_-e
both backed by the be technical support in the industry.
Fujinon's Pegasus III and Lynx III CCD lenses. When
the action is hot, you'll always come oui a herc.
FUJINON INC.
Southern
Midwestern

10 High Point Dr., Wayne, New Jersey 07470 (204) 633 -5600
2101 Midway, St=. 350, Carrollton, Etas 75006 (217.) 335 -8902
3 N. 125 Springvale, West Chicago, Illinois 60185 (708) 231 -7888

Western 129 E. Savarona Way, Carson, California 90746 (213) 532 -2861

FUJINON

Focused on
the Future.
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not much evidence that the public at
large will demand to see HDTV viewed on
small screens.3
This is a sensitive issue. Some sources
indicate that at least two manufacturers,
Philips and Thomson (which markets un-

they had predicted, the Japanese now realize that their HDTV system is based on
comparatively old technology. This could
create new opportunities for American
companies. Adoption of newer American
technology could restore our leadership

reka 95 is the Duo -binary Multiplexed
Analog Component system (D2 -MAC).
This 4:3 aspect ratio system has 50% more
information content than PAL, and carries
from two to eight audio channels.
In the United States, the FCC seems de-

is

in HDTV, and perhaps lead to the adoption of the U.S. system in other countries.
Europeans also have begun to second-

termined to nail down the HDTV transmission format before considering the possibility of an interim EDTV format (even
though the ACTV system is under test.) For
the Japanese, one of the MUSE variants
can fill the interim standard requirement.
There is another possible scenario that
is picking up steam. Networks would deliver HDTV to the affiliates, who would
then add local- origination material, produced not in HDTV, but in line -doubled
525-line NTSC or some other synthesized
HDTV format. This parallels the early days
of TV stereo, when most stereo programming was merely mono sound reprocessed
to occupy the left and right channels.

der the GE and RCA labels), have their advanced compatible televisions ready and
waiting. Presumably, it is a short step from
there to a full HDTV receiver. At some
point, however, the industry must ask how
much more the public will pay for a television that offers little discernible improvements.
One answer may lie in increasing the

guess themselves. The Eureka standard
will be stop-gapped by implementation of
an intermediate standard, called D -2 MAC.
However, the digital HDTV proposals
might well be technically superior and
available at nearly the same time. Therefore, Europe could find itself committed
to one TV standard, while a better one is
just around the corner.2
Others wonder if the choice of any standard will matter at all. It won't take long
for the big overseas set manufacturers to
develop the know -how to make them. In
many cases, they may be hired to build
them.

Stepping stones
Will the world go to HDTV all at once?
Not likely. Instead, look for a gradual easing in of HDTV technology. This will be
facilitated by the adoption of interim standards. In Europe, the interim path to Eu-

display size. CRT projectors have improved
continuously in recent years, driven in
part by the need for large alphanumeric
and computer graphic displays. The HDTV
capability of such systems is a moot point.
Many computer workstations have far

more rigorous display requirements than
HDTV.

Displays
The high cost of HDTV receivers threatens to slow market penetration. Studies indicate that on consumer sets with screens
25 inches or smaller, there is no discernible quality difference between HDTV and
NTSC. Currently, 95% of all televisions are
25 inches or smaller. In other words, there

Active matrix liquid crystal displays are
another strong contender for the display
of the future. They have the advantage of
being flat, and they consume little power.
Active matrix LCDs are also the subject
of tremendous investment by the Japanese. One study recently determined that
Continued on page 36

The Second Generation
FS -10 and FS -8

SMICROT
ME

Synchronizers
--:.

...
FS 10

EXPANDED FEATURES:
Ten Bit and Eight Bit

D2 Architecture with D2 Parallel Output
Dual Input with Auxiliary Standby
1, 2 or 3 Line Video Advance

Exceptional Hot Switch
Omni -Comb Filter
TBC Option
Available in NTSC, PAL, PAL-M
Free New Demonstration Tape

7191C1197

MADE IN USA
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For a free demonstration tape
or information contact us at
1 -800 -243-1570
MICROTIME
203- 242 -4242
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At last,
a digital disk recorder
priced for everyone.
(The A bekas A66)

The new Abekas A66 prov des component
digital video performance at analog prices. The

perfect complement to any tape recorder, the A66

uses the latest in disk technology to provide

D1

image quality, true random access and high quality

new A66 is the solution. It's so

slow motion. For on -line editing, 4:2:2 graphics

flexible and affordable you'll probably buy two

or integrated news and sports broadcasting, the

or three! For details call: (415) 369 -5111.

Abekas

A

Carlton

Com puny

Leading in Digital Innovation

For details: (415) 369 -5111 Atlanta (404) 451 -0637 Chicago (708) 699 -9400
Dallas (214) 385 -4544 Los Angeles (818) 955 -6446 New York (516) 829 -0820 San Francisco (415) 369 -6791
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"Little Death" created by Matt Elson for Symbolics. Computer -Symbolics. 'Chinese Man' created by Livoni Design for Abekas Video Systems. "CNN Newsource Extra" created by Michael

J.

Lizak at Digital Post and Graphics. for 'Rimer Broadcast Systems. Computer-Symbolles.

At Ampex,we engineer for

C

1991 Ampex Corporation

your future, not just ours.
AT AMPEX, we believe that the best way to move into the digital future is
by leveraging your current investment in analog.
The fact is, while digital technology may be revolutionary, the
market for it will be evolutionary. The economics simply don't support
all- digital environments for the vast majority of work being done today.
Clients aren't willing to pay more money for a routine effect just because
it's done on a flashy new system.
It's also a fact, however, that the digital day is coming. The image
clarity and purity, the creative flexibility and opportunities, and the multi generational capabilities are significant advantages that the market will

increasingly demand.
But we think you can move into this future in stages, from composite analog to composite digital to component digital, moving as the
market builds and the technologies mature (and become less costly).
The first step is to phase out your analog VTRs as they age, and
replace them with D2'" composite digital machines such as our VPR" -300
or -200 Series. The next step is to integrate digital capability into your
analog switcher. And to help you do that, we've introduced a revolutionary
new system called ADAPT.'
ADAPT is a digital layering device that can be used with any analog
switcher to create a "hybrid edit suite'.' It accepts up to four composite
digital sources and up to six analog sources, and allows you to mix or layer
any two of those inputs with virtually no loss of quality.
Whether you use it for downstream mixing and keying, creating
digital matte reels, or for many generations of work, the ADAPT switcher
meets your needs -and your client's needs -by economically adding digital
capability to your existing analog facility.
Why did we invent the ADAPT switcher? Simple: to meet your
needs. We recognize that you're in a tough, competitive business. And
you're in that business to make money. We see our job as using our engineering excellence to develop products that help you achieve your professional goals, creatively and financially.
You see, at Ampex, technology doesn't exist in a vacuum. We don't
build things and then convince you to buy them just because they're new
and hot. We build things, like the ADAPT switcher, that help you get from
where you are today to where you want to be tomorrow.
We've been a part of this industry from the very beginning. We
have a long perspective to draw from. The future is exciting and bright.
And we'll be here to help you get there.

AMPEX
Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063
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Continued from page 32
10 Japanese companies are spending approximately $3.5 billion in the current 5year period to develop and manufacture

displays of this type.4
Other emerging display technologies in-

would acquire their first HDTV capabilities within seven years after the standard
is set. It could take approximately 15 years
to completely convert every station to

at least some HDTV capability within 10
years. If so, then the time to make serious
planning decisions is a lot closer than we
think.

HDTV.

But at what price? Early predictions of
Acknowledgments: The author wishes to thank Robert Di

Alit;

Frank McLanis, Ampro; and
lorio, MIT; Peter Fannon,
Steve Talley, Magni Systems for their help in the prepara-

AC and DC electroluminescence, modulated crystals and
even laser -based systems.

dude AC and DC plasma,

How soon? How much?
Now that testing is under way, the end
may not be in sight, but at least the path
is defined. Two recent studies suggest that
the first reception and retransmission of
HDTV signals could occur within 18
months after a standard is set. These pathfinding stations would be fully HDTV capable within five years. Smaller stations

the HDTV price tag have scared off even
the most adventurous. However, second
guesses have HDTV coming in much more
reasonably. Twelve million dollars is the
worst -case estimate, and that can be
spread over several years of a phased -in
approach.
One question is, can we afford it? An
other is, do we have any choice? As display technology rises to meet HDTV's
availability, the time may come when stations may not have a choice. It's been
predicted that most TV stations will have

tion of this article.
Assistance with the audio article was provided by Jane
Frock, NAB; Scott Keneman, David Sarnoff Research Center; Dr. Kelichi Kubota, NHK; Dr. Jae Lim, MIT, Pamela Shearmur, ATTC; John Taylor, Zenith Electronics; Mike Walker,
General Instruments; and Ed Williams, AUG.

Footnotes
1. "La Stratégie Européene pour la Télévision Haute Définition Devrait tre Réorientée." Le Monde, Feb. 12, 1991.
2. San Diego Business Journal. Feb. 25, 1991, p. 27.
3. Electronic Media. Sept. 24, 1990, p. 58.
4. EE Times. March 1990.

Is anyone listening to
HDTV?
By Skip Pizzi, technical editor

dude "high-definition audio:' Today, that
means some sort of "surround- sound"

When HDTV transmission formats
were first discussed in the mid-80s, audio was a bit of an afterthought just
as it had traditionally been in the TV industry. Since that time, however, multichannel TV sound (MTh) and hi -fi stereo VCRs and videodisc players have
raised the audience's awareness of qual-

-

Audio

configurations in
some of the U.S.

" ansniission
proposals are still
ATV

ity audio- for-video.
MTS and stereo home video also
brought the possibility of recovering the
matrixed surround-sound signals that
are encoded into most cinematic
releases' soundtracks. This allowed the
surround- equipped home viewer an unprecedented ability to create a large,
multichannel sound-field, rivaling a
theatrical sonic experience. Entertain-

bein g tweaked.
ment and sports programs produced
strictly for television soon followed suit.
A

NO. OF
CH.

BANDWIDTH

ACTV
ADTV

2
4

20kHz

ATVA

4
4
4
4

FORMAT

DigiCipher
DSC -HDTV
Narrow MUSE

"Surround" systems
high -definition TV system must inD/A

VID

AUD

20kHz

A
D
D
D
D

D +A
D
D
D
D

15kHz

A

D

20kHz
20kHz
15kHz

CODING
SCHEME
ISO2
ISO2
prop.

system. These systems use a matrixing
approach similar to that employed by
stereo optical film soundtracks, to encode four channels of audio (left, center, right and surround) into the two
main channels of BTSC audio. However, not everything about a matrixed surround system is sublime. Decoding is not
always perfect, separation between
some pairs of channels is limited and the
relatively low level of the surround channel makes it somewhat noisy.
Even with these flaws, a matrixed surround system can provide spectacular
sound to accompany video programContinued on page 74
DATA

TRANSMISSION

RATE

METHOD

256kbit /s
512kbit/s
512kbit/s

VC -I14

1.76Mbit/s5

prop.

500kbit /s

NI -DPCM6

1.35Mbit/s7

QPSK subcar.
mpx3
mpx3
mpx3
mpx3
in VBI

Footnotes

ACTV is an on- channel NTSC-compatible system, so standard BTSC analog audio is provided along with a digital audio channel for ACTV- equipped receivers. Specifications
quoted refer to the digital audio service.
2. Pending selection /establishment of standard audio data -compression algorithm by ISO.
3. Audio data is multiplexed with video data, and transmitted in a single datastream.
final certification.
4. Similar to VideoCipherll audio, using 15 -to-10 bit instantaneous s -law compression, with high- frequency emphasis. Subject to change before
5. Likely to be reduced before final certification.
6. Near -instantaneous differential PCM companding (15 -to-8 bit).
7. Includes 128kbit/s auxiliary data channel.
1.

1. Comparison of systems used for main program audio by U.S. ATV transmission standard proponents (as presently specified). Parameters
displayed indicate number of audio channels available, audio bandwidth of each channel, whether a digital or analog system is used for
video and for audio, the coding/compression scheme employed, the total data rate used for audio (including error -correction overhead),
i :T:-))))j
and the method of transmission for audio channels. "Prop." indicates undisclosed proprietary methods involved.
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Designed for production quality...
With an eye on your budget.
Panasonic presents two very versatile, high -grade
color monitors the BT- D1920Y and t'ne BT- M1310Y.
Built for performance, these BT- Series monitors offer
you the quality and reliability you've come to expect
from Panasonic. Not to mention a wide array of features
at an affordable price.
Our BT- Series provides you with the controls and
connections necessary for studio applications while
serving a host of industrial, educational and professional
video needs.
For maximum performance and versatility, both
monitors offer complete, direct compatibility with the
new S -VHS format in addition to conventional signals.
And video reproduction on the BT- Series is superb.
As a matter of fact, the BT- M1310Y boasts a horizontal
resolution of more than 560 lines, while the BT- D1920Y

-

-

5 vus

offers you greater than 550 lines.
What's more, each monitor provides you with a full set
of front panel controls. Like Line A/B split, S -Video input
connectors, Blue signal -only switch, pulse -cross circuit,
preset picture off/on, comb /trap filter selectable and
normal /underscan switch, just to name a few.
So when you are looking for professional quality, but
still need to keep an eye on your budget, look into the
Panasonic BT- Series high -grade monitors. For more
information, call 1- 800 -524 -C864.

-

Panasonic
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Integrating HDTV into
NTSC
Timing considerations for the hybrid
NTSC /HDTV facility.

By Mike Overton

The introduction

of HDTV signals into
TV stations and production facilities will

resemble the process that was used when
color was first instigated. The process will
be gradual, with the first stage consisting
of passing along HDTV network signals.
Then, as the cost of HDTV production
equipment declines, studios will be
equipped with the new hardware. The
process will be evolutionary, not revolutionary.
Careful planning will be required in order to effectively and simultaneously handle two quite different video standards.
Perhaps the most critical aspect of this
process will be equipment synchronization and timing.

Getting started
HDTV production can be initiated in a
variety of ways. First, a facility could start
from scratch and build a new HDTV plant.
For most broadcasters, however, the practical approach will be to phase into HDTV
production. Early HDTV production will
probably use an isolated island of HDTV
equipment. Then, as HDTV operations increase, facilities will likely interconnect the
HDTV and NTSC production areas. Obviously, HDTV feeds will be down-converted
for NTSC distribution. It is also likely that
much of NTSC programming, especially
archive material, will find its way into
HDTV formats.
Overton is an engineer for Television Processing, Tektronix,
Beaverton, OR.
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Several suggestions have been made to
make today's 525 -line video more compatible with HDTV. Interim formats of wide screen 16:9 aspect ratio NTSC and component video have been proposed. These
formats are intended to allow continued
use of the current plant while gaining the
benefits of the wider aspect ratio. When
the wide- screen formats up- convert to
HDTV, the aspect ratios will match. Hybrid operations will probably continue for
a long time.
All of the proposed HDTV systems for
the U.S. market make some concession to
the NTSC raster. The 1125 uses the 59.94
frame rate, while the 787.5- and 1050-

40.
Standards
conversion
based systems go one step further by having horizontal rates that are integer multiples of the NTSC rate. These simple relationships will streamline both format
conversions and the design of the master
sync system. (See "Is Anyone Listening to
HDTV?" p. 36.)

Living with two or

more standards

Many years down the road, NTSC video will be retired and most production will
be in HDTV. In the interim, however,
down -conversion of HDTV to NTSC and
up- conversion of NTSC to HDTV will be
commonplace. Figure 1 shows some of the
possible routings of video and synchronization signals for such a hybrid plant.
To simplify the rate conversions needed
to go from NTSC to HDTV, the HDTV system raster parameters should be carefully chosen. A simple relationship between
HDTV and NTSC rasters will also make

multistandard equipment more practical
for the broadcaster and consumer.

Stability requirements
The HDTV system could lock to the
NTSC system, or the NTSC system could
lock to the HDTV system. Which makes
the most sense? The hybrid facility illustrated in Figure 1 takes into consideration
the different time base stability requirements of NTSC and HDTV. Notice that
there are two types of synchronizing
signals.
You may think the HDTV system, with
its higher resolution, would require better time base stability than NTSC. Surprisingly, HDTV and NTSC have similar susceptibility to timing errors. This is because
all HDTV production systems are component based, and component TV systems
are more tolerant of timing errors than
composite systems.

ML11I MONITOR
CHB

.

CHC

MAG

VECTOP

POSITION

PHASE

MENU

REMOTE UNIT

S H 0 WH ACTUAL SIZE
true! The Magni Monitor is so compact it can fit
just about anywhere. Just think of all those applications
where a traditional waveform monitor or vectorscope won't
fit: mobile vans, edit suites, duplicating facilities -even
the most overcrowded area can accommodate this 2" deep
remote control unit.
Yes, it's

Most importantly, Magni Monitor fits comfortably in your
Isn't there a space in your
budget. The base price of $995 gives you either waveform or
facility for this compact
vector monitoring of NTSC,
monitor? Call us today for
PAL and component signals.
more information.
Outputs can be viewed on
°
standard picture monitors or
1VIAGNI®
Magni Systems, Inc.
the optional LCD Display. Or
9500 SW Gemini Drive
step up to the dual version,
Beaverton, OR 97005 USA
with both waveform monitor
(503) 626 -8400
Magni is a registered trademark of Magni Systems, Inc. Magni
and vectorscope capability in
(800) 237 -5964
Systems and Magni Monitor are trademarks of Magni Systems,
FAX (503) 626-6225
Inc. U.S. and foreign pateros pending.
one unit for $1,495.
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Sync waveforms...new and old

MASTER
SYNC
GENERATOR

The familiar NTSC waveform shown in
Figure 2(a) has an abundance of timing information. Typical gen -lock circuitry uses
the leading edge of sync as a coarse reference, and then uses approximately six

HDTV SYNCHRONIZING SIGNALS

NTSC SYNCHRONIZING SIGNALS

NTSC
SOURCES

HDTV
SOURCES

HDTV SIGNALS

NTSC SIGNALS

cycles of burst for a fine reference. This
allows such products to achieve gen -lock
with jitter of a few hundred picoseconds
or less. Other gen -lock circuits, especially in monochrome systems, use only the
falling edge of sync. Working with only
a 14Ons rise time sync pulse, jitter might
be lOns or so. This is barely adequate for
NTSC systems.
Most HDTV signals use a tri-level sync
as shown in Figure 2(b). Tri -level sync has
several advantages. Perhaps the most

recognized advantage is that the sense
threshold on the rising edge of sync is at
blanking level. This makes it less sensitive
to sync amplitude variations. However,
conventional sync -lock circuitry typically
samples the amplitude of sync to adapt the
sense threshold, effectively obtaining trilevel sync's independence to amplitude
variations. The real advantage of HDTV
tri -level sync is that the critical rising edge
has twice the amplitude and about half the
rise time or about four times the slew

-

UP-

UP-

CONVERS ON

CONVERSION

DOWN
CONVERS ON

T

T
RISC OPERATIONS

HDTV OPERATIONS

NTSC DISTRIBUTION

HDTV DISTRIBUTION

Figure

DOWNCONVERSION

1. Transitional TV plants will probably have N7SC and one or more HDTV formats. There

may even be interim wide-screen N7SC or wide- screen 525-line component formats.

rate

-

of NTSC sync. Correspondingly, a
tri -level sync -lock yields four times the stability of an NTSC sync -lock.
Although the HDTV sync -lock will be far
more stable than the NTSC sync-lock, and
could lock the NTSC equipment, an even
better reference exists. The NTSC subcarrier phase is approximately 10 times as

critical as NTSC sync timing, and two
times as critical as HDTV timing. This
makes modern NTSC sync generators,
with their 100ps burst-lock stability, an excellent choice for synchronizing NTSC

equipment.
Noise is also a consideration. HDTV signals have wide bandwidth. Even clean stu-

BROADCAST- QUALITY
STANDARDS CONVERSION

eo

internatiorral

Video International's DTC 1504 will convert
t3 or from any world TV standard.

Video Irternational's new DTC 1504
Standards Converter features 4- field, 4line selectable interpolation, three levels
of noise reduction, image enhancement,
full time oase correction and 8 -bit, 4:2:2
processing to convert even the poorest -

quality video signals into broadcast
signals.

Plus, the DTC 1504 offers NTSC,
NTSC 4.43, PAL, SECAM, PAL -M, and
PAL-N as standard inputs and outputs.
No one knows the "ins and outs" of
standards conversion be-ter than Video
International and at such a reasonable
price.

Call today
for a free

demonstration!

li.krhtsire U.S. Distributor:

James Grunder & Assoc., Inc.

5925 Beverly Mission, KS 66202

i
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(913)831 -0188

FAX (913)831 -3427

For point -to- point, STL or multipoint distance
learning and video conferencing applications, fiber is a
clear choice. So is the company that can help you put
that video s'gnal over fiber...ADC Telecommunications.

ADC can help you configure the rest of your system with
copper and fiber cable management and switching products
for a total systems solution. For more information, call
1 800 726-4266 or send in the coupon for a free brochure.

I'd like to know more about how ADC can help me

7 put video over fiber.
Name

Phone

Title

LC SERTIES

(

Company

peint-to- point, STL,
RS -250C shorthaul

Address

up to four audio

Zip

State

City

channels
FN 6000
full presence multipoint, distance
learning /video conferencing
drop and insert capability
up to 16 channels /50 miles

Mail or Fax To:
ADC Telecommunications, Inc.
Mail Station 72
4900 West 78Th Street

up to 15 miles

L

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435
FAX (612) 893-3050

I Telecommunications
lxhereOuulit Nun., Full Circuit
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increase
jitter. Because HDTV signals
do not have the stability offered by a timing burst, there is a strong case for keeping NTSC signals referenced to an NTSC
sync generator for optimum stability.
The master sync source shown in Fig-

dio signals will have more noise than the
narrow bandwidth NTSC signals to which
you may be accustomed. Although some
sync -lock and gen -lock circuits have better noise immunity than others, noise will

almost invariably introduce

- or at least

Figure 2(a).
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ure 1 could be either a multistandard
generator or an NTSC master sync generator with an HDTV sync generator slave.
Because many NTSC plants already have
the NTSC master sync generator, the latter approach may be attractive. A flexible

HDTV sync generator that can supply a
variety of HDTV output formats while
locked to an NTSC or HDTV input would
also meet a facility's evolving requirements. Such flexibility would ensure that
investments in experimental HDTV equipment today will still be useful after the
standards issues have been settled.

R

For most broadcasters,
the practical approach
will be to phase into
HDTV production.
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Figure 2. The familiar NTSC sync and burst waveform shown in 2(a) has precise timing information in the burst. The tri-level HDTV sync waveform shown in 2(b) has better slew rate and amplitude than N7SC sync, but still is not as precise as the .MSC signal with color burst.
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Every piece of equipment that processes the HDTV signal needs to have a high
degree of stability. The question becomes
how to measure jitter of only a few hundred picoseconds? Seeing 100ps of sync
jitter on a scope can be difficult.
One tool is the bowtie signal for HDTV.
Originally designed for 525 -line and 625 line component video testing, the HDTV
bowtie has higher frequency burst packets (5.000MHz and 5.002MHz) and higher
resolution markers (Ins). Like the original
bowtie, the packets are phase matched at
the center of the line. The 5.000MHz sine
wave packet is fed to the green (or luminance) channel, and the 5.002MHz
packet to the blue and red (or color difference) channels. When the packets
are subtracted, the bowtie pattern in Figure 3(a) is displayed.
The position of the null gives a sensitive measurement of relative timing. If
channel timing is correct, the bowtie pattern has a sharp null at its center. If the
timing is incorrect, the null shifts off center, as shown in Figure 3(b), to indicate
lead or lag. Counting the on- screen timing markers shows the amount of timing
error.
In the case of jitter, the null remains in
the center of the bowtie. However, the null
spreads out according to the amount of jitter present. The bowtie works best in low noise situations.

Color framing in components?
Whether there will be a need for color
framing on the component video HDTV
signal is a source of industry debate. After all, there are only two fields, and there
is not supposed to be any subcarrier in

There are many reasons to keep using your tried and

tested tube cameras. Apart from being major investments
in your studio line -up, there's the high

and exceptional picture
Of

resolution, low lag

quality you can achieve with them.

course, the best tube

cameras depend on the

best camera tubes. So you need to be assured of their

continued availability.

GOOD FOR YEARS TO COME.
Philips has made

a

firm commitment to keep producing

the Plumbicon range of camera tubes. With

a

reputation

earned in the world's most popular cameras, they're sure
to be in demand for many years to come.
So

long as there's call for the high quality images

Plumbicon tubes can provide, we'll continue to provide
Plumbicon tubes.
Year after year after year.

Philips Components, Discrete Products Division, 100 Providence Pike, Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876, USA. Fax: +1 401 767 4493.
Philips Components, Customer Service Centre TV Camera Tubes, P.O. Box 218, 5600 MD Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Fax: +31 40 583177.
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rying frame start information to the HDTV
vertical interval. It is hoped that such a
step will not be necessary. Tracking a color frame through component processing
would greatly increase the complexity of
HDTV and today's 525-line systems.

Figure 3(b).

Figure 3(a).

Figure 3. The bowtie test signal, originally developed for 525-line component measurements,
has been updated for HDTV timing measurements; (a) shows the bowtie with a perfect interchannel timing match; (b) shows a waveform in which the null has moved to the right, indicating
a delay error in the color-difference channel relative to the luminance channel.

component video. However, experience
with established technologies shows that
when a composite signal is decoded and
processed through component equipment,
a small amount of residual subcarrier typically remains in the luminance channel.
Many fear that if the HDTV equipment
does not observe the color frame sequence, this residual subcarrier will not
add together properly with the new color subcarrier when the signal is reencoded.

It is not clear how much of a problem
this will be if an NTSC signal is upconverted to HDTV, and then later reencoded. However, it may be a good idea
to have a color frame flag on the HDTV
sync waveform, just in case. This is easily
done if the sync generator maintains color framing at the slowest frame rate in the
in this case, the NTSC 4 -field colsystem
or frame rate.
Standards committees are currently debating the issue of adding a digital flag car-

-

Hardware Software

Ready for the first step?
Interest in HDTV is continually growing,
undoubtedly spurred by the increasing
availability of production equipment. With
FCC testing about to begin, HDTV broadcasting in the United States is on the horizon. Although a few cutting -edge commercial facilities are experimenting with
HDTV production before the standards issues are sorted. most broadcasters will not
be working with wide -screen television
until a transm ?ssion standard is chosen.
Early ventures into HDTV will probably
involve mixed -format plants with down conversions to NTSC and up- conversions
to HDTV. With the production, conversion
and synchronization equipment available
today, those broadcasters who wish to can
begin pioneering work in HDTV programming and distribution. However, it is imperative to plan the systems carefully to
meet the stringent synchronization requirements of this mixed environment.
I
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From low-cost DA's, HDTV and serial D2 routers and
fiber links all the way to 1600x1280 graphics switching
systems. Only DYNAIR meets your needs with a complete spectrum of products for routing and distribution.
Today, DYNAIR systems are the best value in a wide
range of demanding applications: broadcast, video production and government /military.
To protect your investment, all DYNAIR systems
are fully upgradable to serial digital. And they can be
expanded. So you can be sure they'll grow with your
needs.
DYNASTY. A full line of central routers from NTSC
through HDTV to high resolution. Vertical interval
switching for every signal in your plant is provided by
separate sync for each level.
DYNA MITE. Serial D2, video, audio and TC in a single, compact low -cost router. Flexible enough to operate
with a multi -panel control system. Ideal for small system
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DYNASTY.

SERIES 400/1200 DISTRIBUTION. From serial digital to HDTV to broadcast, a full line of fiber /coax distri-

bution. They provide the industry's best differential
phase/gain and signal -to-noise. At a cost of only $900
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cable runs.
MiniStar CONTROLS. These flexible controls can
be switched back and forth between single bus, multi
bus or full X-Y control. They're easy to learn, computer
controllable and offer destination locking and source
restrictions. And the same control panel handles all
DYNAIR switchers. So there is only one panel to learn.
Only one panel to store for spares.
From dependable switchers to controls and links,
DYNAIR systems offer you the complete solution: serial
digital, HDTV, NTSC, PAL and high resolution graphics
signals in both fiber and coax.
Whether you need a simple, low -cost solution or a
large -scale integrated system, DYNAIR's 33 years of
proven reliability and precision performance make it the
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For more information, call 800-854-2831. Fax to
(619) 264 -4181. Or write to DYNAIR Electronics, Inc.,
5275 Market Street, San Diego, CA 92114.
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Converting PC video
to NTSC
Crossing the bridge between personal computer video
and NTSC.

By Paul McGoldrick

Personal computers are poised

to be-

come familiar fixtures in the video production business. By using PCs, facilities can
perform on- and off-line editing, graphic
design, storyboarding and a host of other
applications. In certain situations, PCs can
even function directly as video sources.
However, before PCs can become as common in the video environment as countertop appliances are in the kitchen, users
must understand a few basics. This article maps out some of the issues involved
in creating computer-generated video
signals.

Video is video is video?
Why do people have such a difficult time
agreeing on what "video" means? Defining terms is the first hurdle in using PCs
as video sources. To the broadcast engineer, video means a specific composite
or component signal, the timings and amplitudes of which are spelled out in standards documents (RS-170A, CCIR 601, RP125 and so on). On the other hand, in the
computer environment, video refers to the
PC's visual output. These signals also conform to fairly well- defined standards. Unfortunately, these two definitions of video have little to do with each other. The
only factor these signals have in common
is that they electronically describe pictures. For the most part, the similarity

ends there.
McGoldrick is director of international sales for Magni Systems, Beaverton, OR.
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Color is a key determinant of computer
"video" capability. As PCs evolved, their
displays increased in power from
monochromatic to 16 colors to 256 colors.
Today, at the top end, computers have
palettes offering more than 16 million
colors. Likewise, the resolution or fineness
of those images has improved dramatically. Pixel resolutions in today's advanced
computer graphic standards approach
those that you are accustomed to hearing
for high- definition television (HDTV).
These resolutions are often less -thanimmediately compatible with NTSC.
Many computer images scan sequentially from top to bottom, line by line, rather
than interlaced as in broadcast video. This
is particularly important when considering some of the conversion limitations that
hardware alone cannot solve.
Finally, some computer video standards
are valid for only one brand
in some
cases, only one model of computer. This
is completely foreign to the video arena,
where manufacturers strive to maintain
compatibility.

-

-

software packages will be available to your
facility. Ultimately, it determines what other parts of the facility, and the paris of the
industry at large, with which your system
will be compatible. Picking a platform
even chooses your allies. It tells the world
who you back in the lively exchanges between the IBM, Macintosh and Amiga
worlds.
In many ways, the major platforms'
suitability for today's video is more or less
even. IBM -type PCs now offer user interfaces that are far friendlier than DOS. The
design ease of the Macintosh has made it
a natural for graphics professionals, and
consequently for video. Amigas are video ready in terms of their aspect ratios. Amigas have also developed a loyal following,
helped along by the Video Toaster's debut.
All three platforms have a broad range of
video hardware solutions and software options available. Be prepared to do substantial groundwork before determining which
platform will ultimately serve you best.

Format options
your facility has already committed
to a video format or formats, integrating
PC -based video into the system is primarily a question of how direct the connection between the PC and its destination
can be. If the bulk of your facility's signal
processing is in NTSC, it is fairly easy to
introduce PC- generated graphics at any
point up to the transmitter. On the other
hand, if most of the production work is in
a component or digital format, you must
If

Electing a platform
Picking a computer platform involves
more than deciding on a collection of
hardware. It's like voting for political candidates
along with the people come
their stands on various issues.
Choosing a platform means making decisions concerning how operators will
work with the computer (through a keyboard or a mouse). It is deciding which

-
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determine where PC- originated material
enters the production process. This will,
in part, determine the hardware options.
For most broadcasters, composite NTSC
and PAL still prevail for transmission.
Different component (Beta, Mil and so on)

and digital (D -1, D -2) standards are widely used for production. The various "S"
video formats, such as S-VHS and Hi -8, are
also gaining in popularity.

"desktop video" revolution. The flourishing interest in desktop video has led some
manufacturers to re-examine the technology in terms of operation and objective.
The cost of memory has been reduced significantly over recent years. This allows

data compression and storage. The compressed audio files are tagged to a given
still -frame image using a system of file extensions. This would make it theoretically possible to store several station IDs
along with jingles and tag lines on a com-

creation of scan conversion systems in
low-cost board -type configurations. However, when converting from a non-

puter, and to archive the images on small
floppy disks.

standard graphics resolution, use of a high end scan converter may still be a re-

The VGA converter
Some graphics cards have composite or
S -video outputs. These can be gen-locked
by running them through a frame synchronizer or TBC. However, at this level
it becomes important to put more trust in
a reliable waveform monitor and vector scope than in the manufacturer's claims
for a product's performance.

quirement.

In many ways, the

major platforms'
suitability for today's
video is more or less
even.
The widest range of PC-video conversion hardware is available for NTSC /PAL
and the S-video formats. This equipment
comranges from circuit board level
monly and inaccurately referred to as
to
"gen-locks" by the computer world
stand-alone scan converters. As you move
from common, mass -market computers
into systems that are newer or were designed for more technically sophisticated
users, the options for PC conversion diminish to stand -alone units.

-

-

Scan conversion
The most flexible and highest -quality
PC-to -video conversions use scan conversion. The technology itself is fairly
straightforward. (See Figure 1.) The finest
scan converters are stand -alone systems
that can process nearly any computer generated format into one of several video output formats. Also, they often offer
a series of video controls resembling those
of a proc -amp.
Scan conversion technology has been
available for some time well before the

-
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The gen -lock
In computer parlance, the word "gen-

lock" seems to entail locking and keying.
Usually the output of a gen -lock is a video signal with the computer text or graphics keyed over it. Thus, in the computer
domain, the video signal passes through
the computer on the way to its destination.
In a broadcast sense, a gen-lock is a device that produces a stable, time -able video output from a computer. This output
feeds a switcher or other video equipment. The timing /phasing capability
comes either from controls on the device
itself, or from adjusting the reference
video.
Gen -lock devices usually take the form
of a graphics card with plug-in modules,
or as separate cards that connect to the
graphics card. The dividing line is whether the images are created at the graphics
card scan rates or at the NTSC rates.
The gen-lock circuitry usually connects
to the graphics card inside the computer.
The gen -lock section converts reference
video into H & V drive for the graphics
circuitry. Alternatively, users can run the
output of a free-running graphics generator into a frame buffer or time base corrector (TBC). The TBC then locks to the
external reference.
Audio has not been overlooked. Some
manufacturers have made products that
provide digital audio sampling, editing,
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"Broadcast quality"
difficult for the computer layperson
to understand what is meant by "broadcast quality:' This is understandable. It is
easy to claim a given product is of broadcast quality, but far less easy to prove it.
As a result, the term may be overused.
The original RS -170A drawing defines
amplitudes of horizontal and vertical sync,
and of the picture. It also defines setup,
sync widths, the full train of sync pulses,
It is

and the amplitude of burst (including the
correct number of burst cycles and where
they are supposed to be). A signal with
these essentials is the only one that can
claim true, rather than near, broadcast
quality.

It is easy to claim a
given product is of
broadcast quality, but
far less easy to prove
it. As a result, the
term may be overused.
What the user considers acceptable,
however, may not be quite so demanding.
Below "broadcast;' several degrees of

quality may be usable. Some products allow users to record signals that are of
home video quality. At the lowest level,
there are converters that give acceptable
pictures directly to that most forgiving
piece of equipment the picture monitor.
Converting a high-resolution graphics
signal will always lose some of the quality. The main deterioration will be in resolution, simply because of the limitations
of composite video. For example, a
640x480 graphics display has pixel widths
of approximately 36ns (with a 28MHz
clock), while the converted resolution in
NTSC will be approximately 80ns.

-

Y

OR NTSC
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VIDEO
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1. A block diagram of a basic broadcast standard converter. The sync pulse generator
(SPG) section provides a stable reference when free-running, or else synchronizes it to external
reference video.

Figure
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Digital audio
workstations diversify
"Divide and conquer" is the motto in today's
workstation world.

By Skip Pizzi, technical editor

Despite the shakeout that most

indus-

try observers expected by now, the digital audio workstation (DAW) marketplace
has continued to grow. This growth has
been more divergent than convergent,
however, as different manufacturers have
targeted distinct areas within the audio
production industry to move toward. As
a result, products have become more specifically oriented toward certain tasks,
providing multiple advantages to the manufacturer and user. These devices have become so divergent that it may soon be inappropriate to refer to them under the
single banner of "digital audio workstation :' For the prospective buyer, this is
mostly good news, but it makes the purchasing choice all the more important.

Narrowing focus
The market -breakdown categories that
have appeared for the workstation marketplace so far seem to be along the lines
of musician (performer /composer), large scale music recording, video post production, film post and radio production. Most manufacturers have focused on
one of these, although a few continue to
pursue a more diversified approach.
The benefit to the user in this specificity follows a corollary of the classic information theory: The less a device can do,
the easier it is to operate. Conversely, the
more flexible a device is, the more difficult it will be to make it perform any one
of its operations. This is not to imply that
these devices are limited in their abilities.
In fact, flexibility is perhaps their greatest
asset. But with increased flexibility often
56
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comes decreased user -friendliness and /or
slower speed of operation, and manufacturers are now working with this trade -off.
By reducing flexibility to only those operations required by a specific class of user,
operational friendliness and speed can be
increased.

What is a workstation?
The fast, random -access nature of hard
disk recording is exploited in practically
all workstation designs. Non- destructive
editing is accomplished simply by changing playback address commands. Audio is
typically not "lost" when it is edited, rather instructions are given to simply not read
that data. This is the founding premise of
DAW operation. However, technology has
come a long way from there.
The question of what constitutes a DAW
is increasingly hard to answer. Not all
workstations are created equal. (Although
this was true in their earliest days, the
spectrum of possibilities continues to widen.) The most basic devices are designed
as hard disk recorders and editors, typically handling only mono or stereo audio.
The next level up involves multitrack capability, which allows editing plus some
type of rudimentary mixing, usually with
a "virtual" console representation on
screen. Further up the ladder comes extensive virtual mixing capabilities, generally with more tracks, and digital signal
processing (DSP) added for wide -ranging
equalization, gain reduction and reverberation effects. Finally, a "hard" mixing console is added, putting traditional faders
and knobs into the user's hands, combined

August 1991
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with the workstation's typical QWERTY
keyboard and mouse control surfaces.
Another basic distinction among DAWs
is whether they use a proprietary computer platform, or are designed as peripheral hardware and software packages to run
on popular desktop computers. (Some systems split the difference by operating on
proprietary platforms, while using a desktop computer for control and display only.)
Fully desktop- resident systems are the
least expensive. However, with this economy comes certain drawbacks. Desktop
computers were designed to handle the
data throughput needs of word processing, accounting and graphics applications.
Even the most data -intensive of these programs does not come close to the massive
data throughput required for digital audio
recording and production. Although 1Mbit
is a significant amount of data for text
work, it's hardly more than a single second's worth of quality digital audio data.
Therefore, digital audio applications are
worlds apart from office automation tasks
in their data requirements, both in active
memory (RAM) and storage (hard disks)
needs. Data bus -width demands are also
quite high for audio, with the host computer's CPU type and its operating speed
having further critical impact.
Earlier desktop-based workstations
suffered from slow operation, but this has
improved in more recent designs. However, there was (and is) no lack of flexibility
or features among most of these systems,
making them the most popular product
area in the DAW marketplace at present.
The platforms are also being adapted for
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these needs as manufacturers respond to
this application of their devices. One popular computer manufacturer recently announced its latest system, which will accommodate up to 128Mbytes of RAM.
(Typical desktop computers today rarely

on another. (A digital multitrack tape recorder may also be involved.) As yet, no
common file interchange standard exists
for DAWs, although work toward this end
is currently under way.
this stanWhen
or even whether

have more than 8Mbytes).
Meanwhile, the traditional "heavy hitters" of the DAW industry continue their

dard protocol will be completed and supported remains an open question. Because
no manufacturer wants to appear to be
adopting a "lowest- common -denominator" approach for the standard, progress
here has been slow. The enormous differences between systems hasn't helped either. Just how far apart the players actually are was shown during the first
meetings of the current semiofficial DAW
standards committee (the AES Subwork-

proprietary platform approach, arguing
that speed and capabilities are greatly expanded when the computational system
is designed and optimized from the
ground up for digital audio application.

Divergence in approach
Several parts of the audio and broadcast
industries have welcomed the worksta-

tion, most notably the audio -for-video and
audio -for -film markets. Increased productivity and accommodation of last- minute
changes seem to be primary among the
advantages DAWs have brought to these
communities. However, like word processors or other computer applications, each
manufacturer's product achieves essentially the same operations in vastly different
ways. This means operator training will be
significant to any DAW's success in a facility, and that all training is specific to a
single device. Because no one system has
garnered predominant market share, the
industry lacks true references or standards
as yet.
Initially, the most striking difference between systems is their display of data on
screen. This can vary from primitive looking monochrome ASCII text on a
black background, to vibrantly colorful 3D cartoon consoles with knobs that turn
and faders that move in real time. Even
with the one display feature shared by
most DAWs, in which visual tracks of audio scroll past a fixed cursor mark (or
"now line") on the screen, the industry has
not come to terms with which way the
tracks should move. Some pull them left to- right, others go right -to-left and one
runs down- to -up. Although none seems inherently better, the adjustment for an operator moving between systems for this
and many other varying display parameters could be significant.
Such diversity could be written off as a
matter of style or competitive advantage.
Furthermore, users' preferences can be
considered simply a matter of what they
are familiar with, or based upon the device on which they first learned (just as
cut-and -splice audio editors often fanatically prefer one type of tape deck for their
editing). But these differences become a
major problem in the area of compatibili-

ty between products. With more DAWs
populating the industry's facilities, it has
become common for a project to be started on one type of workstation and finished
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ing Group on Operational Requirements
for Professional Disk Recording). Arguments raged simply over the differing
nomenclature used by various manufacturers for the same processes. The committee took this problem on as a necessary first task, and standardized terminology has now been hammered out. This
is a considerable achievement, but mere
child's play compared to its next mandate.
The committee's work is now aimed toward arriving at a media-independent
DAW file interchange standard that is easy
to implement, includes picture synchronization data and allows for manufacturer specific "extensions" to be included.
On the plus side, this same increased
diversity toward specific market sectors
has brought users the benefits of applications tailored to their individual needs. For
example, a workstation that offers software facilitating foreign language dialogue
dubbing is of great value to the film post production industry, while one that implements real-time time compression is useful to the video -post world. Any of several DAWs that support MIDI would be useful
for a musician or radio station, whereas
a SMPTE- supporting device makes more
sense for a TV facility.
Other new directions include a
"miniworkstation" based on a magneto optical recorder, with a small LCD window
for display (an outboard video monitor display is optional). This unit actually makes
field recordings "direct -to- workstation" a
viable option. On the other end of the
spectrum is a large, multi -user networked
system, with stations that all share a corn mon mass -storage sound library (for sound
effects). Up to 7x real time file transfer
is currently possible from the central storage to individual stations.

Flexibility and quality
As development progresses and applications expand, other DAW attributes that
were once considered acceptable are now
being scrutinized for possible improvement. The "onion -skin" analogy is apt here

-

just as one element is improved, or a
problem peeled away, another unforeseen
layer of the system becomes the new limiting factor.
Removable media is presently one such
issue. In broadcast production, the advan-

tages provided by being able to remove
files from a production session and move
them to another facility (or come back to
the same one a few days later to continue

or rework

a

new version) are considera-

ble. In the past, however, the inherent
removability of optical drives had been es-

chewed by workstation manufacturers in
favor of the faster access time (and lower
cost) of magnetic hard disks. Removable
magnetic disks are available, but their
limited capacity makes them inappropriate for most digital audio applications.
Now, a growing number of DAW makers
are addressing this dilemma by implementing a removable magneto -optical
disk (MOD) storage system. Most implementations adhere to the current ISO
standard for such disks, using erasable,

double -sided 5'/4 -inch media with
650Mbyte capacity.
Another area of increased interest involves audio quality. Because the audio
acrobatics that workstations perform have
become less of a novelty, the pure sonic
quality of these devices has been revisited. Is audio quality being traded for flexibility and speed? The primary object of
attention here is the analog -to- digital converter. Newer systems implement 18 -bit,
64x -oversampled sigma-delta converters
(and the latest DSP chips) to optimize audio quality at the initial conversion stage,
and maintain it throughout the system.
(See the related article, "Hard Disk Recording for Broadcast Use,' p. 60.) Datacompression systems are not yet found on
many workstations, but they are sure to
appear. These will be of concern for their
affect upon audio quality as well.
Most DAW manufacturers do not intend
to use data compression to squeeze more
audio onto their storage media (although
this would be a possibility). If economically feasible, it makes sense to keep digital
audio at the highest resolution possible
throughout the production process. After
a project's completion, however, the compression may be applied for transmission
or storage /mastering to one of several upcoming consumer distribution media that
will use data compression (CD -I, DCC and
MD [minidisc] formats). It might be handy
to have several popular compression algorithms on -board (simple enough with
resident DSP chips), just for monitoring or
audition purposes. This way, a producer
could hear how a completed project will
sound when passed through such a system on its way to the end -user.
Additional new ground is being broken
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AO -20 3 -CCD
DIGITAL PROCESSING CAME 3A

Matsushiia Eleanc CorporaM1on of Nmenra

AJ -D310 HALF-INCH
COMPOSITE DIGITAL CAMERA/RECORDER

WV -F250 3-CCD
COLOR VIDEO CAMERA

THE ONLY
CHOICE IS
PANASONIC.
You need to choose the right recording format for the job and the right camera for the
format. Only Panasonic gives you professional 1/2-inch camera /recorder systems across the
principal formats.
For quality equal to today's highest standards for broadcast or analog teleproduction,
choose the AQ -20. The AQ -20 docks to MII or Betacam- recorders effortlessly and still gives
you unequalled video quality from the only 3 -CCD digital processing camera: better than
750 lines of resolution at a typical S/N of 62 dB. The 400,000 pixel CCDs are driven at 4 fsc
(4x subcarrier frequency), allowing for direct connection to a digital VTR.
you need the WV-F250, the camera/
If your only concern greater than quality is cost
recorder that brings all the most important professional features to the high quality, low -cost
S -VHS format. Increasingly, professionals are turning to S -VHS to minimize capital
expenditures. The WV- F250's 3 FIT COD performance with 700 line resolution and 60 dB
signal -to-noise ratio supports S -VHS, MII and Betacam formats, giving you the lowest cost
option in a dockable camera.
The pure digital video domain of the AJ -D310 -(the world's first composite digital
camera /recorder) -can help you meet demands that no one has ever met before. Only
Panasonic's 1/2-inch composite digital format can give you the same digital recording on your
shoulder that you use in the most sophisticated digital posting suite. That's one key reason why
Panasonic's Half -Inch Composite Digital is the official video recording system for the production
of the 1992 Olympic Games and the choice of other leading broadcasters here and abroad.
Only Panasonic's acquisition systems let you adjust your equipment mix to fit your
performance objectives. For the right system for every job digital, analog component or
S-VHS -the only choice is Panasonic.
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Getacam is a trademark of Sony Corporation

For more details call: 1- 800 -524 -0864

Panasonic

One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Hard disk recording for
broadcast use
By Robert Bird
Unlike conventional recording studios
and post- production facilities, AM and
FM broadcasters need to initiate the
replay of sound sources in a virtually
ever -changing sequence. In essence,
flexible radio programming relies upon
this ability to accurately trigger the real
time or automated playback of literally
thousands of music cuts, commercials,
jingles, station IDs, news cuts and PSAs,
any of which might need to be replayed
in a presequenced order or accessed
randomly throughout the broadcast day.
This is why an increasing number.of
broadcasters are evaluating the potential of hard disk- based, random -access
systems for local and satellite-delivered
programming. The flexible programming and instant -start playback offered
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1. Block diagram of a typical desktop computer peripheral card allowing storage
of high- quality digital audio on the computer's hard disk. Editing and signal processing
may also be provided on board.

by disk -based systems provide many advantages for broadcast use.

Analog -to-digital conversion
Hard disk formats: fast access
and editing flexibility
Although computer -controlled CD
jukeboxes and DAT players are possibly
more suitable for the programmed
replay of longer cuts, hard disk systems
offer a unique combination of sampleaccurate editing and instant access to
any sound file.
Digital audio files can be stored on
conventional hard drives and instantly
accessed in random sequence. Each discrete element can be assigned an easy to-understand alphanumeric label, and
the controlling software set up to extract
information from a companion database
that lists useful details, such as running
time, playout dates (for time -critical material), scheduling data and other information for the on -air talent or operator.
Hard disk editing is "non -destructive"
it simply involves the tagging of new
stop /start points for each sound element.
File data is neither permanently
changed, nor re- recorded to disk. Hard
disk systems allow play lists and sound
files to be freely modified according to
programming requirements.

-

Bird is product manager for Antex Electronics Corporation, Gardena, CA.

by some of the larger and longer- standing
DAW manufacturers. These companies
now have a considerable client base in the

market, and a few are moving to an open architecture scheme. Although this approach used to be considered a bit risky
in such a competitively saturated marketplace, it may now be an advantage because it will allow third -party software developers to enhance the flexibility (and
perhaps the popularity) of a particular
DAW, at no cost to the workstation manufacturer. Wide availability of third -party
60
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typical system for digitizing mono
or stereo sound sources and vectoring
them to a hard disk for storage and
replay is shown in Figure 1. Circuits such
as these can be placed on boards that
are plug-in compatible with popular
desktop computer systems. Control of all
record and replay functions is then possible via the host computer's standard
commands, which are available in a variety of familiar programming languages.
In many such systems, the analog signal can be digitized at user -selectable
sampling frequency and resolution, then
stored to and replayed from hard disk.
For broadcast use, the sampling rate is
usually set to 32kHz or 44.1kHz (the latter offers direct digital I/O from CD and
DAT players). Lower sampling rates are
reserved for news or voice -only applications. To ensure an adequate dynamic range, 16 -bit resolution is standard.
Newer generation A-to-D converters
incorporate 1 -bit sigma -delta techniques,
typically providing 64x oversampling,
which ensure true 16 -bit resolution and
A

enhanced converter linearity through
the passband, especially for low-level signals. Meanwhile, 18-bit DACs with 8x
oversampling or higher are being used

software also helps convince the industry
that a particular platform is gaining market share.
Other recent trends in workstation design show an increase in the number of
output channels, a wider support of digital audio interface standards and control
protocols, more real time and synchronizer- locked (or otherwise automatable)
DSP functions, and faster backup times.
(At present, 4x real time backup is considered fast, with 8x under development.
Backup media used by various manufac-

for improved precision in recovering
data from hard disk.
Data-compression coders that allow
two, four or even eight times as much
information to be stored to hard disk

without significant audible degradation
are also being explored.
Regarding storage capacity on hard
disk systems, maximum record time can
be calculated from the following
formula:

R=

xMxD
(FxBxC)

133.333

Where:
R

= record time (min)

hard disk capacity (Mbytes)
data-compression factor, if
any (comp. ratio = D:1)
F = sampling frequency (kHz)
B = resolution (bits)
C = number of audio channels
M =
D =

For example, a 320Mbyte hard disk
will hold approximately 30.23 minutes
of stereo, 16 -hit, non -compressed (D =1)

digital audio sampled at 44.1kHz; a 4:1
compression system would increase that
disk's capacity to a little more than two
hours of stereo audio.

turers include DAT [data and audio formats], 8mm videocassettes and computer type backup cassettes.)

Right for radio?
The acceptance of workstations into the
film, TV and music post -production industries is testimony to their usefulness here.
However, with one significant exception,
DAW manufacturers have not specifically
targeted the radio production marketplace. Not surprisingly, workstations'
penetration into radio has been small. Yet,

MICVPHONES
Moulu DEJIIEARD
AND NOT SEEN
We're almost there!

The NEW Telex ELM -22 is
the smallest mic in the
industry but that's not the

best part.
Any company worth their salt could
make a microphone as small as the new
ELM series from Telex. but, let's face it As
important as a microphone's size can be,
audio quality is what really counts.
This small (.2" D. x.3" L.) omnidirectional,
electret microphone has a very smooth
20Hz to 20KHz frequency response.
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Other ELM specifications are equally
impressive. Maximum sound pressure
level is rated at 142 dB with a sensitivity
of -65 dB and a dynamic range greater
than 110 dB.
The ELM series is a full line of omnidirectional and unidirectional models
with a variety of connector options
includingTA4F, LEMO and stripped and
tinned leads.The mic has a black non glare matte finish with an ample four
foot cable and a variety of lapel pin options.The series includes a new inline
belt pack power supply providing
balanced output and mic bias voltage
from either 9 V battery or external phantom power.

Whether for a wired or
wireless apptcation, this microphone will unobtrusively provide the
highest quality sound possible from a
lapel microphone. The ELM is not just the
smallest -it's technically the best.
For full details on this new mic call or
write to:Telex Communications, Inc. 9600
Aldrich Av. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420
(612) 887 -5550.
©1991 Telex Communications, Inc.

TELEX®
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this is more of a "compared to what" issue than a marketing problem. Workstations are a big step forward when placed
into an existing multitrack environment,
especially one where synchronization to
visual material is involved. When viewed

from an asynchronous, multimachine,
multisource production perspective
such as that used in most radio production facilities
workstation's advantages
are less obvious.
In a traditionally non-multitrack environment, a workstation's speed is at least
partially erased by the need for real time
uploading and downloading of all material before editing or production can commence. (In a post-production environment
employing multitrack tape, this process is
already part of standard operation, so a
workstation's essentially equivalent requirement is not seen as a disadvantage.)
Use of a workstation in a previously
non-multitrack operation can actually
cause simple projects to take longer to
complete. However, at many stations, a
small (4- or 8- track) multitrack recorder is
often used for spot production, so a small
capacity, fast-operating workstation would
fit in nicely in terms of operations and
budget. At other stations, however, where

-
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A buyer's guide to DAWs
By Skip Pizzi, technical editor
hard disk recorders, other computers or
automation controllers.)

Before first -time workstation buyers
can arrive at the answers they want,
they need to know what questions to
ask. Here are a few questions for yourself and your staff (with some sample answers to get you going):

Comparison shopping
Once these questions are fully answered, you will know something about
the parameters of what you're looking
for. Take that information and go shopping, asking the appropriate questions
from the following list (and others that
you might add this is certainly not an
exhaustive list). Even though one of the
prime advantages of a workstation is its
expandability, take note of any answers
to your current needs that are qualified
with, "That upgrade will be available
soon." As you proceed, be sure to obtain
clear answers on what's included in the
base price, and what each option costs.

Why do we want a workstation? (To
increase productivity, to expand capability, to keep a competitive edge.)
What kind of projects will we use a
workstation for? (Radio spots, TV spots,
long -form audio, long -form video, film
projects.)
Who will operate it? (Only one or two
key people, a staff of dedicated editor/technicians, DJ /board -ops.)
Who will train those operators? (A key
staff person, a manufacturer's representative, a dealer representative, a consulting third party.)
What other equipment will be used
with the workstation? (Analog tape

-

Regarding hardware:
How many "tracks " does the standard
unit come with? How many more are optionally available?
Does the system use another manufacturer's computer platform, or is it a
self-contained, proprietary device?

decks, CD players, DAT decks, multitrack
decks, outboard mixer(s), SMPTE-locked
ATRs, VTRs, video edit controller, house
sync, VITC, film dubbers, outboard
processing gear, MIDI- equipped hardware, samplers, other workstations or

if another manufacturer's computer

is used, what functions does the system

TATTOO' VIDEO IDENTIFIER
Low cost insertion of ID or any message up to 20 characters.
One rack und,
Mile or black characters
Stores 32 ID's in EPROM
Fully posibonable

With Box background of xithoul

Pawel oft relay bypass

Venable sue

N15C or PAL

Remote controllable

Great for source identification,
CG

"spoiling ", serializing work tapes, presentng piracy, etc. Beeps

For

pur

$849

available for more important tasks.

more iniormadon call or write.

Quoue Sv5tem
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...with Panasonic's new Software Developer's Toolkit and a couple of their
SV -3900 Professional Digital Audio Tape Recorders. The possibilities are endless...
With this software, you can have simultaneous control of up to 32 machines per computer
port. A touch ofthe mouse and you can search to Absolute Timeon one machine, two machines,
or all of your machines and be frame accurate. A tap or two on the keyboard and you can have
over 237,000 cue points on a two hour tape.
This software gives you the control you need to do Duplication, Rad
Station Automation, Effects Library, and much, much more!
It all

r

starts with the right connections... So call THE DAT STORE

-they'll connect you with

2624 WILSHIRE
213 -828 -6487
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the right machines.
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Affordable Effects From FORA
MF3000...special effects as easy as 1, 2, 3D.
MULTIFLEX gives you a complete array of clean, fluid
3D effects, including Z -axis spin, rotation and
perspective, curve and twist, and more...and of course
every popular 2D effect you can imagine.

or composite sources. Program "coin tl ip" effects to show
the same input on both sides. Choose to program effects
sequences by setting up key frames or as continuous effects
routines stored in non -volatile memory for instant recall.

A case ofbeauty in simplicity.
Programming Multiflex is a snap. The green and yellow
panel-switch illuminations indicate active or standby for
quick prompt to the next step. And
the next operation
its touch key operation plus a 3 -axis joystick assure
smooth performance with minimal button pushing.

Versatile performance from the TBC Masters .
Multiflex's built in Time Base Corrector ensures full
bandwidth for composite video inputs and Y/C sources.
Its full frame memory automatically phases sources to
your system timing (even for non -synchronous VTRs),
and provides freeze frame and field displays.

Flexibility enhances creativity.
Select three independent inputs - background video,
foreground video A and foreground video B- for Y/C 358

High performance, easy operation, affordable pricing
from $14,500, three year warrantyYou can't make a wrong move with MULTIFLEX.
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FC1R.S®
INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

FOR.A Corporation of America 313 Speen Street Natick, MA 01760
Boston: (508) 650 -3902

Chicago: (708) 964 -1616

Houston: (713) 894 -2668
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Los Angeles: (714) 894 -3311

a multitrack tradition is not already in
place, acceptance of the workstation is
likely to be slow.
Another more practical obstacle to the

entrance of workstations into the radio
production studio is the uniquely frag-

mented nature of work in that environment. Unlike other production situations,
a radio station's production studio may see
parts of several different projects (each
with a different combo operator) in rapid
succession. For example, a typical morning might include voice tracks cut for a
production that will take place next week;
mixing of a few spots, using elements recorded last week; some production music
dubbing for a spot to be produced tomorrow; editing and processing of a news actuality to be inserted into a spot later in
the day; and preproduction for a long -form
weekend show that will be mixed three
days later. Uploading of materials into the
workstation takes a lot of time, and the
system's hard disk storage capacity may
not be enough to hold all in- progress
projects' materials between sessions.
Removable media helps with this problem, because each project's producer can
carry materials in and out of the studio
on disk. Hard disk capacity on the DAW

supported?

it for? (Audio operations and storage,
operations only, control and display
use

(SMPTE /EBU,

VITO,

MIDI -TC.)

only.)
How many analog audio inputs and
outputs are fitted?
How many audio channels can be recorded simultaneously?
How many channel outputs are available simultaneously?
What DIO formats are supported?
(AES /EBU, S/PDIF, SDIF-2, PD, MADI,
Yamaha.)
How many channels of DIO are simultaneously available?
What are the primary storage media
used by the system? (RAM, hard disk,

Regarding operations:
How many files can be played back
simultaneously?
Can sound files be mixed internally?
How many channels /files can be
mixed at one time?
Can sound files be modified? (EQ, dynamics, delay /reverb and so on.)
Is time compression available?
What control surfaces are used by the
system? (QWERTY keyboard, mouse,
dedicated buttons, soft keys, touch -

screen, jog wheel, "hard" mixing
console.)
Is networking of multiple stations

MOD.)

Are the media fixed or removable?
What are the backup media used by

possible?
Is third-party software available? If so,
from whom, and what is offered?

the system?
At what speed is data written to backup media?
What are the standard and maximum
recording times available?
What sampling rates are supported?
(48, 44.1, 44.056, 32kHz.)
Is sampling rate or digital format conversion offered?
What control interface standards are
supported?(ES -bus, MIDI, Sony/Ampex
"9 -pin" RS -232, RS -422.)
What auxiliary data bus ports are
provided? (SCSI, Ethernet.)
What synchronization standards are

Regarding reliability:
How many systems are currently in
operation?

How will service and support be
provided?
How many times has software been
updated? When is the next version release anticipated?
Can we have a list of references?

During demonstration:
How intuitive, flexible and user-
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1401 W. 76th St.

Minneapolis, MN
55423
Phone: 612 861 -2290
Fax: 612 861 -2103

Video Lines caused by differences in Ground Potential.
Rack Mountable.
FLAT -DC to 6.5 MHz.
No low-Freq or Hi -Freq. Roll -off.
No Differential Phase Distortion.
No Differential Gain Distortion.
No Envelope Delay.
Passive Device - Failure Free-Low Price.
Small Compact Package 4" x 4" x 2-1/4".

NEW!

ELIMINATES HUM
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IN STUDIO
Between Buildings
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Between Studio and Transmitter
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Family tree.
1720 Vectorscope
The world's most popular line of high- performance signal monitors starts here: the 1720
delivers advanced features and easy operation
with an unbeatable price-to- performance ratio.

1730 Waveform Monitor
The 1720 finds the perfect partner in this versatile,
value -packed NTSC waveform monitor with similarly
unmatched economy. They're ideal for side -by-side
mounting.

1735 Dual

NEW
1725 Dual

Standard
Vectorscope
Now dual - standard monitoring capabilities are yours
in a new, low -cost vectorscope that selects for either
NTSC or PAL standard input automatically.

Standard
Waveform
Monitor
The 1725's
cost -effective counterpart
new, dual standard waveform monitor that can
control matched front -panel functions on the
1725 when the two are operated in tandem.
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NEW
1730 D

Digital
Waveform

Monitor
The new 1730 D gives you direct serial and parallel

composite digital inputs plus standard analog inputs
operable either independently or simultaneously.

-

1730 HD
High Definition
Waveform

Monitor
A multi -standard,

NEW 1720 SCH Vectorscope with SCH Phase
This new, low -cost solution for subcarrier to
horizontal phase monitoring offers polar
display of relative and absolute SCH phase.
Plus popular 1720 Series family features.
Get the full story from your Tek representative.

7éktronix
COMMrTEO TO EXCELLENCE

wide bandwidth
waveform monitor
featuring selectable operating formats, six input channels and full
line select for HDTV production and transmission systems.
Coyright ® 1991 Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved.
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friendly are the editing, mixing and
sound -modifying functions?
How appropriate is the system's design
and complement of features for our
needs?
How easy will the system be for our
operators to learn?
How useful is the display, and how
easy is it on the eye?
How are audio levels displayed?
How does the system perform and
sound when `scrubbing" an audio track?
How does the system perform in synchronization with other devices?
How many keystrokes are required for
our most common requirements?
How fast does the system carry out
operations?
How easy is it to inadvertently lose
data?
How fast does the system boot up?

Narrowing the choices
Assuming you've gotten a handle on
the whole field of players, the first cut
should be relatively easy, based on

need not be excessively large, and upload /download operations can even take
place off -line at a dubbing station outside
of the control room, saving studio time.
Another solution to the upload /download dilemma has been implemented by
one national daily news source. In this fa-

matching the answers to the two sets of
previous questions. Nevertheless, expect
to find several that seem to roughly fit
your bill. Those are the units to evaluate thoroughly at your facility, with your
typical materials, on some common
(and a few uncommon) projects.
No two systems are alike, and the compromises will be hair -raising. It's likely
you'll love one aspect of Product A, but
hate something else, while having the
exact opposite reaction to those same
functions on Product B. When you face
seemingly zero -sum on the strength/
weakness scale, small details, such as
cost, can provide an ameliorating affect
to the dilemma. Of course, a system
that's way out of your price range should
be ruled out early on, but once a realistic competition has been joined, price
can act as a tie-breaker.
Finally, don't be "paralyzed by progress:' Tomorrow's systems will probably
be better and do more for less than to
day's systems. That comes with the territory, and using that as an excuse to

wait will only put your facility further
behind the curve. Consider what the appropriate hardware will cost compared
to what you currently have, and how 6t
will affect your cost of operations today.
If the numbers seem advantageous, talk
to other current users and see whether
your projections are borne out in their
experience.
Remember, too, that future improvements are offered for practically ail
computer-based hardware, especially
when open architecture is involved.
With all of this in hand, you can confidently decide on whether a workstation
will move you toward the improved and
more cost-effective output you desire.

cility, incoming feeds (from satellite or tel-

workstation. (Field- acquired material recorded on portable cassette or DAT must
still be uploaded to the workstation in real
time, however.)
A final difference for radio stations is the
nearly universal use of combo operation
Continued on page 72

co line) are recorded directly to a workstation's disk as they are received. Editing
and production of this material can begin

at the workstation immediately after the
feed is completed, and pieces are often
aired live to the network directly from the

References
For further information about specific workstations

and manufacturers:
Jacobson, Linda. "Re:Sources." R-E-P, March
1991.

Joseph, Mike and Schwartz, Rick. "Reality

Check" R-EiiR March

1991.
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Any microphone you own is
now wireless.

The ingenious H185 "0_1g -on" transmitter converts any hand -held, shotgun, lavalier or boundary layer mic
with an XLR connector to v,ireless operation. Constructed of durable machined aluminum, the H185 is built to thrive in
the tough world of broaccEst. Shock- mounted crystals minimize breakage caused by dropping or careless handling.
A self- adjusting battery 2.ompartment accepts any alkaline battery. A precision, spring- loaded microphone coupler
assures a secure, noise -free fit w th any XLR jack. Build -in LEDs provide accurate audio level monitoring and battery
status information.

For television ENG
The compact CR185 receiver was designed for "on- camera" use, and is
the perfect match for the H185 for ENG and EFP work. Narrow band filtering, high sensitivity and high intermod rejection make the CR185 receiver
the best in its class. Audio output is balanced via a rear panel XLR jack.
The CR185 operates from an alkaline 9 Volt battery or external 12V DC
with either polarity. This is the receiver that will keep working when the
others fail.

For radio station remotes

..

.

Two standard sized receivers are available for use with the H185 in the

studio or in remote locations. The R185 receiver combines a "bullet proof"
front -end with narrow band crystal filtering and ultra -stable oscillators for
unmatched sensitivity, selectivity and stability. The DR185 is a dual receiver
diversity design utilizing two R185 receivers in a maximal ratio combining
configuration for the most effective reduction of drop -outs available. These
receivers operate from 110V AC or 12V DC and will perform reliably in the
most difficult RF environments.

LEfLTR050111C5 ,_-W0 w;,,,,w

il

DRras

Cwu-o

m

Lectrosonics wireless systems are presently in use at hundreds of television stations across the US and
have become the standard choice of motion picture sound mixers everywhere.

Call for more information!
800 -821 -1121

LECTR050t1IC5, inc.

581 Laser Rd. NE Rio Rancho, NM 87124
(505)892 -4501 FAX[5O5)892 -6243

Made in the USA
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Applied technology
The 1/2 -inch
digital format

D -3:

By Phil Livingston

The

1/2 -inch digital composite format,
now designated D -3 by SMPTE, provides
high- quality digital video and digital audio recording for use in all applications,
from production and field shooting to the
final edit.
The D -3 format offers several electron-

ic, mechanical and technological advan-

tages. Technical advancements, developed
by NHK (the Japan Broadcasting Corporation), include an advanced 8-14 modulation coding system; an enhanced errorcorrection system; a robust digital audio
system; rotary erase heads to create edit
point guardbands; and a highly stable, low tension, low- friction, low- writing speed

transport.

Digital techniques
The composite digital video signal is
sampled at 4fsc (14.3MHz), "over quantized" at nine bits and processed in eight
bits. This makes the VTR plug and signal
compatible with D -2 and other 4fsc production devices without translation or ancillary equipment. Dual channels are azimuth recorded by head pairs at the rate
of six helical tracks per field. The
AES /EBU PCM audio signal is sampled at
48kHz for each of the four independently editable audio channels, quantized at
20 bits and recorded at both ends of the
helical track, writing two sectors at either
edge of the tape. Furthermore, there are
three longitudinal tracks for cue, control
and time code. (See Figure 1.)
Before recording, the original signal
must be digitized. This helps prevent the
multigenerational degradation of some
analog formats. However, once in the digital domain, operations that are not feasible in the analog world can be performed.
For example, data shuffling, which distributes the minute picture elements pseudorandomly across the tape, and exact
mathematical error correction, using
Reed -Solomon coding, simply cannot be
done in the analog domain.

Meet me at 8 -14
In digital recording, several channel cod-

Livingston is assistant general manager, Panasonic Communications & Systems, Secaucus, NJ.
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ing schemes (transformation methods)
have been tried for digital video recording over the years. In the absence of the

traditional FM carrier, the bitstream of
digits representing the video and audio information must be manipulated so that it
can be successfully written to and recovered from the tape.
D -3's 8 -14 code modulation system is a
significant development. It translates the
8-bit number into a selected equivalent 14bit number. The 14 -bit words have been
carefully selected so that 8-14 modulation
coding is DC free. The required spectrum
is 28MHz, compared to 32MHz for D -2.
In digital video, the original signal is not
preserved. Instead, it is sampled at points
and converted to a series of digital values
the 8-bit digital "words:' The series of
8 -bit words are processed, transformed to
a series of 14 -bit words, serialized and recorded. At playback, when the 14 -bit number or word is recovered from the tape,
it is immediately converted to the original 8 -bit value. Both of these conversions
are done with look -up tables and are non arithmetic. This prevents error propagation.
The look -up table quickly supplies the
equivalent value from a group restricted
to only 3% of all the possible 14 -bit numbers (more than 16,000). By not allowing
any word with fewer than two identical
digits in any string, nor allowing any string
longer than seven identical digits, approximately 550 numbers are carefully selected to ensure that the high- and low frequency requirements of recording are
satisfied. (See Figure 2.)
The effect of mistracking on playback
signal recovery is one factor that concerns
designers. The 8-14 algorithm bit error rate
for a given mistracking error (in equal
pitch tracks) is slightly better than Miller
Squared Coding (used for D -2), and much
better than serialized or randomized non return to zero. (S-NRZ is used for D -1.)
Compared to Miller Squared, the 8-14 coding scheme allows 14% greater recording

-

density.
Two factors contribute to this improvement. First, in D -3 (as in D -2), there are
three helical track pairs across the tape for
each NTSC video field (four for PAL). The
same heads read or write audio and video. Unlike the one -third field sectors of D-

the video and audio data is distributed
across the entire six tracks. Second, as in
D -2, Reed -Solomon error -correction codes
are generated at two points in the digital
signal processing, forming an outer and
inner error -correction code. However, unlike D -2, both of these are 8-byte product
codes. This increases the correction capa2,

bility.
D -3's error-correction system is effective
for random errors to burst errors of almost
7,000 bytes in length. This makes the format robust and resilient to degradation,

even under non-ideal conditions.
D -3 features guardbandless azimuth recording, except during editing. Unlike the
D -1 and D -2 formats, 1/2 -inch digital has
a flying erase head. It erases previously
recorded material and is closely followed
by the record head, which writes the new
material. In contrast, D -2 format editing
simply records on top of the previously recorded material. Because the track is being recorded over by a track of the same
azimuth, it may not be fully erased and,
to some extent, may still remain intact.
This is the so- called same azimuth incomplete erase problem.
The D -3 rotary erase head also creates
a "guardband" between old and new material at the in and out points for clean
edits. These guardbands help alleviate the
potential for increased bit error rates
(caused by mistracking) at those in and out
points.
Because the 1/2 -inch digital VTR's tape
transport has only one stationary post and
small friction angles, increases in load
are kept
because of tape -post friction
to a minimum. It does not require air or
ultrasonic guides. This allows D -3 to have
approximately one -fourth the tape tension
of D -2 (30g vs. 130g).
Paying careful attention to the aerodynamics of the head interface permits
this low tape tension to provide sufficient
head -to-tape contact. The reduced tape
tension should result in longer video head
and tape life, because there is less head
and tape abrasion. It also increases interchangeability. Tape tension affects interchange because greater tension causes
more deformation of the tape by the moving head. That greater deformation is
more difficult to replicate exactly at
playback.

-

-

Will you BEE

there

Inter BEE '91

27th International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition
November 19-21, 1991
Nippon Convention Center, Makuhari

As the extent of product exposure becomes more obvious, many engineers,
manufacturers and the like, who recognise the benefits of exchanging information,
participate in Asia's largest annual International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition (Inter BEE).
Inter BEE '90, attracted more than 26,000 visitors from nearly 50 nations worldwide
a clear indication of the interest provoked by today's hi -tech advances. Almost 350 companies
took advantage of the exposure, exhibiting their latest technologies in over 1,700 booths.

To be held from 19 to 21 November, at Japan's spacious multi-function facility
-Nippon Convention Center (Makuhari Messe) -this year's Show, will, not only provide
an impressive forum, with easy access from Narita International Airport, as well as Tokyo,
but promises to attract noted national and international exhibitors to make it the best ever.
Can you afford not to BEE at the forefront of today's competitive technological innovations?

1K
Inter BEE '91

Japan Electronics Show Association
Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry Bldg.,
3 -2 -2, Marunouchi, Chiyoda -ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
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CD-quality sound
For audio, D -3 offers superb CD- (compact disc) quality digital audio. Each of the
four independently editable PCM audio
channels are recorded with 20 -bit accuracy, extending the dynamic range of the
digital audio to more than 100dB.
Because of human aural acuity, audio
signals have greater susceptibility to perception of degradation than video signals.
Digital audio requires an extremely robust

Audio
Sector

Video
Sector

Al
Al

Audio
Sector

Al

A2

A3
A3

Control Track (0 4mm)
Time Code Trac< 10.45mm1
Figure 1. The location of various tape tracks on

Why

1/2 -inch?

The popular component analog MII and
Betacam formats have made users aware
of the convenience and economy of /2inch cassettes. The implications of smaller
tape include lower tape costs, lower reel
and servo power consumption, and more
portable equipment.
Lower writing speed means a smaller
head drum cylinder diameter (D -3's 76mm
vs. D -2's 96mm). It also results in extend1

í11T

D -3'c 1/2-inch tape.

ed life for both tapes and the new super structured nitride film head (because wear
is related to writing speed), and lower
power consumption.
One of the primary goals of the 1/2inch digital format was to increase packing density so that cassette size could be
reduced. The smaller cylinder makes possible a 1 -piece camera /recorder and a truly portable VTR. For use and storage, 1/2inch digital tape costs are reduced when

recording scheme. D -3 1/2 -inch improves
digital audio recording by:
increasing the error-reduction correction
power of the outer code by making the
check product eight bytes long, equal to
the audio databytes (D-2 has only 9-byte
outer error correction).
improving burst error correction by increasing the dimension of the inner Reed Solomon product code to cover one field.
distributing the adjacent audio sectors
to be recorded by head pairs in the direction of the track pitch. Samples of the
same audio channels are located in adjacent audio sectors.
using sector shuffling to distribute audio channel sectors to the opposite edges

4-04.
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INTRODUCING THE SHURE FP410; THE
"HANDS OFF" MIXER THAT DELIVERS PERFECT
SOUND AUTOMATICALLY.
The new Shure FP410 is not just another pretty face.
It's a whole new concept in portable mixing; one that
forever solves the nagging problems of multiple open
microphones. By automatically keeping unused microphones turned down, the FP410 dramatically improves
your audio quality.

70

compared to the other digital formats. The
1/2 -inch format offers 2.36 times the
packing density of D -2 and five times the
packing density of D -1.

Broadcast Engineering August

1991

-

The secret: Shure IntelliMix the patented operational concept behind the revolutionary FP410. It
thoroughly shatters existing standards for portable
mixer performance and ease of operation.
just set your levels and flip the switch to 'Automatic'.'
Shure IntelliMix does the rest.
Its Noise Adaptive Threshold activates microphones for speech but not for constant room noise, such
as air conditioning.

of the tape, which is a more effective com-

8

pensation for longitudinal tape dropouts.
The edit-point guardband recording
method also reduces interference factors
originating from single audio channel editing. Audio edits can be cuts, "V" fade or
cross fade. The fade duration is selectable
from 5ms to 100ms. This attenuates audio
edit disturbances to the point that you can
edit in mid-word if desired.

-
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Coding
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Figure 2. The D-3 8-14 coding algorithm works
by assigning each 8-bit word of the record signal to one of a selected group of 14 -bit words.
The 14 -bit words are chosen to facilitate error
correction and minimize DC on recordings.

ONLY 512 YAW
VALID

Other improvements
Other major developments offered by
digital:
For post -production, D-3's independent
play heads on AT piezo-elements allow
rapid single machine layering of video effects by using the pre-read or read- beforewrite self -edit function.
Use of a 2 -line vertical shift and 2-sample
horizontal shift during recording provides
stable, viewable color pictures in shuttle
at up to 100X playback. D -2 uses a 4-line
vertical shift recording method, which results in vertical bounce that can degrade
1/2 -inch

shuttle playback.
Simplified operation and service by a
menu -driven system for feature selection,
maintenance and diagnostics are possible.
Vital machine status and functions can be
quickly and easily accessed through the
front panel.
Audio -in-jog feature allows editors to se-

f
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uses a 2- channel azimuth recording system and a 20° track pitch.

Figure 3. D-3

-

lect edit points using audio cues just as
they do now with analog VTRs.
Program compression allows up to 15%
variation longer or shorter than real time
for programs and post -production, selectable in 0.1% increments.
The 1/2 -inch D -3 format allows the TV
community to apply digital video recording beneficially and economically. Engineers looking at such parameters as
signal -to-noise ratio, differential phase and

+8 +12 +16
+1

+2 +3

MANUAl AUTO

-

-

Editor's note: See "Applied Technology: The D -1 and 0 -2
Formats," by Carl Bentz and Rick Lehtinen, Broadcast Engineering; August 1991, p. 76, for a thorough review of the
D -1 and D -2 formats.

_PEAK

-

C
BATTERY TEST

differential gain will find that the performance of D -3 compares favorably with D2. It offers a low purchase price and operating cost, smaller physical size and a
despite the
more robust interchange
smaller size than other digital formats.

LIMITER IN

VU

\...1

O

OFF ON

PULL FOR MONITOR

FP410 Mixer shown actual size.

Forget It.
Its MaxBus limits the number of activated microphones to one per talker.
And its Last Mic Lock -On keeps the most recently

activated microphone open until a newly activated
microphone takes its place.
With Shure IntelliMix, you'll get a "seamless" mix
that's as close to perfect as you'll find. Providing the
cleanest, clearest sound you've ever heard from
a portable mixer. And freeing you from the tedious

task of turning microphones on and off.
For a closer look at the world's first portable automatic mixer, call for more information including the
article "Why Use An Automatic Mixer ? ".
We think you'll agree: The Shure FP410 is automatically a classic.
Call 1- 800 -25-SHORE. The Sound Of The Professionals®. Worldwide.

SHURE
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Continued from page 66
in the production suite. Unlike the dedicated technician /engineer operator used
in the music and teleproduction fields, a
radio station's production studio will have
operators of widely divergent skill levels.
When a workstation is installed, transition
and operator training may be a problem,
with learning-curve and "technophobic"
issues likely to arise. Often, the workstation becomes the province of only one or
two enthusiasts, with the remainder of the
staff preferring traditional methods. The
more complex or cumbersome the system,
the more prevalent this problem will be.
This is not to say that a radio station cannot benefit from the use of a DAW. Rather, the specific product choice and the
process of its implementation and transition should be thoroughly explored. Consider also the merging of technologies
some of the more sophisticated computer based program automation systems
equipped with hard disk recording include
editing capabilities similar to those of lowend workstations. Perhaps this is the direction from which a radio station may best
enter the digital audio production world.

-

Some advice

Because a typical workstation will replace a multitrack recorder, console,
mastering deck and more, it has never

been easier to make a major purchasing
error with a single stroke of the pen. Out
of the score or so of serious DAW manufacturers, identify those whose products
are the most applicable to your work.
Then, study them each in detail. A little
tire-kicking will not suffice; arrange for detailed demonstrations and extended trials
at your facility. Only after this will you be
equipped to make the proper choice, and
cruise comfortably into the new world of
Broadcast Engineering defines a digital audio workstation as any currently
available device that records and stores
digital audio, provides extensive editing
capabilities, and performs one or more
of the following functions
Emulate a multitrack recorder.
Modify audio using digital signal
processing.
Provide audio mixing capability.

The following companies provide
equipment meeting the above criteria:

Reader
service
number

Company
AKAI Profes-

sional/IMC
AKG Acoustics
AMS Industries /Neve
Digidesign

322
323
324
325

multitrack audio production.
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Digital Audio Research
Doremi Labs
Fairlight ESP

326
327
328
329
330

Hybrid Arts
Lexicon
Micro Technology
Unlimited
New England Digital
Otari
Roland
Solid State Logic
Sonic Solutions
Studer Editech
Symetrix
Thrtle Beach
Waveframe

331

332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340

Additional information on digital
workstations is available from these
manufacturers. Circle the desired reader service number on the BE action card
on p. 89 of this issue.
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FOR SUB LEASE

You asked for it.
DTR -313 Time Code Reader /Generator
LTC Generator

VITC Reader

VITC Generator

Character inserter

Slave

Auto Sync Sense SMPTE/EBU/655 -24
Full Front Panel Control

Wide Band LTC Reader
Slave to time code in u5 er

User bit manipulation

Serial Remote Control

Upgradable

NETWORK
OPERATIONS
FACILITY
21,000 sq. ft. network oper-

ations

tits

facility,

Laguna

Niguel, 65 miles south of
L.A.

Coln Frame

Local Display

All in one rack unit

Simultaneous multiple operations: 2 satellite uplinks,
network operations, prod.
post -prod. /editing.
Renovated top to bottom.

GRAY built it.
Introducing the DTR-313. Eight fully upgradable standard configurations available. Cusbm
configurations including component video available by special order. The D FR- 313 is

available NOW. Prices start at $2805.00 list, including five-year parts and label warranty,

GRAY ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

504 W.

Chapman fwe. Suite

Good arterial access,
hotels, restaurants.
Contact:

i

Orange, CA' 92668 - 7:1./9974151

INCORPORATED

100 kw generator backs air
and studio operations.

Greg Long, Univision
816- 274 -4240.

©1991 Grayanginering Liboratcies, Inc.
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Take a close

look at the
new Leitch
Up /Down
Timer.

Now more wizardry from Leitch. What
you're looking at is a remarkable, compact time code calculator /stopwatch.
With dual channels. For instance, while
one channel is being used for counting up
or down, the other can handle calculations. The keypad is fast and simple to
use. And the Up /Down Timer gives you
twenty programmable "softkeys ".

For more information, just call these
numbers. We can show you all the ins
and outs of the Leitch UDT-5700 Up/
Down Timer. When it comes to production timing, this is the Time Machine.
1 -800- 231 -9673 U.S.A.
1-800 -387-0233 Canada

LEITCH

Leitch Video of America Inc.. 825K Greenbrier Circle, Chesapeake, VA 23320 Tel: (804) 424 -7920 Fax: (804) 424 -0639
Leitch Video International Inc.. 220 Duncan Mill Rd.. Suite 301. Don Mills, Ont.. Canada M3B 3J5 Tel: (416) 445 -9640 Fax: (416) 445 -0595
Leitch Europe Limited, 35 Maiden Lane Centre. Lower Earley, Reading, Berks.U.K. RG3 3HD Tel: (0734) 352377 Fax: (0734) 352431
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STL
PROTECTOR

Simply
the best!
Transmit or receive
890 MHz to 980 MHz

s1.1to1<_0.1db
Very low throughput
strike energy
Bulkhead or flange
mountable

Multi- strike 20KA (8/20)
+ 95 to -50 C
Type N connectors
2 year warranty
EMP rated
Over 450 models of surge protection
and grounding products to solve
your lightning problems.

IEPoIyPhaserI
CORPORATION

(800) 325 -7170
2225 Park Place / P.O. Box 9000
Minden, NV 89423 -9000
(702) 782 -2511
FAX (702) 782-4476
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Continued from page 36
ming via MTS. This type of TV sound defines the current state of consumer
audio-for -video art and sets the stage for
improvements by the next -generation
system.

Discrete multichannel
systems
The compromises associated with
matrixed surround systems have been
tolerated only because they allow multiple audio channels to work in an existing 2- channel format. When designing a new TV transmission format from
scratch, discrete multichannel audio is
preferred, because it provides the capacity for surround sound without the need
for matrixing.
Various proposals within the advanced
TV audio industry have called for four,
five, six and eight channels of main program audio, with one or two second audio program (SAP) channels, all discretely carried on the ATV standard
transmission signal. (A mono SAP channel is available in today's BTSC format,
used for second-language and visually
impaired audio tracks. However, it is not
widely implemented as yet in the United
States.) Regarding physical layout, most
discussions place three speakers across
the front (L, C, R), and call for two separate surround channels (L, R). The most
extreme example to date puts four
speakers across the front and four across
the back. Some of these proposals distinguish between "home" and "theater"
systems, with the latter arrangements intended for electronic cinema applications. The inclusion of additional subchannels for teletext and other ancillary
services has also been discussed.
Multichannel systems should be capable of "folding down" compatibly to
smaller system (2- speaker stereo and
mono) reproduction. However, some
proposals even call for an adaptive reaction in the home system to the "layout"
of channels used by a particular program. Such a "smart" decoder using softconfigurable channel arrangement
precludes the obsoleting of receiver
hardware if a new surround format
comes into vogue.

for how things stood for audio among

the U.S. ATV proponents at press time.
Regarding data compression, multichannel systems offer another synergy that is being explored for cinematic
and AP/ applications. The multiple
channels to be used for main audio program will typically carry a significant
amount of common information, and
will rarely carry completely distinct audio in any one channel for any great
length of time. The latest data compression algorithms analyze this
commonality and use it to further reduce the data rate required. (For more
on data compression, see "Digital Radio
Update," July 1991, and "Remotes Revisited:' January 1991.) Major developments in audio data compression have
taken place while ATV delivery formats
have been in the pipeline, so the proponents' recent scrambling to incorporate
them is understandable.
ATV audio

format testing

The ATTC began testing the six formats proposed for U.S ATV transmission
last month. In the area of audio, its tests
are examining SNR, dynamic range, distortion, frequency response, headroom
vs. frequency, RF bandwidth (in systems
using separate audio carrier[sj) and audio/video delay. For the one remaining
system with downward compatibility to
NTSC (ACTV); degradation to BTSC audio and VBI data will also be examined.
Furthermore, subjective listening tests
will be conducted for all systems under
ATTC supervision at the Westinghouse
Science and Technology Center in Pittsburgh. All tests are scheduled to be completed by mid-1992.
Meanwhile, separate sets of current
and upcoming tests will attempt to identify standard audio data -compression algorithms, conducted by each of the following: the International Standards
Organization (ISO), the Consultative
Committee on International Telephony
and Telegraphy (CCITT) and the International Radio Consultative Committee
(CCIR). A resulting standard compression
methodology might be implemented in
the eventual U.S. ATV transmission system.

Data compression
In such an environment, it's not sur-

prising that exact audio configurations
in some of the six current U.S. ATV transmission proposals (now undergoing testing at the Advanced Television Test Center) are still being tweaked. Beyond the
issues of surround formats, this hedging
results from the recent and rapidly
paced development in digital audio compression technology. (All proponents' audio formats now call for some kind of
digital audio service, even if the video
is analog.) At least one system has proposed a number of alternate schemes for
audio, delaying a final decision until
later. Others are making hurried final adjustments as this is written. See Table 1
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PANASONIC TAKES M.A.R.
INTOTHE DIGITAL /GE.
Panasonic won
an Emmy for the
M.A.R.C. Cassette
Library System, but
that didn't keep us
from improving it.
Panasonic's
M.A.R.C. now has:
A multi -user, multi -tasking operating system (Santa
Cruz Operation SCO Xenix);
A new multi -user Data
Base Management System
(Informix);
An interconnected Cassette Dub Station for quick and
easy spot dubbing and program screening;
Multi- element cassettes
allowing program playback
and multiple spots per tape
with no change in software;
Up to seven remote
terminals to access M.A.R.C.
application software via an
Ethernet TCP /IP LAN.
With the new Panasonic
Half -Inch Composite Digital
VTRs, M.A.R.C. gives today's
demanding broadcaster unequalled quality, performance
and reliability at a fiscally
responsible price.
Cassette interchange is
assured -across the room or
across the country. The digital
system's new 8 -14 channel coding format with its edit
guardband breakthrough,

solves the problem of guard bandless recording associated
with D -2. Advanced error
correction /concealment techniques, full field data shuffle
and fou' individually editable
audio channels add up to out standing performance.

The marks Ethernet, Informix, ECO, Santa Cruz Operation and Xenix ¿re the properly at their respective owners.

Find out what many broadcasters already know: 40,000
spots a day prove Panasonic's
M.A.R.C. a winner, and real winners keep on getting better.

One Panasonic Way,secaucus, NJ 07094.
For more details call: 1-800- 524 -0864

¡Business
Basys and GVG sign
cooperative agreement
Basys, Yonkers, NY, and Grass Valley
Group (GVG), Grass Valley, CA, have announced a worldwide development and
marketing undertaking aimed at making
the sophistication of full automation practical and cost-effective for all elements of
the TV industry.

Alpha Image joins
Dynatech Broadcast Group
Alpha Image, the UK-based manufacturer of digital video products, has been acquired by Dynatech, Burlington, MA.

ITS gives special Monitor
Awards to Abekas and Sony
The International Teleproduction Society (ITS), has awarded a special Monitor
Award for excellence in engineering
achievement to Abekas, Redwood City,
CA, and Sony Corporation of America,
Teaneck, NJ. Abekas received the award
for the Abekas A84, a multilayer component digital post-production switcher with
optional embedded digital disk cache
recorders. Sony received the award for the

Sony serial digital interface chip set, which
is composed of five devices that provide
capability for a simple, reliable interconnection system for equipment requiring
digital video and audio inputs and outputs.

Microwave Radio Corporation

relocates headquarters

Microwave Radio Corporation has
moved its headquarters from Lowell, MA,
to Chelmsford, MA. The address is 20 Alpha Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824; telephone 508 -250-1110; fax 508 -256-5215.

Astre Systems signs agreement
with sales rep firms
Astre Systems, Modesto, CA, has signed
an agreement with two sales representative firms: Triad, Littleton, CO, and J & L
Associates, Colorado Springs, CO.

direct with
sales and support

AMS goes

AMS, Bethel, CT, has announced the direct marketing and sales in North America of its SoundField Mk IV and ST-250 stereo microphones, along with its digital
signal processors. Customers and poten-

THE FIR T CHOIC OF
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`
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There's been an interesting phenomenon devel_bping sirre the
release of the ATR 60/16.
Seems when it comes time to expand, major st_ di DS already
owning a 60/16 always buy a second.

100% of the time.
The studios sometimes look at other models. But what t Bey
discover, is that feature for feature, dollar for dollar, nc other 16
can compete.
That's because of, among other things, the 60/16's superor
head technology. It's so accurate that final EQing deci;ons can be
made right in the sync mode, without rewind or rear: verifica =ion.
And our special circuitry provides transparent punch -ins for
gapless edits.
There's also incredibly fast lock-ups, at speeds lir- ited only by
the quality of your other equipment.
So, get into your Tascam dealer and see the ma`hine that has
them coming back for seconds. The ATR 60/16. ft's the industry's first
and second choice, because it's second to none.

TASCAM®
©1989 TEAC America

Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road,

Montebello, CA 90640,
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213.6 -0303.

tial customers may call 1-800 -258-GAMS
for information on AMS digital products

and microphones.

Quantel relocates headquarters
Quantel has relocated its headquarters
to Darien, CT. The address is 85 Old Kings
Hwy. North, Darien, CT 06820; telephone
203 -656 -3100; fax 203-656 -3459.

CEL Electronics changes

trading name

CEL Electronics, Saffron Walden. En-

gland, has changed its trading name to
CEL Broadcast.

Dynatech ColorGraphics
forms DP users group
Dynatech ColorGraphics, Baltimore, has
formed a DP users group. The next users
group meeting is scheduled for later this
summer in Madison, WI. For more information, contact Doug Hinahara, 608-2745786; Hans Pigorsch, 608-274 -4000; Nick
Dager 212 -228-4154; or Emilia Harrison,
011 -31 -0- 3240-11866.
I
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Dobrimir Borovecki has been appointed customer support manager for TSM,
Valley Cottage, NY.

Jesse Blount Jr. has been named vice
president, sales and marketing, for Dynair
Electronics, San Diego. He is responsible
for all corporate marketing and sales activities, including marketing plan development, product management, sales management and advertising.
Bill Thompson has been named audio
products marketing manager for the Tektronix TV division, Beaverton, OR. He is
responsible for developing and implementing a market strategy for the division's audio products.

David H. Davies has been appointed
vice president, development engineering,
for Ampex, Redwood City, CA. He is
responsible for product and process development programs at the company's headquarters and at the Opelika, AL, manufacturing facility.

George Palmer and Trevor Smith
have been appointed to positions with

Palmer is product sales
support specialist for cameras in the western United States. Smith is manager of customer service for the United States, Canada and Latin America.
BTS, Salt Lake City.

Tony Balboa has been appointed sales
representative for Lexicon, Waltham, MA.
He is responsible for sales in the Southern California region.

Thomas M. Spain has been named national sales manager for Studer Revox,
Nashville, TN. He is responsible for U.S.
sales activities of the company's professional and consumer product lines.

James McFarland has been named
vice president, corporate development, for
Telex, Minneapolis. He is responsible for
the company's corporate development,
strategic planning and acquisition activities.

Curt A. Rawley has been promoted to
president and chief operating officer for
Avid Technology, Burlington, MA. He is
responsible for overseeing daily business
operations of the company.

Art Silver, a 32 -year veteran of radio
broadcasting and long-time district sales
manager for Harris Allied Broadcast
Equipment, died June 13, 1991 at his
home in Waterbury, CT, of cancer. He was
55.
Silver was a senior certified member of
SBE and held memberships in the Audio
Engineering Society (AES) and IEEE.
His survivors include his wife, Melida,
and two sons, Mitchell and Michael.
The New Jersey Broadcasters Association has established the Art Silver Scholarship Fund in his honor. Contributions may
be sent to the association at 9 Davison
Ave., Jamesburg, NJ 08831.

Miles Thomas, Jill Jameson, Joel
Evan Quirt and John "J" Clark have
been appointed to positions with IDB
Communications Group, Los Angeles Thomas is director of audio services. He is
responsible for providing technical support
to the company's audio sales and marketing staff. Jameson is audio sales manager. Quirt has been promoted to audio control manager, and Clark is the audio
transmission supervisor.
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'Newproducts!
Hand-held communications

dudes extensive glossary, network appli-

Retrofit modules

By ACE Comm. /Monitor Division

cations information and power wiring systems; networks include Ethernet, Thinnet
Tap and other systems.

By api audio products
550s EQ, 212s pre -amp: modules designed for plug-in installation in Sony
MXP-3000 audio mixer; EQ unit has unbalanced inputs /outputs to match the console and features "Proportional -Q" filtering; both modules have discrete device
stages for quiet amplification.

AR1000XC: compact, hand-held receiver tunes 500kHz through 1.3GHz with
1,000 -channel programmable memory;
reception of AM, shortwave, public service bands; AM, narrow FM, FM broadcast
and TV aural modes may be selected at
any frequency setting; LCD panel shows
21 prompts to assist in receiver use.
Circle (351) on Reply Card

Multistandard kits
By Ampex
D -2 output conversions: adapter kits
for D -2 format studio VTRs permit output
signals in NTSC or PAL signal standards;
kits include seven replacement boards and

Circle (353) on Reply Card

Mass storage device
By AKAI Professional

S501 -II disk drive: magneto- optical
technology stores 650Mbytes of digital audio data on Sony MO disk cartridge; expands DD1000 recorder with 30 minutes
of storage time per disk drive using
44.1kHz sampling; three drives can be
used with one DD1000 unit.

new record /play heads; conversion can be
accomplished by the customer.
Circle (354) on Reply Card

Networking reference
By AMP

NETCONNECT catalog: for open wiring systems using twisted -pair, coaxial and
fiber -optic conductors in various types of
computer networks; 176-page book in-

F30
II Time Code Generator /Reader
Character Inserter

Circle (355) on Reply Card

Audio distribution
By Siemens AG sterreich
Compact router: SMD design uses
Crossmatic D modules for 32 to 64 inputs
with 32 to 64 outputs; analog modules
have switching times of 100s to 3ms, depending upon type; configures for parallel level operation with automated control
from PCs or host DIRT rack interface. Also
available, all digital router with complete
A /D -D/A, sampling rate and format conversions; AES /EBU, SPDIF and DS1 con-

nections; Crossmatic D control concept;
space- division multiplexing is usable for
analog and digital audio signals.
Circle (352) on Reply Card
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SAS

VIDEO
PRODUCTION &
PACKAGING SUPPLIES
Immediate Shipment

Sierra Automated Systems
The SAS 32000 Series Routing &
Mixing System sets new standards
in audio routing and automa'i

Competitive Pricing

C
.REC
A

Ask for our Free Catallog

ANS M
MIDI
24 fps
Converts between any two formats
EBU

SMPTE

JJ

$1495.00

Video Cassettes

"Window Dubs" Time code on video
Regenerates and Jam syncs to
existing code
RS -422 Serial Control
GPI Output (General Purpose
Interface)
XLR and RCA Connectors
Color Frame

ED
Albums

Minus, Teleconferencing, Automated On -Air Mixing,
Monitoring Systems, and flexibility for any application. We listen to your needs, custom and turnkey
systems are our specialty!

Rohm

Advanced Multi- Processor Architecture, Dual Redundant self -contained Power Supplies, High Density Central Matrix,
+28dBu Max. Input/output Level, PC/Terminal Interface, > 114dB
Dynamic range, Easy Field Expandability, and more!

Clint: lack*: ABC Radio Network, Ameritech Corp., NPR,
Walt Disney Studios. Westinghouse Broadcasting, WTVN, t:
others.
Our

User Bits
Call

Our full unlimited summing capability permits Mix -

Boxes

Slip Cases

Fast Forward Video

1- 800 -755 -TIME (8463)

for

a

dealer near you
Dealer inquiries invited.

Manufactured by Sierra Automated Systems

PolyQuick

2112 N. Glenoaks Blvd., Burbank, CA 91504
FAX: 818-840-6751
TEL: 818-840-6749

1243 Rand Road Des Plaines IL 60016
Phone: (708) 390 -7744 Fax: (708) 390 -9886

Distributed by RAM Broadcast Systems Inc.

P.O. Box 3100, Barrington, IL 60011 -3100

TEL: 708- 382 -7575
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FAX: 708- 382 -8818
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Reasons To Specify MCL
C -Band, Ku -Band and

DBS High Power TWT

Amplifier Systems.
I_

.
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in video, voice and
digital communications applications, MCL High Power TWT Amplifier
Systems are recognized worldwide for meeting the most demanding signal
purity and reliability requirements. © TWT Amplifiers range from 50 to
3,000 + watts. D Commonality in design and operation provides module
interchangeability, and minimizes maintenance and repair downtime.
4
Designed to operate under extreme environmental conditions, and in
unattended remote areas. D Single Drawer Amplifiers (50 -300W Ku -,
75 -125W C- Band). 6 Double Drawer Amplifiers (300 to 750W C -, Ku -Band
and DBS). E Single Cabinet Amplifiers (2.5KW -Ku, 3KW C- Band). 8 TWT
Tube Protection. 9 Amplifier Performance Readout /Control. 10 High Voltage
Component Protection. m "Remote" Capability (computer interface, also).
® MCL's design, manufacturing and quality control processes ensure the
highest quality satellite communications amplifiers and allied equipment
available on the market today. All at competitive prices.
For your FREE Engineering Guide, write or call MCL today.

D Designed specifically for satellite earth station use

M-C L

MCLOINC.

Woodcreek Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440 -4999
708-759 -9500
Fax: 708-759-5018

501 S.

MCL provides 24 -hour, seven day a week service and maintenance support
throughout the world. 24 -Hour Emergency Service Number (312) 461 -4536
Circle (62) on Reply Card

Preferred by Professionals
Worldwide
MODEL
V8532

MODELL

V
Components catalog
By ARS Electronics

MODEL
V8506

V
MODEL
V8503

1991 Product Selection Guide: distributor catalog includes
various audio connectors, patching equipment; new and rebuilt
RF power tubes; ICs, transistors, audio power and other vacuum tubes; microphones, speakers.
Circle (357) on Reply Card

Low-noise amplifier
By Audio Intervisual Design
Avalon M2 mic pre-amp: discrete circuit design with increased high-level headroom, low noise to -126dB EIN; sym-

ELECTRONIC

metrical class A stages based on Avalon 2022 thermally conductive hybrid cell; 48V internal phantom powering.
Circle (358) on Reply Card

EQUIPMENT CARINI TS
Versatile equipment cabinets for audio or video equipment. Available from 101/2"- 783/4" of usable rack space.
Removable side panels for easy installation, servicing.
Optional front and rear doors. Shadow gray and putty
enamel finish.
For
full-color
NE CATALOG, call t

fee:

(800) 447-2257

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
10901 Hampshire Avenue So.

Minneapolis. MN 55438

612- 944 -8556

FAX: 612- 944 -1546

Circle (63) on Reply Card
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D100 NTSC
DECODER

Product data sheet
By Bud Industries

Rack/enclosure brochure: describes numerous relay racks
to plastic utility cases added to the line; includes standard 19inch racks, 24 -inch enclosures and a range of accessories, including locking casters and slide mounts.
Circle (359) on Reply Card

Power regulation
By Furman Sound

Models AR-117, AR -PRO: line voltage regulators for electronics equipment; AR -117 for 117VAC to 15A current drain,
corrects for input voltages from 99 -129V; AR -PRO unit offers
30A current capability to 14 outlets at 120VAC from an 88 -240V
input range; does not use ferro -resonant transformer design.

411111111E1111116
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Professional mixer

A HIGH END DECODER
WITHOUT THE HIGH END
PRICE TAG

By Cooper Sound Systems
CS 106 +1: 6 -input stereo audio mixer with module contains
M/S decoder feeding a seventh channel; three main output
channels drive +4dBm balanced XLR output connectors;
Tuchel outputs available for use with Nagra recorders; P&G slider attenuators; PPM or VU analog metering; 16 pounds.
Circle (360) on Reply Card

MHz bandwidth
36 db subcarrier rejection
8 bit digital, adaptive comb filter
NTSC and YC inputs
RGBS, Y/R Y/B Y, YC outputs
Pinnable sync on RGB outputs
Digital control with recall
Programmable filter weighting
Optional remote control panel
5

broadcast video systems ltd.
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8
Telephone: (416) 764 -1584 Fax: (416) 764 -7438

Circle (64) on Reply Card
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Communications headsets
By David Clark Company

Model H7042: noise -attenuating headset fits under safety
head -wear; foam -filled ear seals protect wearer's hearing; lowimpedance unit combines with U3818 module to connect to
series 3800 intercom; microphone designed to reduce ambient
noise in sound fields to 125dB; also usable with 2 -way portable radios.
Circle (361) on Reply Card

Connector assistance
By Jensen Tools
BNC removal tools: simplifies removal of BNC connectors
from hard -to -reach or high- density panels; available with 4 -,
8-

and

12 -inch

reach, plastic handle.
Circle (369) on Reply Card

At Amp ex,we engineer for today. ..

tomorrow
- Fully
compatible
with
systems

Captivated user
buttons allow for
convenient record
lock-out.

Enhanced metal particle formulation
delivers higher coercive force and remnant magnetization

all D -2

for complete format

interchange.

for improved picture
quality and increased
packing density.

Consistent head
cleaning action
protects against debris
buildup without
excessive headwear.

Precision- molded,
high- impact, anti -stat
shell with unique
clam shell lid provides

maximum tape protection and minimum
dropouts.

Spool -hub bearing
button mounts to cassette shell rather than
window for greater
stability during spool
rotation, minimizing
edge damage and improving tape handling.

Polycarbonate plastic
spool for less hub
deflection under load
and stronger welds for
improved durability
and strength.

Brake system securely
locks reel in place
when not in use to

prevent tape cinching.

Patented hub design
reduces friction and
causes less wear
and debris than metal
bearing surfaces for
smoother spool
rotation and less
contaminant-induced
dropout buildup.

The broadest offering
of configuratiois
to suit any appl cation,
3 cassette sizes with
playtimes from
6 minutes to over
3

hours.

We know that your imagination
faces new challenges every day-and

requires new tools to meet those
challenges successfully.
Which is exactly why we created
Ampex 319 Master Broadcast Videocassettes. We invented the D -2
format, and 319 is a reflection of
our commitment to advanced, high-

©1991 Ampex Corporation

performance, digital recording
technology.

With our innovative metal particle formulation, Ampex 319
delivers all that D -2 has to offer,
including images with breathtaking
color and clarity, high signal -tonoise ratios, and unmatched multi generational capabilities.
From our metal-particle tape to
our patented hub to our state- of-theart plastics, Ampex 319 represents
the uncompromising vision of
Ampex engineering-and our ongoing support for the uncompro-

mising standards of today's video
professionals.
Whether you've got one D -2
machine or a dozen, whether you're
taking your first step into composite
digital or you're running a high-end
suite where digital is the standard,
Ampex 319 can meet all your needs
now and in the future.
And, as always, it's backed by the
industry's most acclaimed customer
service and technical support.
Ampex 319. Engineered for
today. And tomorrow.

AMPEX

Ampex Recording Media Corporation, 401 Broadway, M.S. 22 -02, Redwood Ciry,
Circle (65) on Reply Card

Cl 94063

(415) 367-3809

Transmitter components

Enhanced wireless system

Video filters

By Power Electronic Components

By Nady Systems
Model AD-4: amplified antenna distri-

By ARCO Electronics
LP series: low -pass filters for CCIR 601,
NTSC or PAL video signal conditioning; a
typical unit is the 5.75MHz filter for standard studio (4.2.2) frequencies, which exhibits 40dB attenuation at 8MHz.

VECO vacuum capacitors: direct substitute units for Dolinko & Wilkins high voltage glass capacitors that are no longer
available; units range from 6- 1,000pF capacitance in several voltage levels from
7.5kV to 32kV peak; made from oxygen free, high -conductivity copper and Pyrex
glass.

bution system; dual-antenna unit feeds
four diversity or eight non -diversity wireless receivers; cascade outputs can be used
to drive additional AD -4 units for operation of many diversity receivers from the
two antennas; cabling and telescoping antennas with BNC adapters included.

Circle (378) on Reply Card

133rd SMPTE

*

*

Obstruction lighting
By Hughey & Phillips
Models OB -30, OB -28: rugged, vandalresistant obstruction lights for "under construction" applications; OB-30 includes
an L-810 steady burn lamp with controls,
lifting eye, 200 -foot 10/2 cable; OB-28 uses
a non -FAA flashing Xenon strobe; both

Circle (374) on Reply Card

ANNOUNCING

*

Circle (356) on Reply Card

Technical Conference
and Equipment Exhibit * *

feature battery operation with automatic
3 -stage charger unit; suitable for permanent use in remote sites.

The Conference That Defines Motion Picture
and Television Technologies

October 26, 27, 28, 29, 1991

Los Angeles Convention Center

Seminars
Meetings
Papers
Tutorials
Exhibits

Circle (368) on Reply Card

Friday
Weekend
Daily
Daily
Daily

Tutorial
Workshops
Technical Papers
Equipment Exhibits
Social Events

Software upgrade
By Dynatech ColorGraphics

DP version 6.0: gives increased power to DP digital production systems in applications, such as paint, matting, shaping

and animation; expands capabilities of
Workbench system; enhanced shape tools,
polygon shape selections; increased control over areas to be painted; improved key

Who Will Attend?
Presidents, CEOs Owners
Sales & Marketing VPs
Consultants
Directors of Operations
Students
Cameramen
Designers

Producen

TV Maintenance Supervisors

Marketing Managers
Publishers
Chief Engineers
A/V Technicians
Systems Engineers
Technical Supervisors

Production Managers
Graphic Artists
Tape Editors
Video Editors
Digital Effects Designers

frame render attribute editing.
Circle (362) on Reply Card

Level, phase monitoring
By Fieldwood Systems /Muncy Associates

For More Information, Mail To:

BE

Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
595 W. Hartsdale Ave., White Plains, NY 10607 (914) 761 -1100 Fax # 914 -761 -3115
Please rush the following information:
Exhibitor
Full Conference Registration:

Exhibit Only

El

Si
emnar Workshop

Tutorial

Name

Title

SDP -1 stereo display processor: enables the staff to monitor level and phase
status of stereo audio signals with up to
six standard VU meters, or with distinctive displays on an X -Y CRT monitor or
general purpose oscilloscope; 2 -color inphase and out-of- phase- signal (OOPS)
lamps on front panel.
Circle (363) on Reply Card

Signal processing

Co.

By Gotham Technology

Street

display, plotting frequency, time and amplitude to show audio spectrum events; exhibits dynamic range to 180dB; capture
data on disk for later analysis; VGA graphics card in an AT-type machine suggested.

City.

FFT software module: creates a 3 -D
Zip

State

Tel.

Fax

Country

Circle (366) on Reply Card
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The newest 4:2:2 digital component keyer,

the most affordable 4:2:2 digital component switcher,

THE
COMPLETE
DIGITAL

SOLUTION
A/D D/A

converters, serializerldeserializers, equalizer,

Only component digital gives you all the benefits and
unprecedented quality of digital video. Quality
you can't get from analog or digital composite video.
As you evolve into digital component post production all at once or one step at a time Thomson
supports you...with greater experience, expertise
and cost effectiveness.
The first all digital studio was all Thomson. That
was in 1985. Today. Thomson offers you a full range
of affordable and advanced new 4:2:2 digital
component products. These include Thomson's new
4:2:2 keyer with serial inputs and outputs for post production and graphics applications, the IMPULS
switcher for flexible low -cost entry into digital component post production, and the unique COLORADO
component color processor with multi-channel
processing capabilities. There is also Thomson's family
of expandable serial routing switchers, new A/D
and D/A converters to help you bridge the digital/
analog gaps, serializer /deserializers to convert
parallel digital signals into serial (and back). and a
serial digital equalizer /amplifier. They're all available
now and because flexibility and expandability
are built in. they'll also meet your needs in the future.
In facilities around the world, Thomson 4:2:2
equipment is making all the benefits of digital
more accessible and more economical with the
industry's most proven digital equipment. For more
information or a demonstration, call Thomson
Broadcast toll free at 1- 800 -882 -1824.

-

-

the Colorado 4:2:2 digital component color processor,

an all digital Thomson studio.
Circle (67) on Reply Card

THOMSON BROADCAST
T H E

I

M A G

E

O

F

P R O G R

E S S

THOMSON BROADCAST -17, rue du Petit Albi - BP 6244 - 95801 Cergy- Saint -Christophe Cedex FRANCE (33.1) 34.20.70.00 - Fax: (33.1) 34.20.70.47 - Telex: 616 780
USA - THOMSON BROADCAST lac. - 49 Smith Street - P.O. Box 5266 - Englewood, New Jersey 07631 (201) 569.16.50 - Fax: (201) 569.15.11

F

Power supply component
By Motorola /Media Relations MD 56-102

MJE -/MJF- 18004: power transistor
rated at 5A and 1kV VcEO; Switchmode
series suited for 220V off-line switching
power supplies from 30 -100W at 40 -70kHz
switching frequencies; available in TO -220
and isolated TO- 220 -style packages.
Circle (373) on Reply Card

Product catalog
By Panduit Electrical Group
Bulletin E- PWC-2: illustrates the full
line of P -CONN screw-on nut -style wire
connectors; available for No. 12 -No.
20AWG conductors in four standard colors.
Circle (377) on Reply Card

monitors using analog, TTL or ECL inputs;
color bars, cross -hatch, full raster and window patterns.
Circle (375) on Reply Card
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Product literature
By PACE

Brochures: describe

ST 50, MBT 201,
MBT 250 soldering systems; IR -70 high -

capacity iron; upgrade features for
SMT/through -hold applications; options
include ThermoTweez handpiece for component removal without damage; MBT
250 includes special tip and temperature
selection, auto tip temperature offset compensation.
Circle (376) on Reply Card

Video test source
By Network Technologies
MONTEST-AD24: video generator
simulates 24 different computer video formats covering horizontal scan rates from
15.7- 89.3kHz; designed for alignment of

from tape decks, CD players and other
equipment to the +4dBm standard professional signal level; outputs are balanced
6000 with transformer coupling; configures as left and right or mixed output.

Impedance interface
By FSR
TAI module: compact unit includes
RCA input connectors, terminal strip outputs as an interface between stereo audio

Wireless 1FB
By R.F. Neulink /R.F. Industries
IFB transmitter device: for field cuing, ENG truck and helicopter operations;
available for VHF and UHF frequencies.
Circle (379) on Reply Card

FM combiner
By SIRA Sistemi Radio
Series UC /FM /LB: filters for 87.5108MHz installation combining multiple

channels; channel isolation greater than
32dB with VSWR rating less than or equal
to 1.05; models available for 1kW though
25kW.
Circle (385) on Reply Card
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Professional
services
THOMAS STOFFEL
Broadcast Consulting Engineer
New TV/Studio/Transmitter Installations

Specialties
Old System Redesign
Studio Equip. Maint.
Facilities Evaluation
Transmitter Maint.
455 4th St., Monongahela, PA 15603 (412) 258.2898
25 Years Experience

RADIO ENGINEERING CO.
P.O.

New Systems Design

East Coast Video Systems
LINE...

ON-

A full service
company providing...
Consultation
Engineering & Design

Installations
Training

Serving...
Cable Systems

Corporate Facilities
Broadcast Facilities
Teleproduction Facilities

52 Ralph Street, Belleville, NJ 07109 (201) 751 -5655

D. L.

MARKLEY

& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673-7511

Member AFCCE

lEKN/MAX
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DENNIS R. CIAPURA
PRESIDENT

1'1385 FORESTVIEW LN.
SAN DIEGO, CA 92131
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STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGINEERING FOR AUDIO 8 VIDEO

Box 5457, SANTA MARIA, CA 93456
CONSULTANTS

TURNKEY SYSTEMS
DESIGN & DOCUMENTATION
EQUIPMENT SALES
CAD SERVICES

ALLOCATIONS, INSTALLATIONS, FIELD
ANTENNA & TYPE ACCEPTANCE MEASUREMENTS

Serving Broadcasters Over 35 Years
(805) 934 -5741
NORWOOD J. PATTERSON

JOHN H. BATTISON PE.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD# 1
Londonville, OH 44842
419 -994 -3849

I-C

h e m

COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1

-800- 444 -0856

Satellite Systems Engineering Design & Construction
T.I. Busting
Tracking Systems Transportable and Fixed Uplinks

FAX (805)962-0920
427 E. Montalto St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Seattle
Los Angeles
Lake Tahoe
Washington DC

(805) 963.3765

ERIC NEIL ANGEVINE, P.E.
consultant In acoustics
specializing In broadcast studio acoustics

910 Lakeridge Drive

(619) 695 -2429

NETCOM

405- 744 -6444

Stillwater, OK 74075
405 -372 -3949

1465 PALISADE AVE., TEANECK, NJ 07666 i (201) 837 -8424

Robert

J.

Nissen

THE NISSEN GROUP, INC.
Communications Technology Consultants
32 Ridge

Drive

Port Washington, New York 11050
(516) 944 -5477

For

Classified
Advertising
or

Professional
Services
information
Call
Renée Hambleton
at (913) 541 -6745

Preview

ECONOMY
EQUIPMENT RACKS

September...

i-

AUDIO -VIDEO CONTROL
SYSTEMS

Available in four heights:
3'0 ", 4'0 ", 5'0 ", and 6'0".

Interfacing Small- Format
Editing Systems

Adjustable to mount either 19" or 23"
equipment.

As technology reduces the size and cost
of cameras and recorders, engineers
must find ways to interface the new

equipment into fast-paced editing suites.
The article looks at the requirements of
the new small -format equipment, and
how the new hardware can be interfaced in edit and post suites.

Routing Digital TV Signals
TV signals represent new
challenges to control and routing systems. Switching and distribution of
these complex waveforms requires special equipment and careful planning to
avoid expensive mistakes. The article
looks at some of the new technology
that makes the process easier.

Digital

Interfacing Multiple
Control Systems
Automation comes to life as video and
audio equipment relies on one of two
common standards: SMPTE and MIDI.
The problem is when one standard must
talk to the other. The article takes the
mystery out of connecting what sometimes appears to be incompatible
devices.

Made of formed 11 GA. (.120) steel; zinc
plated with gold chromate finish.

Accessory Options:
Wall mounting hardware
Gated rack hardware
Caster support hardware
Rack caster set

PRICED
AS LOW AS

$6750

Write or call for our FREE CATALOG.
It is an engineering manual with helpful
illustrations on installation procedures.

NEWTON
INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
'1-B0%727BIJTNER.N_C

111EAS'

27509PHONE191915 75-642 6FAX

A

5

'547OB

MANUFACTURERS OF AUXILIARY FRAMING, CABLE RACKS, MISC. HARDWARE,
EQUIPMENT RACKS, MAIN FRAME AND TERMINAL BLOCKS.
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October...
PROFITABLE TECHNICAL
MANAGEMENT

11th Annual Salary
Survey: My Share
Broadcast and post -production operations have never been so complex. The
technical personnel required to operate
these facilities are highly skilled and
valuable. The salary survey looks at
compensation programs by radio and
television in three different categories.

Engineers
Profit Team

- Part of the

Engineers should be part of the management team within a station. One key
is to show the manager that you understand the need to be profitable. Another is to demonstrate creativity in helping the station make money. The article
looks at ways engineers can become
part of the station's profit team.

Competing for Your Job
you had to interview for your job today, would you qualify? That's an important issue many people forget as they
become "comfortable" in their surroundings. The article prods the reader to reexamine how important their skills are
If

to the station or production manager.

Standara Solid With Radome

NEW 8' Category A Truncated Antenna

Upgrade To 8 Foot Category A
No Increase In Tower Windloading
Mark has developed a NEW truncated 8 foot antenna that meets FCC Part
74 Category A with a windload no greater than a 6 foot solid. This antenna
allows the upgrade of current systems without raising tower windloading
or compromising the link quality. The truncated antenna is available in 2,
7 and 13 GHz as well as a dual frequency 7 and 13 GHz model.

Mark manufactures a full line of microwave and cellular antennas, please
call us with your requirements.

Radiation Systems, Inc.
Mark Antennas Division
P.O.

Box 1548

Des Plaines, IL 60017
Fax: 708 -635 -7946

Tel: 708 -298 -9420
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Classified

I

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HARRIS ALLIED now recruiting. Inside Sales Supervisor.
Experienced should contact Tom Harle at 317-962 -8596.
6 -91 -3t

Engineers/Instructors
The Sony Training Department, which is known for
its effectiveness in teaching how to repair and maintain equipment, is expanding. We seek those rare
individuals who can combine technical expertise
with good communication skills and who are dedicated to customer satisfaction. The ideal candidates
will have experience in the repair, maintenance and
servicing of Professional Video or Broadcast Products
equipment. An appropriate technical education
(BSEE) or equivalent is required.

YOUNG AND GROWING production company in Alabama
looking for a remote engineer. Must be willing and able to
travel and to relocate to Alabama. Needs background in
electronics. Company will train. Send resumes to: Enç ineering resumes, 3430 Lorna Lane, Birmingham, AL 35216.
7 -91 -2t

FINANCING
LANDMARK FINANCIAL GROUP - Nationwide $5k to
$1mm Equipment Leasing/Financing Credit Application
only to $25,000 (214) 644-3297 or FAX (214) 699 -7893
8.91 -1t

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

We offer you the challenge of working for an industry
leader and the opportunity to develop technical skills
on state -of-the -art equipment. SONY offers a competitive salary and a comprehensive benefits package.
If interested, please send your resume to SONY
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Dept. INST, 677
River Oaks Parkway, San Jose, CA 95134. We are
proud to be an EEO /AA employer, M/F/H/V. We also
maintain a drug free workplace and perform preemployment substance abuse testing.

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing
small business. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded
3-91-3t
message: (707) 448 -0330. (PC7)

SONY

TRAINING

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
9100/9000 OWNERS. Replace your TEC 70 terminal with
a PC compatible and our software. Dial -up access with additional software. $295.00. Demo disk $20.00. Software
Mercenaries, 1285 West Street, Guilford, CT 06437. Phone
203-457-9066.
6 -91 -3t

FCC GENERAL CLASS LICENSE. Cassette recorded lessons with seminars in Washington, Newark, Philadelphia.
Bob Johnson Telecommunications, Phone (213) 379-4461.

PART OF THE BIG PICTURE.

CHIEF ENGINEER The University of MO- Columbia small
midwest market, NBC affiliate station KOMU-TV, is seeking a Chief Engineer. Requires a Bachelor's degree in Elec.
Engr. or equivalent; 6-8 years in television broadcasting;
possession of 1st class telephone lic. issued by the FCC.
Experience in transmitter, satellite systems, computers, studio and control room, SNG and ENG. Responsible for Engr.
staff, equipment and capital expenditure recommendations.
Generous benefit package. Submit letter of application and
resume to: UMC Empl. Svcs., 201 S. 7th St., 130 Heinkel
Bldg., Columbia, MO 65211. Affirmative Action/Equal Op8 -91 -1t
portunity Employer.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER WANTED. A manufacturer of
broadcast equipment located in the Southwest seeks a person with a strong background in analog and digital electronics with emphasis in audio engineering. Must have
experience with DSP and a strong background in analog
audio design. Experience in broadcasting and broadcast
equipment manufacturing preferred. Company has excellent reputation and good benefits. Send resume only to:
Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Dept. 725, Over7-91 -3t
land Park, KS 66212.

STUDIO SUPERVISOR

TELEMEDIA SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Principal Research Design Engineer (Electronics)
Approx. Salary $30,161 to $40,964
Requires college graduation with a degree in engineering and two years professional experience including design related experience or an equivalent. Also requires
experience in operating and maintaining a wide variety
of television production equipment and video tape recording equipment.
For additional information and State application
contact:
4505 Maryland Pkwy.
UNLV - Personnel
Karen Howerton
Las Vegas, NV 89154
702-739 -3504

05-90 -tin

EQUIPMENT WANTED
ENTERPRISE ELECTRONICS 7900A weather radar receiver with dual range/memory options. Need good con-

dition

working

unit. Contact

Siebenaller

Rick

(419) 249-5562.

8-91 -1t

WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Systems or components. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT GROUP: the largest USED equipment dealer in the U.S.A. (214) 869 -0011.
04- 91 -tfn

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS

WCIA is looking for an experienced technical supervisor. Applicants must have strong maintenance
abilities on all aspects of studio equipment microwave transmitters and receivers, satellite
receivers and controllers, VHF and UHF transmitters.
Must also have supervisory experience scheduling
both operating and maintenance personnel.
Experience in engineering budgeting also helpful.
Must possess an FCC general radio telephone
license and /or SBE certification. Send resumes to:

Engineering
WCIA
509 S. Neil Street
Champaign, IL 61824 -0777

86

An Equal

Opportunity
Employer

TECHNICIAN. WHYY -TV seeks Mobile Satellite Uplink Operator to provide primary, hands -on field supervision and
operating support for uplink truck. Must be familiar with
technology, have outgoing personality, and ability to travel. Full-time position; excellent benefits. Send resume with
salary requirements to: Personnel, 150 North Sixth Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19106. EOE M /F.
8 -91-1t

LEADING COMPANY in industry of long form advertising
seeks video engineer experienced in installation, maintenance and repair of complete studio and post production
facility with 3/a ", beta-SP and 1" equipment. Immediate
opening. Salary dependent on experience. Call or write
John Prechtel, Hawthorne Communications, Inc., P.O. Box
1366, Fairfield, Iowa 52556, 515-472-3800.
8-91 -1t

CITV - TV Station In the Tax -Free Cayman Islands now Hiring all positions. Send full resume and salary requirements
to: CITY, R. O. Box 1069, Grand Cayman, B.W.I. Fax: (809)
947 -4230. No phone calls please.
8 -91 -1t

TV BROADCAST ENGINEER needed with FCC First Phone
license or TV SBE certification. TV transmitter maintenance
experience preferred. Contact Mervin Ainsworth CE,.
WKTV, Box 2, Utica, N.Y. 13505. EOE
8 -91 -1t
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SERVICES
F I N

A L L Y

!

1 GIZ. VIGEG MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR RENT AR

MEI
MIN!

21 Channel Selectable 3012 Watt Portable AC/DC Transmitters

&
Also
Dishes, Dualrods,
Receivers with 2 Channel Audio.
Tripods, Back-up Units, IlWeless Cameras, Live Truck & En,. Crews.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS tor Long Term & Multiple System Rentals.
Emergency /Rush
O
//
Delivery Capable
24 Hours a Day.
UVELINK SERVICES

-

`+r

216/494-9303

ide

5755 Freedom N

.. N

CanIrn.0144720

TRANSMITTER TUBE REBUILDING SINCE

1941:
3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others. Write for
75412
Hwy.
25,
PRODUCTS
INC.,
details. FREELAND
Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893 -1243 or (800) 624 -7626.
1- 91 -tfn

Consultation. Ar- Acoustic Design
chitectural, Engineering & Analysis Services. Since 1976.
Solutions for: audio monitoring, anomalies, vibration, isoROSATI ACOUSTICS

lation & HVAC noise control problems. Select Booth's Aural
Contributions. "Isn't it about sound ?" 617-423 -5546

Boston

8-91 -1t

¡GlassifiedI
-VIDEO

TIE LINES

-1

Aux
PATCHPRINTS In
Custom Patch Bay Labeling
1

2

3

4

For New and Rebuilt

CALL US

Radio Broadcast Equipment

HALL

By
PATCH BAY DESIGNATION COMPANY
DI.. of Glendale Rubber Stamp 4 Printing

Electronics

Ca, int.

(804) 974 -6466

Telephone

P.O. Box 6278, Glendale, CA 91205
4742 San Fernando Road
Glendale, CA 91204

LISTED BY THE FINEST
POST /PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN THE COUNTRY!

FOR SALE

SERVICES
1

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS

(818) 241.5585
FAX (818) 507 -5050

.i.T-.1-J.11
,11,ill,s,l'1
7T17 rrr7-77r17-7
::r1. rN:iii ik uJ.: 1.t:L6:.t i

FREE 56 -PC

COMPLETE EDITING SYSTEMS...Complete SP Betacam A/B
roll suite with DVE & CG for only $230,000; Complete 1" to
SP U -Matic suite -$138,000; Interformat 1 " /SP Betacam /SP UMatic system- $107,500; Complete M2 A/B Roll systems from
$85,000; U -Matic A/B roll systems from $27,486...

...SP Betacam recorders and players at significant
savings!!! Sony BVW -40- $11,500; Sony BVW- 10- $6,500; Sony
BW -1A- $3,500; Sony BVW- 25- $5,495; Sony BVP- 3A/BW -1A
camera/docking Betacam pkg w/Miller 30- $8,700; Sony BVP3/13W-1 camera/docking Betacam package w/Sachtler 7+7BETACAM

Charlottesville, Va. 22901

1305 -F Seminole Trail

MANUFACTURERS' & DEALERS' DEMO STOCK
FOR SALE AT SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS...
MOBILE TRUCKS...45 foot fully outfitted Sports Truck $800,000; Roscor -built Starfleet KU uplink truck -$230,000;1988
30 foot production truck with 2 masts -$150,000; 1979 30 foot
partially outfitted truck -$150,000; Many other trucks from
$15,000!!!

CATALOG

$7,500..

.

CAMERAS...Sony DXC- M7K- $8,000; Sony DXC -M3AK- $3,900;
Ikegami HL-95D package-$9,495; Ikegami HL- 79EAL- $12,000;
Hundreds of cameras from $2,500!!!
CHARACTER GENERATORS...Chyron 4200 -$35,000; Chyron

VIA STATE -OF- THE -ART, 4 FIELD.
EMMY AWARD - WINNING CONVERTER

VP-2- $2,400; Laird Legend LX with camera capture -$9,995;
Laird 1500 w /encoder -$5,500; Many CG's as low as $1,000.
.

PAL BETACAM SP
3/4"

D -2

HI -8

Complete line of audio
modules and accessories for all engineered
sound & broadcast applications

PAL 1" S -VHS
VIDEO-8 1/2"

VIDEO DUPLICATION
ALL FORMATS

1800-USA-DUB1

USII STUDIOS

'MODULAR AUDIO PRODUCTS
1- 800-333.7697.516.345.3100FAX 516. 345-3106
r.

DIGITAL EFFECTS & STILL STORES... Abekas A -53D w/Warp$36,000; Abekas A-42 w/3 disc drives, 2 channels, streamer $26,500; Microtime ACT-3D w /pageturn -$9,995; ADO -100 2D
DVE- $17,500; Sony DME-450-$6,000; DSC Illusion -$8,995; NEC
E- Flex/Optiflex- $13,500

GRAPHICS. Cubicomp full system- $16,500; Silicon Graphics
Iris 3030 -$6,000..
ONE INCH

FOR SALE: Ron Balonis' Broadcast Engineer's Computer Toolbox on a 5 -1/4" IBM compatible disk. Send $25.00
to COMPUTER TOOLBOX, Ronald F. Balonis, 118 Rice
8-91 -1t
Street, Trucksville, PA 18708 -1628.

... Many

units to choose from starting at $11,500...

SWITCHERS...Grass Valley 300 -3AN- $90,000; Fora PVM -600$8,000; Grass Valley 10ON-$8,000; Echolab DV-7 w/serial$4,995; Crosspoint Latch 6112 system -2 ME's + serial adapter
unit and audio follow mixer -$5,500; Sony SEG -2000A w/Wipe
expander -$4,995...
TEST EQUIPMENT... INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL (limited quan-

MAILING LISTS
AM FM TV
Labels or Diskette

Station Base
(800) 359-2818

SONY, PANASONIC, JVC
Authorized Parts Distributor
SEI ELECTRONICS
2520 -22 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, PA 19132
215-223 -9400
800-523 -0894
FAX: 215 -223 -9423

tiry)- Kenwood waveform/vectorscope/rack -$3,145; Videotek test
& terminal equipment at substantial savings!!!
LIGHTING...complete lighting grip truck for sale, fully loaded
field and studio lighting sytems available for immediate deliveryMole Richardson, LTM, Lowel and many more...
POWER CONDITIONERS & INVERTERS... major lines of conditioners, uninteruptable power supplies and 12V do to 120Vac
inverters at substantial savings...
ASK ABOUT OUR BUYER PROTECTION PROGRAM... Equipment evaluation, reconditioning and warranty programs available at substantial savings from factory- trained technicians...

Circle (75) on Reply Card

Provid Supply can find what you
Let us shop for you!!

are looking for!!

FOR SALE
90 - SECTIONS 6 1/8 ", 19' Ft. transmission line. $200 per
section. 2 - RCA TR -70C Quad VTRs. One operational, one
for parts. $2000 obo for both. 50 Watt ITFS Transmitter,
antenna. $10,000 obo. Sony VO-4800 portable 3/4" VCR
with soft carrying case. Less battery. $700. ALL FOB KOZKTV, Springfield, MO. Will Trade! Bill Ellis (417) 865 -2100.
7-91 -2t
HARRIS 60 Kw UHF TRANSMITTER, factory rebuilt, state
of the art MSDC klystrons, full new equipment warranty.
Harrison Systems Ltd. (301) 595 -9220.
8 -91 -2t

The Best Values in used broadcast
equipment are in our FREE Catalog!
Call Write or Fax toda !

MICOR VIDEO EQUIPXLVT

CAPACITORS OVERNIGHT
Power

Oil Filled

TUBES 4CX1000A ,4CX250B,4.1000A,4CX15000A,and
more. We carry large inventory, all major brands (EIMAC,
01- 91 -tfn
AMPEREX, RCA) Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

Transistors
Filters
Any Parts starting with 1N or 2N
Relays

1- 800 -323 -0460
FAX 1- 802 -425 -3664
Kellner Electronics, Inc., Charlotte, VT 05445

Morel

DNF Industries (213) 650 -5256
1032

N. Sweetzer, #212, LA, CA 90069

VIDEO /AUDIO /RF

Buy

Consign
STDRE,INC.

Sell
Service

Over 3000 items

BROADCAST

in

inventory

Burbank, CA 818.845 -7000
New York, N.Y. 212.268 -8800

Circle (76) on Reply Card
COPPER ! All sizes of wire and strap for AM, FM and TV.
Construction, counter poise, grounding. (800) 622 -0022.
5 -91 -5t

AMPEX & SONY VTR

Transport Control
with JOG for under $300

-

-

up to 450VDC
MICA
Sangamo, Cornell- Dubilier
Non -PCB Oval, Rectangular
-

SONEX- SOURCE
58 Nonotuck St., Northampton, MA 01060

-

'Your Source for Sonex Acoustical Foam'

Best Prices
Order

Credit Cards Accepted

413-584 -7944
Fax or info

FAX

(708)

670 -7892

Exceptional Values On All Current Technologies
Mobile Audio Studios- TRIPLE TREAT PLUS TERMS -Call
today -make money tomorrow! Pro designed, built,
equipped beautiful 45- footer with Harrison 40-in desk, Otan
24- trk(s), mics, ready to serve your cash customers as
1) SMPTE interlock post suite or 2) audio assist for any
video shoot and/or 3) major music event coverage.
Mics- Unbeatable Beyer bargains on outstanding product
( "B" stock): MC 736/737 Shotguns $555 -575, MCE 86
short shotgun $285, MCE 5/6 & 10 lays well under $200,
M500 ribbon $175. CALL for prices on superb used studio
models: AKG C -12A, C-414s, 451; Shure SM -57s, SM -81s;
Sennheiser MD441 -U.
Monitors -USCO Audio near -fields with unique down -firing
sub -woofer -CALL NOW. Smithline Audio near-fields 2x4
"NS -10 Killers" CALL NOW... Large selection of used
values: JBL 4313/4411/4435, Yamaha NS -10MS, Auratones.

Mixers- Soundcraft (Demos)

200B 16x4 Std. $4,465; 200
Delta 16 ch. Std. $4,815; Allen & Heath MOD III 18x8x16
(Used) $5,250; TASCAM M -20 20x8x2 (Used)

$5,100...CALL.
Recorders-Sony PCM -2500 R -DAT $2000... MXP -5003V
Like new w /center Ch...TC, chase -lock synchronizer, stand
$5,100...Fostex D -20 Pro DAT used on 1 project
$6,500...Otan MX -5050 2, 4 8 -trks from $1,250... MCI
JH -11OLB 1"
Video LAyback w/remote, cart
$5,900...Tascam MS -16 (15&30 fps) $5,100; ATR 60/2T
center ch...TC 2 -irks CALL.
Digital Audio Workstations-Par Excellence, The lowest
cost and best entry level system. PC -based 386/33, 2 -trk
system, 1 hr. capacity (expandable) hard disk comes ready
to work, full 1 yr. warranty. Puts random -access, nondestructive editing and mix -to- picture powers with full
SMPTE lock at your fingertips.

CALL FOR OTHER DAW OPTIONS
Call or FAX Pro Audio Resources

Nationwide Delivery

800-484 -1003 Ext. 0032

670 -PROS

Pro Audio Resources

Supply- computer grade:

Transmitting

5545 N Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois 60640 -1222
312 334 4300 Telex 910 240 9449 Fax 312 334 4385

PROVID SUPPLY CORPORATION
(708)

708-670- 7767...FAX 670-7892
A

Division of Provld Supply Corp. -Your complete Video Equipment Resource
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3M Pro Audio /Video Products
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Leader Instruments Corp

IBC

Advertising sales offices
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Vytas Urbonas
Telephone: (312) 435 -2361
Telefax: (312) 922 -1408
55 East Jackson, Suite 1100
Chicago, IL 60604

Associates
210 President Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231
Telephone: (718) 802 -0488
Telefax: (718) 522 -4751
Gordon

&

Mike Trerotoli

Telephone: (212) 332 -0632
Telefax: (212) 332 -0663
888 7th Avenue, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10106
OXFORD, ENGLAND
Nicholas McGeachin
Intertec Publishing Corp.
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre,
Clifton Road, Deddington,
Oxford OX15 4TP England
Telephone: (0869) 38794
Telefax: (0869) 38040
Telex: 837469 BES G
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TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
1101 Grand Maison
Shimomiyabi-Cho 2 -18
Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: (03) 235 -5961
FAX: (03) 235 -5852
Telex: J-33376 MYORIENT
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SANTA MONICA,

CALIFORNIA
Herbert A. Schiff
Telephone: (213) 393 -9285
Jason Perlman
Telephone: (213) 458 -9987
Kelly Daugherty
Telephone: (213) 451 -8695
Nancy Niver
Telephone: (213) 395 -8004
Schiff & Associates
501 Santa Monica Blvd,
Ste. 401.

Santa Monica, CA 90401
Telefax: (213) 393 -2381

FREWVILLE,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
John Williamson
Hastwell, Williamson,
Rep. Pty. Ltd.
109 Conyngham Street

Frewville 5063, South
Australia
Phone: 799 -522
FAX: 08 79 9522
Telex: AA87113 HANDM
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
OVERLAND PARK,
KANSAS
Renée Hambleton
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212
913 -888 -4664

NTSC COMPOSITE, SUBCARRIER, A

ALL CHANNELSNHF /UHF/CAN, IN'
INT /EXT VIDEO & AUDIO MOD, C
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15 MHz VIDEO SWEEP, D

DOT /CROSSHATCH, r

MOD STAIRCASE, C
CHECKER, SYNC, (

CHROMINANCE,

I

LUMINANCE, SN
SMPTE BARS,

C

GENLOCK, 10
100 PRESET,

WINDOW,

F

RASTER,Y
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much less simple than in times past.
Equipment once run from a single
composite feed may now be driven by
S -VHS, Hi -8, or component signals, not
to mention VHF, UHF, and CAN.
To meet all these expanding signal source
needs -and more
Leader introduces
the Model 408 general-purpose video
test generator.

-

The GEtLOCKable 408 also proauces
muttiburst and video sweep to 15 MHz,
as well as many more precision test
siignals. And on- screen programming

provides for easy signal creation for wide ranging test situations. For routine testing,
create up to 100 preset test setups. And
there's much more to this uniquely feature rich generator. There's even a PAL version
available.

To çet the whole long story of Leader's
amazingly versatile Model 408, call toll free:
1 800 645 -5104. In NY, call 516 231 -6900.
See what our new do -it -all can do for you!

1

800 645-5104

ADER

FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE

Circle (4) on Reply Card for product information.
Circle (5) on Reply Card for product demonstration.
Leader Instruments Corporation, 380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices: Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Atlanta. In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd., 416 828 -6221.
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NEWS & SPORTS -Catch Them Live!
Wheatstone's TV-600S offe-s new fea- pre -selector overbridge is also available. It can
tures allowinc it to excel in live new3 and sports act as a stand -alone dry contact input se ector
programming. Innovations include a Bus - or irterface to the console Event Compute-.
Two stereo master ou:puts are includec for
Minusi`l IFB system that provides a large
number of IFE. feeds with bilingual capability, as domestic and international feeds, plus two mono
well as an emergency backup system. Our new outputs for SAP and mono sum signals. The
Event Computer controls channel sources TV -600S is available in both mono and stereo
directly from jour station's routing switcher or subgroup formats, with or without VCA group
ma=ters. Mainframe systems and mocule
from the console's own onboard snitcher.
The system can store hundreds of events complements are configured to client
that can be selected from the console or auto - specifications.
Take advantage of Wheatstone's exper,sequenced. Alpha- numeric disp ays indicate
ience
and reputation and call our appl ca -ion
channel sources above each fader. Sources
neers.
eng
for
those
can be changec during live events
last minute updates. An optiona eight input

Whcatftono Corporation
Circle (3) on Reply Card

6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, N". 13211 315 -455 7740

